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Editorial: Listening in the Anthropocene  
 

Jenni Munday, Cassily Charles Michelle O’Connor, Tracy Sorensen, 

Barbel Ullrich, Louisa Waters 
 

 

This special edition of Fusion was initially planned to coincide with the Listening in the 

Anthropocene Symposium and Exhibition, in April 2020 - before covid-19 came along, and 

everything was postponed. The symposium and exhibition became online events, which 

happened in late August 2020, and submissions for this special edition were reviewed in the 

months that followed. On one hand, the delays brought some wonderfully positive outcomes, 

with some delightful, engaging and thought-provoking submissions; and on the other, some 

disappointments for several of our intended contributors who were affected by COVID-19, 

particularly those from Europe and the United States. 

This special edition, as well as the Listening in the Anthropocene exhibition and symposium, 

are projects of the Creative Practice Circle at Charles Sturt University. We are a research group 

and a community of arts-based researchers, who started meeting in 2016 to support one 

another’s writing and research processes. Arts-based research can be a fairly solitary activity, 

and we are spread across various physical locations, so the founding members established 

regular online meetings – sometimes weekly, sometimes fortnightly, sometimes monthly. The 

group has grown and now includes a mix of higher degree research candidates, early career 

researchers, mid-career researchers and artists. We share our works-in-progress and plan 

collaborative dissemination of these works. At our meetings, our conversations are organic, 

inclusive, deep and inspiring and lead us to push our work to the edges of contemporary 

artmaking and research. 

The Listening in the Anthropocene exhibition was opened on the 27th of August 2020 by Mandy 

Martin, contemporary Australian artist and Adjunct Professor of the Fenner Institute at the 

Australian National University. Professor Martin noted the links between this exhibition and 

the work of the Anthropocene Working group, led by Jan Zalasiewicz, whose mission is to 

examine the “seventh and last epoch – when the power of Man assisted the operation of nature 

[which] is described as one in which humans are not only present but, as ‘civilised humans’ 

are modifying key Earth processes such as regional temperature and precipitation by altering 

vegetation patterns and burning coal” (Grinevald, McNeill, Oreskes, Steffen, Summerhayes & 

Zalasiewicz, 2019, p.5).  

The term Anthropocene is still in contention, but we have no doubt that humans have altered 

landscapes, oceans, the atmosphere and ecosystems, making it urgent that we speak out for 

change.  In a heart-breaking journal article about the inevitable demise of the Icelandic glaciers, 

Morehouse & Cigliano (2020) remind us: 

listening well requires decentering ourselves as fixed and referential subjects and 

shifting our attention to the relations within which we are entangled. It is a strategy that 

asks us to listen to human and nonhuman storytellers. None of this is easy (p.5). 

This is a shared concern among the diverse practices and interests of the Creative Practice 

Circle, and the core theme of the Listening in the Anthropocene exhibition, symposium and 

special edition of Fusion. This special edition collects work by writers who are listening to a 

range of stories – some of which are hard to hear, and others which are quite joyous and life-

affirming.  

https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/FINAL.pdf
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/FINAL.pdf
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/symposium-2020/mandy-martin-exhibition-launch/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/symposium-2020/mandy-martin-exhibition-launch/
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The special edition includes one of the works from the exhibition, by Nicole Welch. Welch has 

a strong connection to the natural environment and her infra-red time lapse video, 

Yarrahapinni, captures the movement of water, clouds and vegetation as the tide moves into 

an estuary on the New South Wales north coast. The colours are eerie, carrying warning, but 

there is a sense of rejuvenation, too, as more-than-human forces flow and welcome the 

regeneration of an endangered wetland. Yarrahapinni was commissioned by the Manly Art 

Gallery & Museum for the Manly Dam Project 2019/2020 and Fusion is delighted to publish 

it here.  

Following the exhibition, the Listening in the Anthropocene symposium took place on the 28th 

of August 2020, with keynotes by Adjunct Professor Margaret Woodward and Professor 

Mandy Martin, with Alexander Boynes.  This special edition includes articles written by 

several of the symposium presenters: Bärbel Ullrich, Tracy Sorensen, Margaret Woodward, 

and Sam Bowker, and also includes contributions from Magdaléna Manderlová, David Calf, 

Cissi Tsang, Lee Beavington, Milena Popov, Patricia Jäggi, Kate Donovan, Rachel Meyers and 

Carolyn Philpott.  

In her article, Bärbel Ullrich explores the-more-than human world through a creative practice 

which breaks from traditional landscape conventions by engaging with site specificity, 

collaborating with land and the earth itself. Drawing on Jungian psychology and the language 

of the archetype – such as Spiral, Mandala, Stones, Circle and Axis Mundi – Ullrich seeks out 

ways of being-in-the-world that might transcend time and space in order to develop a new 

human consciousness interconnected with land.  

Tracy Sorensen conceptually and literally (through crochet and creative writing) “becomes 

with” her organs and other non-human entities on the brink of extinction (Deleuze & Guattari, 

1988; Haraway, 2016). These threads she pulls together to unite body with climate change and 

the bodies pieces/parts within the-more-than human world, which face the turmoil of the 

Anthropocene. Both Sorensen’s creative writing and her article negate the traditions of linear 

narrative by following, as she writes, “Baradian ontology, in which there are no “real” 

beginnings, middles or ends, only entanglement and possibility” (Barad, 2007, p.141). Barad 

(2007) proposes that there is no individual agency “because nothing exists in-and-of itself; 

everything is the result of, the creation of, interactions with other things,” (p.396) – a view 

which is in radical tension with the anthropocentric and individualist axioms of contemporary 

Western culture, especially under capitalism.   

Margaret Woodward’s creative practice and writing traverses both the body and the-more-than 

human world, as entanglements of the “moments between presence and absence.” Woodward 

asks how the Anthropocene might be “registered as absences – as genocide, as gaps in the 

geological record, habitat extinctions, retreating glaciers, mineral and emotional exhaustion or 

sensory loss.” Woodward applies a collaborative “slow publishing” practice which aims at  

“Attuning, attending, sensing, distilling and listening ... as well as overhearing.”  

Sam Bowker’s paper reveals a creative practice which is as intimate as a mix tape: a gift to 

‘listen in’ to the artist/curator’s narratives, cultural location and personal taste. Bowker 

explores listening to, and creating with, the found objects or ’readymades’ of our aural world, 

the “audible objects of the Anthropocene.” Listening out through the lens of literary traditions, 

Bowker then remixes the audible into ‘song cycles’ of epic tales such as such as Ramayana, 

Dante’s Divine Comedy, or Aladdjinn and Faust mapping commonality between the grand and 

enduring works of human civilisations and the unplanned and quotidien sounds of larger life. . 

Magdaléna Manderlová engages in a practice of deep listening of the landscape to imagine the 

sounds of an environment in the North Bohemian region of the Czech Republic, which has 

https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/av-files/margaret-woodward-keynote/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/av-files/keynote-mandy-martin/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/av-files/keynote-mandy-martin/
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been impacted by mining over many decades.  In her artwork HISS, Manderlová responds to 

an immersive excursion to this landscape, through the production of a sonic essay that rumbles 

with a deep drone, as if an echo sounds up from underneath the surface of the landscape. This 

is accompanied by an artist book that captures in text and images the impact of loss from mining 

and extractivism at this place. Manderlová invites us to linger here and imagine the landscape 

from another time. 

David Calf, in his Spectral Geologies, asks us to not only listen differently, but to consider the 

accumulated sediment of sounds from the past. In presenting us with soundscapes recorded in 

monumental sites around the former Yugoslavia, he challenges us to reflect on the expansive 

possibility of all events leaving sonic traces in the earth. 

Cissi Tsang, in Sound Art as ways of exploring aspects of place, has a similar interest in the 

multi-layered histories that inhabit physical locations, “intertwining with the emotional 

landscape of the artist.” Tsang introduces us to the works of influential sound sculptors and 

describes their own work which uses environmental sound enmeshed with technological 

sources. 

Lee Beavington’s Bird Language and Contemplative Education in the Anthropocene blends 

creative and academic writing, in a piece lovingly tied to the particularities of his home on 

Mayne Island off the coast of British Columbia: mountains, robins, raccoons, bald eagles, 

wolves. He makes the case for listening as a way of building empathy for the more-than-human 

world. Birds are talking all the time, and it is time we non-Indigenous humans once again 

learned to listen to them. 

Milena Popov writes about her own multimedia practice in Juxtaposing Anthropocentric and 

Natural Rhythms in My Video-Sound Art Explorations. She explores the jarring contrast 

between industrial humanity’s noises and the harmonious profusion of non-human sounds, by 

recording and remixing audio clips taken from natural and urban environments. She calls for a 

return to a whole-body sensing of the rhythms of the natural environment, in the face of the 

encroaching rhythms of the endlessly hastening human-centred world. 

Rachel Meyers and Carolyn Philpott take us to the soundscapes of the Antarctic by analysing 

a work by the composer Cheryl Leonard as a case-study of eco-acoustic composition. Listening 

to the excerpts from the composer, the reader can hear the relationship between the found sound 

and the performed sound by musicians playing Leonard’s carefully created instruments, made 

from items found in the Antarctic during a residency with the United States National Science 

Foundation. 

Patricia Jäggi, in Listening to the Reveries, asks us to imagine a post-Anthropocene world and 

reflects on, and compares, the work of contemporary sound artists, considering the utopian or 

dystopian worlds where humans don’t exist. What would they sound like?  

Kate Donovan’s essay Nightcall Radio: radio – Anthropocene - entanglements discusses the 

context for her creative practice, which looks beyond our common expectations about radio, to 

the ways it connects matter with the more-than human world. Donovan responds to a practice 

of deep listening and encourages us to listen out for micro-sounds and even silence, to 

understand how notions of silencing influence the dominant ways of knowing about life in the 

Anthropocene. 

The editorial committee commend the work included in the invited section of the edition: 

Shelley Sacks, in the midst of the COVID crisis in the UK, shared some poignant photographs 

with us that we felt needed to be included in the edition. Professor Craig Bremner generously 
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responded to a request to review the Listening in the Anthropocene online exhibition; and 

Louisa Waters and Michelle O’Connor have produced their valuable contributions while being 

immersed in the time pressures of doctoral research. 

Every article and contribution has the potential to make the reader think deeply and differently. 

We are very grateful to all the contributors for their inspiring and innovative works, and finish 

with the words of the Irish band Bright Eyes⎯”we’ve been wondering what tomorrow’s going 

to sing, on the final field recording from the loud Anthropocene…” (Oberst, 2020). 
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Over-hearing in the Anthropocene 
 

Margaret Woodward 
 

Abstract 

 
To listen in the Anthropocene is an act of acknowledgement. It is a complicity with 

and responsibility to the more-than-human world. As poets, artists, writers and 

publishers how do we make what is overheard – signals of loss and extinction, 

moments between presence and absence, languages of inanimate and animate – 

heard?  

Paying attention to the quixotic, irreversible moments that have become signals in 

the register of the Anthropocene, this essay addresses the question ‘What is listening 

in the Anthropocene?’ by exploring the relationship between listening, hearing, 

publishing and being heard. The collaborative creative practice I share with Justy 

Phillips (under the name A Published Event) pivots on the act of making public, 

where publishing is understood as a form of art practice. One technique we explore 

through speculative publishing, we call ‘language-ing’, a bringing into language a 

lived experience of listening-with. Throughout this speculative essay, an 

accumulating lexicon turns the body towards hard to detect signals, sometimes 

registered as absences – as genocide, as gaps in the geological record, habitat 

extinctions, retreating glaciers, mineral and emotional exhaustion or sensory loss. 

Recent work from A Published Event and collaborations with other artists frame the 

essay, including Lost Rocks (2017-21) and Erratic Ecologies (2019-20), both of 

which are included in the Listening in The Anthropocene online exhibition.  

 

Keywords: geology, Anthropocene, glaciology, publishing as art practice, 

erratics. 

 

 

To listen in the Anthropocene is an act of acknowledgement of complicity with and 

responsibility to the more-than-human world. What is listening in the Anthropocene, and what 

and who can be heard? These questions are at the core of this essay, part of which flows from 

the keynote presentation for the Listening in The Anthropocene Symposium in August 2020, 

the other part drawing on projects from the collaborative creative practice of A Published 

Event which pivot on publishing – the act of making public. A Published Event are based in 

nipaluna/Hobart, in lutruwita/Tasmania where we work with language, ideas and publishing 

to make long-term relational artworks through shared acts of public telling. We use chance 

encounters, constructed situations and the shared authorship of lived experience, through 

publishing-as-art-practice, to co-compose complex fields of social, cultural and political 

relations. Alongside the projects and ideas presented in this essay emerges a speculative 

process of language-ing, a lexicon for listening in the Anthropocene gathered from our 

creative practice. 

Anthropocene 

Since Dutch chemist Paul Crutzen first coined the term the Anthropocene in 2002, it has 

become firmly embedded in the vocabulary of science but not always from within the 

discipline of geological sciences. There has been a flourishing of geological discourse in a 

wide range of disciplines outside of geology, significantly from the arts and humanities. 

Despite continuing debates within scientific circles regarding the validity of the term for 

adoption into the official nomenclature of geological ages, epochs and eras; the concept of the 

https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/exhibition-2020/a-published-event-justy-phillips-and-margaret-woodward-lost-rocks/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/exhibition-2020/a-published-event-justy-phillips-and-margaret-woodward-erratic-ecologies/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/exhibition/
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Anthropocene has mobilised political scientists, philosophers, artists and the media allowing 

‘new vocabularies to surface’ (Bobbette and Donovan 5). 

With our desire to bring new languaging to the surface, the nomenclature and lexicon of 

geology is a revealing place to start to unravel this narrative. In the 18th and 19th centuries, as 

colonised worlds were mapped and surveyed for geologic wealth, landscapes were inscribed 

with the coloniser’s familiar nomenclature, and in the process of laying claim, enduring 

reminders remain. There is nowhere more evident of this than in lutruwita/Tasmania where 

the peaks surrounding the west coast mining towns (Mt Lyell, Mt Sedgewick, Mt Murchison, 

Mt Owen, Mt Humboldt, and Mt Darwin, to name a few) are all named after prominent British 

male geologists and natural historians, perpetually tethering them to the movement of 

geological knowledge outward from their imperial origins.  

epoch 

Similarly, the names of geological epochs were derived from British places and people by 

geologists Murchison and Lapworth. Hence the stratigraphic record of Devonian (named after 

Devon), Cambrian (after the ancient people of Cumbria), Silurian (the ancient Silures of 

Wales) and Ordovician (after a Celtic tribe), carry forward in time (and backwards) the 

inscriptions of geological history, and the legacies of exploration and exploitation. The 

extensive network of influential European geologists and natural historians reached to all 

corners of the empires including lutruwita/ Tasmania. In Hobart, the establishment of the first 

Royal Society outside of Britain which encouraged scientific exploration, documentation and 

discussion, signalled its status in the mid to late 1800s Hobart as ‘the’ scientific centre in the 

southern hemisphere. Darwin on the voyage of the Beagle came to lutruwita/Tasmania in 1836 

and collected rock samples from the shores of the Derwent, which is located 200 metres away 

from where I sit and write. Geologic collections such as Darwin’s established natural history 

museums and solidified educational institutions as gatekeepers of geological knowledge and 

the ‘story’ of the Earth. The spread of geological knowledge using mineral collections and 

classification systems depended on the circulation of portable collections as educational 

resources for geologists and miners. My daily walks along the foreshore also pass by middens, 

permanent human inscriptions tracing many many thousands of years of Tasmanian 

Aboriginal history and culture in this land. 

fictiōneering 

The term ‘fictioneer’ which in the 19th century was commonly defined as a ‘writer or inventor 

of fiction’, is reinvented here as a process of making-with the events of lived experience. A 

bringing into language the living experience of the event. We use the term ‘fictiōneering’ to 

look more closely at the invented state of fiction, taking it back to its Latin root of ‘fictiō’, 

meaning to make-with rather than to make up. This process of fictioneering, or making-with, 

is itself a process of ‘speculative eventing’.  

fictiōnella 

Where fictiōneering refers to a process, the fictiōnella is the making-public through printed 

books, live events, installations, performances and readings. Through the fictiōnella, A 

Published Event takes the novella back to its roots as a storytelling process based in lived 

experience. As the recording of news, the recounting of real-life events, it is a process very 

much activated in the oral tradition. Critically, the fictiōnella is a gesture of experiential and 

imperceptible telling.  

Lost Rocks (2017–21) is a slow publishing conceptual artwork composed by 43 artists. The 

https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/exhibition-2020/a-published-event-justy-phillips-and-margaret-woodward-lost-rocks/
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peripatetic journey of this artwork has brought into a growing ‘field of relations’ artists, 

writers, poets, curators, geologists, miners and prospectors world-wide, through a series of 

events as field trips, residencies, exhibitions, performances, bookfairs, excursions and a 

library of commissioned fictiōnellas. 

 

 
Lost Rocks (2017-21) ROCKS. Photo: Peter Whyte 

 

The trigger for Lost Rocks (2017–21) is a discarded rock specimen board found purchased at 

the Glenorchy Tip Shop nipaluna/Hobart for $4.00. Forty of the 52 rock specimens were 

missing, each leaving behind an absent trace, a hole, a shape where rocks used to be. Rather 

than filling the board with the missing Tasmanian rock specimens, we speculated instead 

about how we might recompose the board by inviting local, national and international artists 

from a range of creative practices to select one of the missing rocks or minerals from the board 

and compose a fictiōnella in response to their selected absence. Developing a slow-publishing 

process we release eight books per year over a five year time frame and will be complete in 

2021. While the artwork Lost Rocks (2017–21) encompasses the library of fictiōnellas and its 

associated events, the conceptual framework can be conceived of as an expanded field of 

relations including: 

a. a discarded rock specimen board that includes present and absent 

Tasmanian rocks and minerals. 

b. a global network of 40 contemporary artists and their collective depth of 

creative practice. 

c. the re-composing of absence. 

d. a deep engagement with Tasmania’s environmental, social, geological 

and political locales. 

e an affinity with the more-than-human. 

f an engagement with geologic time scales. 
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Lost Rocks (2017-21) Authors various. Digital webpress. 181mm x 111mm. Limited Edition/ 

300. A Published Event. Hobart. Photo: Peter Whyte 

 

absence 

loss 

As artists, publishers and writers our work is frequently marked by absences and loss. Lost 

Rocks (2017-21) starts with absences on the rock board, a classification system, inherited 

from natural history’s narrative of the history of the earth, a very particular kind of geological 

record. Without the familiar specimens intact it instead provides an absent narrative, and that 

creates an invitation, not to recompose this same narrative with rocks, but with speculative 

tellings that start first in absence, a library of holes. Understood very literally each absent 

mineral is recomposed by a fictiōnella, with each book’s cover reading simultaneously as a 

hole and mineral silhouette. Rorschach patches of caneite, become living holes, creating 

interstitial gaps between geological and collective geosocial knowledge.  
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Lost Rocks (2017-21) Authors various. Digital webpress. 181mm x 111mm. Limited Edition/ 

300. A Published Event. Hobart. Photo: Peter Whyte 

 

loess  

Deposits of silt laid down by aeolian processes over extensive areas of the mid-latitudes during 

glacial and postglacial times.  

geo 

According to Webster’s New English Dictionary 1955 edition, geō is a combining form 

meaning earth, or of the earth. It originates from gaia and gē the Greek root meaning the earth 

and combines as geography the study of the earth’s surface, geomorphology a study of 

landforms and as geology the earth’s crust.  

Adam Bobbette and Amy Donovan, editors of Political Geology, claim there is a new 

generation of social scientists and humanists whose scholarship in the history of the geological 

sciences seeks to understand how it came to be that the West understood what geology was, 

how the stratigraphic record became a narrative of the earth, and the role of geologists in 

shaping the imaginaries of what the earth is and how it works (5). 

American political theorist and Philosopher Jane Bennett in her 2010 book Vibrant Matter 

signals a ‘geologic turn’ within the humanities, where for example, discourse in geopolitics is 

well developed. She writes ‘By making a geologic turn, we direct sensory, linguistic, and 

imaginative attention toward the material vitality of the earth itself. We come closer to 

entertaining the idea that matter is not passive’ (65). Her focus on the more-than human, and 

the vibrant matter of the earth, has troubled the distinctions of conventional science, where 

the life sciences are concerned with life (bios) and geological sciences concerned with ‘non-

living (geos). Instead, Bennett emphasises the porosity between the geos and the bios 

(Bobbette and Donovan 6).  

geo-sociality 

geo-intimacy 
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geo-philia 

geo-poetry 

The geologic turn that Bennett describes can be linguistically traced whereby the attachment 

of the prefix ‘geo’ shifts from the earth-based sciences to the humanities and their poetic, 

social and literary vocabularies. Anthropologists Gisli Palsson and Heather Swanson use the 

term geo-socialities to describe an ethnographic approach which ‘attend[s] to the inter-

twinings of bodies and biographies with earth systems and deep time histories’ (171). 

American artist Ilana Halperin, whose fictiōnella Fossil will be published in 2021, writes 

about ‘geologic intimacy’. She investigates the mineralisation of the body over time, how gall 

stones and kidney stones form and how blood vessels and bones calcify. Halperin proposes 

that trace fossils record not the organism itself or what palaeontologists regard as the moment 

of death, but they record the actions of life. She writes ‘We are autobiographical trace fossils’ 

(Halperin 2021). Medievalist scholar Jeffery Jerome Cohen in Stone: An Ecology of the 

Inhuman writes of ‘geo-philia’, the love of stone. Instead of assuming stone to be the most 

lifeless of substances he reminds us it is restless and forever in motion, and being ‘storied 

matter’, it invites us to apprehend the world in geological time and other than human terms. 

Canadian poet Don McKay in the lecture ‘Ediacaran and Anthropocene: Poetry as a Reader 

of Deep Time’ revives the term ‘geopoetry’ first coined by geologist Harry Hess, ‘who needed 

his audience, in the absence of much hard data, to speculate imaginatively, as if reading 

poetry’ (46).  

McKay argues that geopoetry provides a bridging between the geologic and the poetic:  

Geopoetry makes it legitimate for the natural historian or scientist to speculate and 

gawk, and equally legitimate for the poet to benefit from close observation, and from 

some of the amazing facts that science turns up. It provides a crossing point, a bridge 

over the infamous gulf separating scientific from poetic frames of mind, a gulf which 

has not served us well, nor the planet we inhabit with so little reverence or grace. (46) 

 

Although geologically inspired, Lost Rocks (2017–21) is not ‘about’ geology as such. Rather 

it is aligned with what Nigel Clark identifies as a new ‘“geologising” of social thought’ (139). 

The fictiōnellas and the speculative process of fictioneering resonate with McKay’s geopoetic 

bridges and Palsson and Swanson’s concept of geo-socialities as 'an approach for attending to 

how geologic relations matter differently to particular entities in particular locales’ (149). The 

Lost Rocks (2017-21) artists and authors may invite us to think on planetary scales, deep time 

and geologic epochs, yet their fictiōnellas are also anchored in bodied and storied 

entanglements in specific locales based on lived experience and pivoting on a single event. 

As a form of geo-intimacy the artists hold their reader in close proximity. Intimate in scale the 

fictiōnellas are designed to be held in the hand, an invitation to hold a mineralogical telling.  

signals 

Rather than trace the debate within scientific communities as to whether the Anthropocene 

deserves to be incorporated into the geologic timescale, we regard the Anthropocene as an 

invitation for artists, scholars and researchers to inhabit the world differently. As the 

geological record of the present doesn’t yet exist, we can only be alert to its signals as a series 

of warnings. Signals from Anthropocene after all can be hard to detect and may in fact be 

present as absences, as gaps in the geological record, as losses in the biosphere in the form of 

deforestation and extinction of species and habitats, as exhaustion of mineral resources and 

emotional exhaustion. While we witness the rise of flood waters and temperatures, the retreat 

of glaciers and dead fish floating in our rivers, as oceans warm and acidify to the point that 
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corals can no longer construct reefs, geologists tell us this will show up in the future geological 

record as a ‘reef gap’. As artists, writers and publishers we instead pay attention to the quixotic 

irreversible moments that have become signals in the register of the Anthropocene, signals of 

loss and extinction, moments between presence and absence, and the languages of inanimate 

and animate. Attuning, attending, sensing, distilling and listening are part of the process as 

well as overhearing. 

overhear 

To hear (someone or something) without meaning to or without the knowledge of the speaker. 

To over-hear can also mean to hear way too much in the soundscape of the Anthropocene 

such as ‘The clashing music of the shopping mall, the automated voice, the shock jock, the 

celebrity, the power tools, the leaf blowers, the bulldozers, the mining blasts.’ This issue of 

fusion asks: ‘How might we listen out, or tune in, to the small, the subtle, the unnoticed, the 

dying, the unusual, the banal, the mad, the unexpected?’  

eavesdrop 

Overhearing becomes a useful strategy for attuning, in order to hear that which is not directed 

straight at us, where faint signals or the minute sounds of the more-than-human world might 

register. In 2018 A Published Event led a field trip for visiting artists and writers Jen Bervin 

and Fayen D’Evie who were researching for their work Cosmic Static in the 2018 exhibition 

Eavesdropping. We all stand in a paddock behind Kempton, as dark descends over central 

Tasmania, searching for traces of American physicist and inventor of radio telescope Grote 

Reber. His antenna farms constructed from poles and wires ‘listened’ in this southerly dark 

outpost to extra-terrestrial signals from non-human agents in the cosmic static. Vigilant to the 

signals from other species, and galaxies, this form of overhearing allows for the possibility 

that signals that might not be directed to humans, the mainstream, the expected. Leaning into 

the dusk we listen, and listen, for what we might overhear.  

quietitude 

Did I miss something? 

I often ask myself what is the connection between hearing and listening? Some years ago I 

started to lose my hearing. Quietly, silently and indiscernibly to me, it was receding. I slowly 

entered a state of what I think of as ‘quietitude’, placed somewhere between solitude and 

quietness. This state softly enveloped me, where background noise became muted, 

conversations became distant and confusing and, without even realising, the sounds of birds, 

wind, traffic and waves stopped registering. Yet despite these changes, I was still listening – 

listening and hearing the deafening roar of silence, or the loud ringing of my ears. I had my 

hearing tested a few times and each time would leave with a small printout in my hand, graph 

lines tracing the ebb of my hearing against the lexicon of deafness, MILD, MODERATE, 

SEVERE, PROFOUND. Internally I was listening, but struggled to hear the threshold markers 

that declared a ‘moderate’ hearing loss of 40%. What does one do with such loss, when things 

slip away unregistered, unheard? And what does this mean for listening in the Anthropocene, 

an age marked by gaps of absences and loss?  

listening 

hearing 

I’m now acutely aware that listening and hearing are separate endeavours and that listening 

doesn’t necessarily result in hearing. While many sounds fall below an audible frequency, no 

https://eavesdropping.exposed/a-reader
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matter how hard I listen, it is often not quiet. Instead I hear internal sounds such as ringing or 

whooshing, that arrive through a form of ‘interior listening’. This concept was introduced to 

me by artist Fayen d’Evie in a recent workshop where she invited participants to shift attention 

back and forth from the sound of words in the air, and their vibrational shape in our bodies. 

d’Evie asks ‘what does it mean to allow porousness between interior and exterior listening?’ 

This awareness softens the boundaries of internal and external listening and allows for the 

possibility that listening might not always occur between the ears. As publishers we make 

public what is first felt as absence, or registered as vibrational matter or energy, or as the shape 

in our bodies of a word. As writers we are familiar with the process of turning inwards to 

‘hear’ thoughts and ideas, and then committing this inner dialogue to written text. And while 

this internal dialogue is not outwardly heard, it is transformed from interior to exterior by the 

act of publishing, affixing ink to paper and pixels to screens, ready to be heard. 

profound  

sound 

Words, their vibrations, their meanings and origins, can be ‘sounded’ to reveal new and 

unexpected depths as they poetically cluster in lexicons, transcending disciplines and forging 

bridges between internal and external worlds. Take the word profound for example, which has 

its origins in the Latin word profundus meaning ‘deep’. Profound also marks the state of 

extreme deafness and in the dictionary profound attaches itself to grief, to insight, thinking, 

intellect and silence. Aqua profundus is Latin for ‘deep water’. The bridge that connects the 

words ‘profound’ and ‘sound’ also traverses deep water. The verb ‘to sound’ refers to the act 

of testing the depth of water, while a sound is a narrow channel or stretch of water between 

the mainland and an island, or between two bodies of water, as in a strait. Such conduits form 

anticipatory poetic bridges between vocabularies allowing language-ing to occur, a re-

composing of language that ‘rifts’ and drifts away from its original bedrock vocabulary. For 

us a process of bringing into language and then making-public through the act of publishing, 

underpins all of our work. Attuning, attending, sensing and distilling are part of this process, 

as well as listening.  

mishearing 

In overhearing there is a risk of slippage, mishearing, of hearing things you weren’t supposed 

to hear, or for getting things wrong. We have to allow for the possibility for overhearing to be 

both a productive and destructive act. In collaboration with poets, artists, writers and 

publishers, we make what is overheard – heard through the act of making public.  

surge 

quiesce 

In the opening pages of Canadian Anthropologist Julie Cruickshank’s fascinating book Do 

Glaciers Listen? set in the Saint Elias mountains of Alaska, she establishes that in Athabaskan 

culture ‘there is no distinction between animate and inanimate and, hence mountains, glaciers, 

bodies of water, rocks and manufactured objects all have qualities of sentience’ (4). Local 

understanding of ecology regard glaciers as part of a responsive social world, and the oral 

traditions of the Tlingit and Athapaskan people that witnessed the North American Little Ice 

Age, a period of much colder winters between about 1300 and 1870 reflect this. Cruickshank 

writes: 

Athapaskan and Tlingit oral traditions attribute to glaciers characteristics rather 

different from Science. Glaciers have long provided travel routes that enables human 
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connections between coast and interior, and they are characterised by sentience. 

They listen, pay attention, and respond to human behaviour – especially to 

indiscretion. (25) 

 

There are parallels in mainland Australia and Tasmania when Aboriginal people lived through 

the last glacial maximum, which occurred between 16-25 thousand years ago. Noongar writer 

Cassie Lynch is researching Aboriginal memories of climate events such as fluctuating seas 

levels and ice ages. Currently glaciers are often regarded as markers of climate change and 

headlines such as ‘Glaciers in the Alps Could Lose Nearly All Their Ice by 2100’ in the 

newsletter Yale Environment 360 become all too familiar. If we consider that glaciers are 

sentient beings, organisms that smell, feel, listen that emit tangible signals of surging and 

quiescence, of pollen and pollution, and melting in response to global warming, we should be 

asking what we can learn from listening to them?  

calving 

The process of detachment of icebergs and smaller blocks of ice from a glacier into water. 

surge 

A short-lived phase of accelerated flow during which the glacier surface becomes broken up 

into a maze of crevasses. Surges are often periodic and are separated by longer periods of 

relative inactivity or even stagnation (cf. quiescence) (Glaciers online). 

quiescence 

Quiescence comes from the Latin ‘quiescere’, to rest or become quiet, a temporary cessation 

of activity, it is also the period in which a glacier is slow-moving or stagnant. 

erratic 

A boulder or large block of bedrock that is being, or has been, transported away from its source 

by a glacier (Glaciers online). 

erratic ecologies 

In 2019 A Published Event were Ruth Stephan Research Fellows in the Yale Collection of 

American Literature at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. We came to this 

research through a proposition of what we call, erratic ecologies and what it might mean to 

field guide the erratic. In this sense, testing the possibilities of erratics as; glacially-transported 

boulders, those rocks that were carried by advancing glaciers and deposited away from their 

bedrock when the glacier receded; a movement, known as wandering, eccentric and queer; 

and a metaphysical condition, we are referring to as erraticness. Our Beinecke fellowship 

enabled us to trace the history and etymology of the word ‘erratic’, which comes from the 

Latin errare, to wander or stray, and to better understand how it came to rest so firmly with 

geology. The movement of our research, surging from the ‘erratyk’ stars of Chaucer’s 16th 

century poem Troylus and Cressida, through the erratic motion of the planets in Copernican 

astronomy, Charpentier’s Terraine erratique of the Jura Mountains and Mark Dion’s 

fragments of travel, exploration and adventure. We can now see how this term, over time, has 

wandered and strayed through fields of astronomy, theology, cosmology, geology, glaciology, 

cardiology, psychology, literature and climatology. It is in this rich composite of knowledge 

and language that we field the concept of erraticology. A kind of conglomerate that is 

accessible beyond any one field. The Beinecke’s collection of work and artists books by 

contemporary writers and poets, Erica Van Horn and Simon Cutts, Susan Howe, Jen Bervin, 

Nancy Kuhl and Richard Deming, William Carlos Williams, Ian Hamilton Finlay and Mary 

https://e360.yale.edu/digest/glaciers-in-the-alps-could-lose-nearly-all-their-ice-by-2100
https://www.swisseduc.ch/glaciers/glossary/quiescent-phase-en.html
https://www.swisseduc.ch/glaciers/glossary/erratic-en.html
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Ruefle, also fed our growing vocabulary of erraticness that extended beyond its geological 

definition. 

Published during our Research Fellowship the Erratic Ecologies Field Station, Or an 

emergent apparatus for speculative research (2019) is a tool or technique for developing a 

greater awareness and attuning to a given environment. Composed of a set of 62 unique field 

station cards each card is an episode, a daily tool for attuning to archive, site, and the confused 

circulations of the body using languages of metallurgy, deep time and materiality. The 

accompanying blueprint traces our journey through the holdings of the Beinecke library and 

across the landscapes of Connecticut and Massachusetts shaped in the wake of the Wisconsin 

ice sheet some 18,000 years ago. The granite block was sourced from the Stony Creek quarry, 

in Branford, Connecticut, famous for quarrying granite for iconic monuments and landmarks 

such as the Statue of Liberty.  

 

 

https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/exhibition-2020/a-published-event-justy-phillips-and-margaret-woodward-erratic-ecologies/
https://creativepracticecircle.csu.domains/exhibition-2020/a-published-event-justy-phillips-and-margaret-woodward-erratic-ecologies/
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Erratic Ecologies Field Station, Or an emergent apparatus for speculative research (2019) 

Sixty-two copper-foiled episodes, two lengths of solid copper bar, one block of quarried 

Stony Creek Granite, one archival blueprint. A Published Event. New Haven, CT. 

Dimensions W 24cm X H 13cm x D 3cm. Photo: Peter Whyte. 

 

Our Erratic Ecologies Field Station (2019) looks simple enough, but it also gives 

language to both the physical, linguistic and philosophical dimensions of our 

experience in Connecticut and is very much an emergent tool for speculative research. 

It offers the possibility of a new relational field that explores the erraticology of matter 

itself. While ‘striation’, names a glaciological term that refers to the scratches and 

marks left on rocks by the linear action of a glacier, indicating its direction and flow; 

our term, erraticology might come to name a far more complex and massive organism 

of deeply affected matter. When we talk about hardness, heft or specific gravity 

(geological terms that are used to describe rocks and minerals), we are re-claiming these 

qualities to articulate the physical and emotional materials of our more-than-human 

condition. What has become imperative to our work is to develop a shared language – 

what the architect Christopher Alexander would call a pattern language – that operates 

between these specialisations, enabling the erratic to expand our experiences of the 

more-than-human (1977). 

In our fieldwork – speculative encounters with books, rocks, fractures, language and 

people – we practice this verb to ‘field’ as a kind of in-gathering with one’s body, a 

way of bringing into relation, ideas, objects and experiences, within reach of the sensing 

body. The collaboration of our sensing bodies includes a 40% loss of hearing in one 

and a 40% loss of heart function in the other. Because of this we are acutely aware of 

erratic episodes, sonic, cardiac, or otherwise. For us, any process of field guiding is 

inherently imbued with frictions and fictions of the erratic. To work this relational field 

is to focus intensely on what lies between. Between gravel and boulder, block and 

behemoth. Fieldwork is itself an erratic activity – a deliberate and intentional strategy 

to shift context, build new relations and attend to a material awareness of place. It 

allows one to be both in and out of place at the same time. 
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We find ourselves thrust into the terrain that inhuman geographer Kathryn Yusoff 

names as ‘corporeal geology’. For us, an erraticology of matter seems compelled to 

begin in the corporeal geology of the heart. It is what we might call, an apprehending 

of heart matter. What excites us about the direction of our research is that it allows us 

to draw language through the physicality of the body. For us, this listening, attending, 

attuning and digesting takes form through writing and the subsequent manouevering of 

this physical language through publishing, that is, the act of making public. As a process 

of research-creation, we always publish as we go. Listening in the Anthropocene, we 

register signals that seem erratic; erratic weather, erratic political behaviour and erratic 

health. How might signals of ‘erraticness’ call us to the present? And how might this 

calling prepare us to take action?  
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Abstract 
 

The tradition of landscape painting in Australia is evolving as our culture, religious beliefs 

and attitudes about land, our place and our relationship to it is changing due to ecological 

crisis, global warming and climate change. I believe that what is important today is the 

creation of a new human spiritual relationship to land/nature and the non-human world. 

 

In my land-based art work, which focuses on my property under Mount Bogong in Victoria, 

I am searching for new ways of looking at and visually interpreting the Australian natural 

environment that breaks with European pictorial conventions – such as framing a 

landscape, controlling a view, power over nature. This search is for a spiritual connection 

with space and place – spiritual belonging. I have worked in collaboration with nature/land 

and have created images from and with/within the landscape rather than of the landscape. 

My process is to interact and listen to the environment. I leave the canvas/paper out in the 

weather, buried using materials found in the environment such as dirt, water and charcoal. 

After a period of time, I take the work back to the studio and build up layers with 

overprinting, drawing and collaging. 
 

By recording different layers, surfaces, observations, visual diversities and complexities – 

an ecological palimpsest of the experience of the land is created. This contributes to the 
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emerging sense that we are not separate from the environment but we are all part of a 

greater whole and need to rethink our ecological ethics. 

 

Keywords: Photography; Land; Connecting; Listening; Environment 

 

 

Introduction 

The tradition of landscape painting in Australia is evolving as our culture, religious beliefs and 

attitudes about land, our place and our relationship to it is changing due to ecological crisis, 

global warming and climate change.  

I believe that what is important today is the creation of a new human spiritual relationship to 

land/nature and the more-than-human world. Joseph Campbell believes that there is a need in 

our time for a general transformation of consciousness where we can live in harmony and peace 

in accord with the creative energies of nature (Gimbutas, 1989). 

In my land-based art work, which focuses on my property under Mount Bogong in Victoria, I 

am searching for new ways of looking at and visually interpreting the Australian natural 

environment that breaks with European pictorial conventions – such as framing a landscape, 

controlling a view, power over nature. This search is for a spiritual connection with space and 

place – spiritual belonging. I have worked in collaboration with nature/land and have created 

images from and with/within the landscape rather than of the landscape. My process is to 

interact and listen to the environment. I leave the canvas/paper out in the weather, buried using 

materials found in the environment such as dirt, water, oxide and charcoal. After a period of 

time, I take the work back to the studio and build up layers with overprinting, drawing and 

collaging. 

By recording different layers, surfaces, observations, visual diversities and complexities – an 

ecological palimpsest of the experience of the land is created. This contributes to the emerging 

sense that we are not separate from the environment, but we are all part of a greater whole and 

need to rethink our ecological ethics. 

The human world and the more-than-human world are still seen and experienced as separate 

entities. Today the new field of Environmental Humanities challenges us to rethink or remake 

nature and to reframe contemporary challenges.  

There is a recognised need to consider and create new narratives about how humans and the 

environment relate to one another. New ideas about nature are emerging and how these shape 

environmental issues (UNSW, 2012). In my work I have used ideas that emerge from ancient 

themes of mythology as well as archetypal motifs to convey a contemporary sense of a spiritual 

belonging and oneness and interconnection with the environment. 
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Bärbel Ullrich: Photograph 

 

Myth and Mythology 

Myth helps you put your mind in touch with this experience of being alive.  

Myths are clues to the spiritual potentialities of the human life and what we’re capable of 

knowing and experiencing within. (Campbell, 1988, p. 5). 

 

The term Myth is a fundamental and difficult subject. The Jungian view is that all mythologies 

come from the deep collective unconscious and are connected through the recurrence of 

archetypal symbols. The iconography of the Goddess arose in reflection and veneration of the 

creative energies of nature. 

Ancient themes and motifs of mythology and their commonality can be seen in the creation 

stories and images throughout many cultures which point to a constant requirement in the 

human psyche for a centering in terms of deep principles. The mystical and timeless cycle of 

death, burial and resurrection can be reflected in the metaphor of the seed which became the 

magic symbol of this endless cycle (Moyers in Campbell, 1988). I use this symbol in my work 

which has multivalent meanings in the form of the circle. 
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Bärbel Ullrich: From the Earth Print series, 2016, mixed media print, 53x53cm 

 

There is a primordial attempt on humanity’s part to understand and live in harmony with the 

beauty and wonder of creation, and this can be expressed in archetypal symbolic forms. 

Mythology also involves listening to your inner self and responding to the stories and 

archetypal symbols in a deep personal way. Campbell believes that the definition of myth is 

more than a search for meaning but an experience of meaning. 

The principle myth that informs my work is the idea of Gaia. The Gaia hypothesis is an 

alternative to that pessimistic view which sees nature as a primitive force to be subdued and 

conquered (Lovelock, 1995). The new science of Gaia is called geophysiology. It is the idea of 

the Earth as a kind of living organism, something able to regulate its climate and composition 

so as always to be comfortable for the organisms that inhabit it. The idea of Mother Earth or, 

as the Greeks called her, Gaia, has been widely held throughout history and has been the basis 

of a belief that coexists with the great religions (Lovelock, 1995).  

Deborah Bird Rose says that Country or the “nourishing terrains”, are the active manifestation 

of Creation where “everything in the world is alive: animals, trees, rains, sun, moon, some 

rocks and hills, and people are all conscious” (Rose, 1996, p. 23). This resonates with my 

personal philosophy and my approach to working in collaboration with land. 
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Marija Gimbutus’ work in her books The Language of the Goddess and The Goddesses and 

Gods of Old Europe: Myths and Cult Images, seeks to identify the Old European patterns of 

Goddess religion. Her research is an important legacy for today’s ecological thinkers. For 

Gimbutus, the power of the feminine and the earth is revered in ancient, primal and pagan 

mythologies, where archetypal symbols are the main lines and themes of a past religion that is 

in veneration of the universe as the living body of a Goddess-Mother Creator, where all living 

things within it are partaking of her divinity. Again, we cannot restore these mythologies in 

their original contexts, but through our thinking about our relationship to the environment, we 

can restore their attempts to balance between male and female energies. Reverence and respect 

for the female principle should contribute to a spiritual shift toward balance with the Earth. 

Christian mythology that borrowed many of the symbols, rituals and festive seasons from 

pagan mythology has denied or excluded earth, nature, woman and body as sacred entities. The 

male principle and sky god are prioritised while the earth goddess is vanquished. It is through 

history, interpretation, culture, thought patterns and beliefs that this has occurred and allowed 

to perpetuate. Dualities in Western thinking – human/nature, God/man, God/nature, 

male/female, good/evil, culture/nature. – have occurred where one dominates the other 

(Gimbutas, 1989).  

There is a need now to transform the way we exist in the world and Indigenous Australian 

Spirituality can be a guiding code or a seed for the next cycle of regeneration/rebirth, where 

humanity is reintegrated with the earth and the living spirit of the natural world. This view is 

reinforced by Deborah Bird Rose’s concluding chapter. She states: 

Visions of the holistic Earth, combined with the rapidly increasing understanding of how 

badly she is being damaged, forces us to confront difficult questions. How do we, as 

individuals, assert our right to take responsible care of the systems with which we interact 

and on which we are dependent? What wisdom have we inherited, what systems and 

knowledge do we bequeath to the future? (Rose, 2000, pp. 233-234). 

 

David Tacey says that Nature “is not only outside us but also within, and ultimately, what we do 

to nature we do also to ourselves... In killing off the spiritual essence of the Earth, we end up 

killing ourselves, for this essence nourishes our own biological and spiritual life” (2000, p. 168). 

I agree with Edward O Wilson who says that “only by discovering the ancient symbols can the 

artist express meanings that cross generations and open the full abundance of nature” (1984, p. 

80). Through the use of these symbols, we can communicate the sacredness and the mysteries of 

nature rather than just a mimetic surface appearance as represented by European pictorial 

traditions. My work expresses and reflects my connection to land, the sacredness of land and 

spiritual belonging, and articulates my processes to inform that knowledge. 

 

New Environmental Humanities and Eco Philosophy 

The human world and the more-than-human world are still seen and experienced as separate 

entities. Today the new field of Environmental Humanities challenges us to rethink or remake 

nature and to reframe contemporary challenges. There is a recognised need to consider and 

create new narratives about how humans and the environment relate to one another. New ideas 

about nature are emerging and how these shape environmental issues (UNSW, 2012). 

Environmental Humanities is part of a growing willingness to engage with the environment 

from within the humanities and social sciences. It positions us as participants in lively ecologies 

of meaning and value, entangled with rich patterns of cultural and historical diversity that shape 

who we are and the ways in which we are able to “become with” others (UNSW, 2012). 
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As a land-based artist it is important for me to be aware of this ontological shift in our 

relationship with nature, as it would include new representations of environment expressing 

that relationship and a departure from the modernist view of representation where the artist is 

separate from nature. In this sense my argument would be that traditional pictorial 

representations of landscape are inadequate for today’s new environmental thinking, as they 

place the artist and the viewer as separate from the landscape. 

Eco Philosophy explores fundamental questions concerning the relationship between human 

thought, language (pictorial language) and the wider environment. It not only resituates humans 

within the environment but it also resituates non-humans within cultural and ethical domains. 

It aims to overcome the nature/culture binary that positions humans outside of nature, which 

implicitly posits that we are free to control our own destiny within a broader natural world that 

is devoid of meaning, value and ethics (UNSW, 2012). The idea of nature as dead matter is 

part of the human/nature dualism entrenched in our Western culture. It represents nature as 

passive and uncreative where more-than-human forms are emptied of agency, spirit and 

intelligence (UNSW, 2012).  

Timothy Morton says that one of the basic problems with nature is that it could be considered 

either as substance, as a “squishy” thing in itself, or as essence, as an abstract principal that 

transcends the material realm and even the realm of representation (2007). If we consider nature 

as substance there is the assumption that it is outside of ourselves so we need to consider 

ourselves as part of that substance. From walking alone in the bush, I feel that nature, the 

environment does have an essence, a transcendent force that relates to our spiritual connection 

with the environment and our sense of wonder and awe.  

This idea relates to the term animism where the older usage of the term alleges to a belief in 

spirits that are embodied in creatures, nature or natural objects and places, and that all things 

in natural phenomena and the material universe have a soul. The newer usage is now an 

important term for describing ways in which some people understand and engage respectfully 

with the larger-than-human world. It recognises that the world is full of person’s only some of 

whom are human, and that life is always lived-in relationship with others. It refers to the 

“widespread indigenous and increasingly popular ‘alternative’ understanding that humans 

share this world with a wide range of persons, only some of whom are human” (Harvey, 2017, 

pp. xiii-xv). 

 

The Axis Mundi 

An ancient tree which represents symbolically the growth and development of psychic life: I 

have used the axis mundi in the series The Sacred Moon Tree (I-VII) as a visual and symbolic 

structure throughout the work, however subtle and ambiguous. The axis mundi is a symbol that 

links heaven and earth or is a vehicle to communicate with the two. It is also the symbol of the 

centre, the still point around which the seeming chaos or movement of the universe revolves. 

It is also symbolised as a cosmic tree, the tree of life or a mountain. It is an ancient tree or plant 

that symbolically represents the growth and development of psychic life.  As a centre it could 

also be interpreted as a mandala (Jung, 1978).  

Mircea Eliade states that the axis mundi is an image of a universal pillar through which the 

three cosmic levels – earth, heaven, underworld – have been put in communication. The axis 

mundi connects and supports heaven and earth and whose base is fixed in the world below. He 

says that such a cosmic pillar can be only at the very centre of the universe, for the whole of 

the habitable world extends around it. It is the Centre of the World or the navel of the earth, 
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the symbolism of which marks a sacred place or precinct. It can be a cosmic or sacred mountain, 

a holy site, a temple, a tree or a vine where the axis is located at the centre and the sacred is 

manifest. It turns chaos into cosmos (1987).  

The sacred reveals absolute reality and at the same time makes orientation possible; hence 

it founds the world in the sense that it fixes the limits and establishes the order of the world 

(Eliade, 1987, pp. 36-38).  

I believe the axis mundi is a primal archetypal symbol – both spiritual and psychological. It is 

embedded in mythology, both Christian and pagan, and inherent in the collective unconscious 

but is dominantly hidden or forgotten in our materialistic culture. I interpret the symbol 

metaphorically to connect the physical realm (earth) and the spiritual realm (heaven) with the 

soul/creative force being the centre. Thus, the orientation is metaphysical and the axis mundi 

as such is a key to the understanding of our spiritual belonging to the earth.  

 
Bärbel Ullrich: From the Sacred Moon Tree series, 2016, mixed media print, 53x53cm 

 

The axis mundi is not only a symbol, but for me is a significant way of working (methodology) 

as an artist. I interact with the environment and work from intuition – letting things happen and 

materialise from within the centre. In my studio practice I have aimed to be open to experiences 

of nature as powerful, agentic and creative. I have allowed nature to contribute to the artwork 

being a collaborator in the process. By partially burying the paper, or canvas, or placing organic 
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matter on the surface and sprinkling oxide over the top, then leaving the work out in the weather 

for periods of time, creates marks and traces that become fractals and patterns generated by the 

environment. I therefore relinquish total control and these works can then be overprinted with 

plates made from materials of the environment. 

 
Bärbel Ullrich: works in process with the environment 

 

Collaboration with nature: On walking as a process (while listening to the 

sounds of the environment). 

The concept of walking for engagement with the natural environment and a connection with 

nature to experience place and space is important for my interaction and collaboration with the 

environment. It gives me the experience of being alive on a purely physical plane but also has 

resonances in my own innermost being and reality.  

I believe that listening is an active process combined with walking involving paying attention, 

engaging and interacting with the more-than-human world. It is a way of communicating and 

connecting with the environment and the multitude of Earth language - the sounds, smells, 

behaviour, the flowering trees, the seasons, and the comings and goings of birds, insects and 

other creatures, and the silences too. 

The concept of engagement with the natural environment 

Focuses on the bodily experience of walking, where walker consciously and 

unconsciously engages and interacts with discernible and indiscernible features of the 

places through which they walk. The interaction is much more than contemplation led by 

the eyes. Multiple senses are alert, and the feet play an important sensory role. Walking 
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is described as a co-creation, a discourse between internal bodily rhythms and the rhythms 

and features of place. ... [the  suggestion] that in some circumstances walking may help 

people develop affinity with place, and that in some circumstances people will be acted 

on through walking and readied for personal change, which may be an enhanced 

engagement with natural environments more generally (Simmons, 2016, pp. 25-26).  

 

For a holistic connection with land/nature and a sense of spiritual belonging to place we need 

to break down the divisions between humans and nature – this can be achieved not only through 

arts practice where the artist collaborates with nature to produce the work but also through 

walking. Simmons presents the notion that walking in natural environments can influence a 

walker’s relationship with natural environments. The potential for one way of knowing about 

the natural environment that is socially and bodily available to most humans is walking (2016).  

Walking is “a multisensory interaction of internal and spatial rhythms” and a “multisensory 

experience of immediate locale, and a coproduction between body and place” (Simmons, 2016, 

p. 24). Thus, walking can produce a sense of place as well as a connection and direct experience 

with the spatial environment – it stimulates multiple senses, sound, smell, imagination and can 

even stimulate anxiety – being alone and isolated in the bush. Walking can be linked to the 

embodied experience mode of interaction with the environment where the walker is connecting 

the body with place – the body acts and is acted upon through the journey (Simmons, 2016).  

 

On the use of printmaking to collaborate with the environment and create 

images 

I have used printmaking as a primary method for the creation of images based on 

land/environment. It is a collaboration and a synthesis of artist, process, subject matter, 

emotion, materials, techniques and nature. The preparation of plates, predominantly 

collagraph, but also using dry point, lino-cut and etching, includes working with the 

environment. For example, the collagraph plates are made by either gluing down natural 

materials or coating the plate with no more gaps, covering with glad wrap and placing the 

materials on top of this then weighting them down to get an impression. 

With printmaking everything is a bit of a surprise – the artist has to relinquish total control of 

the process and allow for chance, experimentation, variation in marks and techniques as a 

means of expression. Accidental effects might change the experience and the outcome. Nature 

is in constant change and flux and this can be expressed/represented through the printmaking 

process. Contrary to prints being made in the studio with mechanical processes, they can also 

be made in the environment where nature imprints its energy, flux and patterns onto the paper 

with natural materials and through the process of time. 
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Bärbel Ullrich: collagraph plate 2016 

 

On the Use of Archetypal Symbols in my Work 

The Circle  

The circle (or sphere) is a symbol of the self. “It expresses the totality of the psyche in all its 

aspects, including the relationship between man/woman and the whole of nature” (Jung, 1978, 

p. 266). However, the symbol of the circle is used, in art or ritual, it always points to the single 

most vital aspect of life – its ultimate wholeness. The symbolic alchemical concept of the 

squared circle is a symbol of wholeness and of the union of opposites. The square is a symbol 

or earthbound matter, or the body and reality (Jung, 1978). The circle is a multivalent symbol 

that includes the self, unity, moon, sun, earth, stones, seeds, axis mundi, mandala, the spiral. 

Its image can be seen in natural forms in the environment.  
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Bärbel Ullrich: photographs 

 

Stones 

Unhewn stones had a highly symbolic meaning for ancient societies. Jung noted that “Rough, 

natural stones were often believed to be the dwelling places of spirits or gods, and were used 

in primal cultures as tombstones, boundary stones, or objects of religious veneration” (Jung, 

1978, p. 258). They invested the stone with more expressive power than chance and nature 

could give it.  

The site (the specific area where I was working) contains massive stones which would have 

been moved by the force of water over the aeons.  Two creeks meet at the base of three large 

hills. At this point of the creek intersection there is a huge stone, now covered in moss and 

lichen. When I first discovered it, it had some markings in it. The markings represented a 

triangle (natural or human made?) – an archetypal symbol. It is now overgrown with moss and 

I am reluctant to disturb it. These types of stones could be known as omphalos which are conical 

stones, representing the central point of the earth (Dent, 2013). Stones and mountains are 

among the oldest symbols of the Great Mother Goddess (Magon, 1995). 
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I have used images of stones in my work as they are not only an archetypal symbol but a 

predominant aspect of the site and are related to the creek environment. They also reflect a 

sense of permanence in the environment which is in a constant state of flux and change. The 

stone symbolises what is perhaps the simplest and deepest experience – the experience of 

something eternal which a person can have in those moments when he/she feels immortal and 

unalterable. 

Rocks in many ancient cultures are invested with sacred powers and for this reason can be used 

as instruments of worship (Eliade,1976, p. 216). Stones represent the symbolic habitat of a 

spirit and they become sacred because they bear the mark of some spiritual force (Eliade, 1976). 

They are signs always representing something beyond themselves and always signifying 

something greater than mankind (Eliade, 1976). I am always in awe of large stones – there is 

an aspect of the sublime within their profound mass and permanence. 

 

The Spiral 

Time itself is cyclic, and by the spiral of its returning seasons we review the progress and 

growth of our own understanding (Purse, 1997). The spiral is a symbol, it denotes eternity. The 

universe and human consciousness (the macrocosm and the microcosm) consist in a continuum 

and a dynamic whole – this can be expressed by the spiral. This symbol, which is perpetually 

turning in on itself, expanding and contracting, has an interchangeable centre and 

circumference, and has neither beginning or end – the spherical vortex. The spherical vortex 

has analogies in nature – the form of flow created by air and water (Purse, 1997). 

Archetypal flow and growth form – microcosm & macrocosm – spiral movement creates a 

centre. Water is the pure, potential and unformed matrix from which all life takes its being – 

ephemeral but changeless configurations – an order, kosmos, Greek for order – matter has 

movement and organisation. The growth or human consciousness is the continuous refining of 

its own organisation, the ordering of its individual microcosm – we are the spiral and all the 

spirals within (Purse, 1997). 

 
Bärbel Ullrich: photograph 
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The Mandala 

This is a Hindu term for circle. It is a kind of yantra (instrument, means or emblem), in the 

form of a ritual geometric diagram, sometimes corresponding to a specific, divine attribute or 

to some form of enchantment (mantra) which is thus given visual expression. They are to be 

found all over the Orient, and always as a means towards contemplation and concentration - as 

an aid in inducing certain mental states and in encouraging the spirit to move forward along its 

path of evolution from the biological to the geometric, from the realm of corporeal forms to 

the spiritual (Jung, 1978).  

No one mandala is the same as another, all are different because each is a projected image of 

the psychic condition of its author, or in other words, an expression brought about by this 

psychic content to the traditional idea of the mandala. Thus, the mandala is a synthesis of a 

traditional structure plus free interpretation. Its basic components are geometric figures, 

counterbalanced and concentric. Hence it has been said that “the mandala is always a squaring 

of the circle” (Jung, 1978).  

The mandala is, above all, an image and a synthesis of the dualistic aspects of differentiation 

and unification, of variety and unity, the external and the internal, the diffuse and the 

concentrated. It excludes disorder and all related symbolisms, because, by its very nature, it 

must surmount disorder. It is, then, the visual, plastic expression of the struggle to achieve 

order - even within diversity - and of the longing to be reunited with the pristine, non-spatial 

and non-temporal Centre, as it is conceived in all symbolic traditions (Girlot, 1967, p. 90).  

In Jung’s view, mandalas and all concomitant images are derived from dreams and visions 

corresponding to the most basic of religious symbols known to humankind - symbols which 

are known to have existed as far back as the Palaeolithic Age. The juxtaposition of the circle, 

the triangle and the square (numerically the equivalents of the numbers one and ten; three; and 

four and seven) plays a fundamental role in the most classic and authentic of oriental mandalas. 

Jung suggests that the mandala represents an autonomous psychic fact, or “a kind of nucleus 

about whose intimate structure and ultimate meaning we have no direct knowledge” (1997, pp. 

284-285). The mandala can also be seen as an objective symbol, an imago mundi (the centre, a 

fixed point, the creation of the world) rather than a projection of the mind, without, however, 

discrediting the latter interpretation (Jung, 1978). 

 

On the use of stitching 

The washing of the cloth is a symbol for cleansing and purification. In mythology the woven 

cloth is the work of the Life/ Death/ Life mothers. To wash something is a timeless purification 

ritual. It not only means to purify, it also means – like Baptism from the Latin baptiza – to 

drench, to permeate with a spiritual numen and mystery (Estés, 1998). 

The symbolism of binding and knotting is related to mending and healing and also has magical 

connotations. Binding and knotting also have universal spiritual connotations. In many 

countries the thread of life symbolises human destiny. The goddesses of fate spin the thread of 

human life. The cosmos itself is also conceived as a tissue, as a vast web. In Indian speculation 

the air has woven the Universe by linking together this world and the other world and all beings, 

as it were by a thread, just as the breath has woven human life. In the Cosmos as well as in 

human life, everything is connected with everything else in an invisible web. Certain divinities 

are the mistresses of these threads which constitute, ultimately, a vast cosmic “bondage” 

(Eliade,1991). 
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Thus, the thread or the cord in mythology symbolises the cosmic principle that unites all things 

and also the support, the power and the divine law that hold the universe together. The labyrinth 

is sometimes conceived as a knot that has to be un-tied, and this notion belongs to a 

metaphysico-ritual unity which comprises the ideas of difficulty, of danger, of death and of 

initiation. Thus, key words conveying the idea of “bondage”, “shackling”, “attachment” and 

the idea of binding appear on magical and religious planes and are a complex archetypal symbol 

of human’s recognition of their own situation in the world (Eliade, 1991). Plaiting, weaving, 

binding and knotting become the repository of transformation and in the primordial mysteries 

they lay the foundations of human culture (Magon, 1995). 

 
Bärbel Ullrich: From the series of 7 Sticks, Rocks and Ferns, Mixed Media on canvas, 2017. 

 

On the use of the number 7. 

To symbolically suggest a sense of spirituality in my work, I have created works in series of 

seven. The number seven represents for me, the four compass points, looking up (sky/heaven) 

and looking down (earth) and the centre, the soul/spirit.  

I have also discovered that the number seven has many references in the Bible. It is the number 

of completeness and perfection, both physical and spiritual. Seven derives much of its meaning 

from being tied directly to God’s creation of all things, whereas I would interpret it as the 

embodiment of the feminine earth-bound spirit and the interconnectedness of all things rather 

than a product of the creation of a celestial male deity. There are seven days in the week and 

God’s Sabbath is on the seventh day. The Bible as a whole was originally divided into seven 

major divisions, the seventh one being the Book of Revelation. The total number of originally 

inspired books was forty-nine, or seven by seven, demonstrating the absolute perfection of the 

Word of God. In the Book of Revelation there are seven churches, seven angels to the seven 

churches, seven seals, seven trumpets, seven thunders and the seven last plagues. Jesus 

performed seven miracles on God’s holy Sabbath day and Jerusalem is a city of seven hills 

(http:www.biblestudy.org/bibleref/meaning-of-numbers-in-bible/7.html retrieved, 2018). 
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Also, there are seven colours of the rainbow – red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and 

violet. The rainbow is a symbol that makes visible the hidden energies that stir earth and 

animals to fertility. It represents magnetic energy and invisible forces. The rainbow as seen 

from the sky looking down is a circle. The Rainbow serpent in Australian Indigenous 

mythology is linked to the earth’s magnetic fields. She extinguishes and recreates life and holds 

all original ancestors of the Dreaming in her stomach (Lawler, 1991).  

 

The Shroud of Darkness 

The Shroud of Darkness was created in dedication of the Earth and the acknowledgement of 

the destruction that humankind has created on this planet. It has positive and negative 

connotations. As David Tacey says that terror is an “archetypal disposition” which has 

“blocked psychic energy” (2013, p. 19). He believes that Jung’s work becomes more 

appreciated as our intellectual development moves toward ecological, integrative and holistic 

values. My belief which is reinforced by Tacey is that we are in need of an integral view of 

reality that includes the spiritual (2013). Tacey says that 

The paradox of Jung’s psychology is that to get to the source of light, the self, we have to 

go via the darkness of the unconscious with its repressed instincts and drives. There can be 

no avoiding this unpleasant encounter with the shadow. …the human species has been 

moving on an unecological and self-destructive course. The ecology of spirit, mind and 

body have been cut out of balance in the patriarchal system (2013, pp. 67, 80). 

 

Conclusion 

Today we are experiencing upheaval, suffering, strife and conflict. The Shroud of Darkness is 

a metaphor that initiates the movement toward consciousness through images of light and dark. 

It has a positive connotation where unity and the original wholeness can be regained – a 

universal awareness. 

I spend a lot of time sitting still in the bush and practicing deep listening while looking for 

information. When walking or just sitting – our brains are full of other information removed 

from where we are. We need to shut our brains down and become aware of the place we are in. 

Through listening and mindfulness, we become more engaged with the present moment in our 

lives. Mindfulness helps us to intentionally cultivate an attitude of curiosity and interest which 

engages us in our senses and brings us fully into the present moment. When we feel stressed 

or overwhelmed it is important to punctuate the day with brief pauses. To stop, feel our feet on 

the ground and take a few deep breaths (Monash, 2017). 

It has been through such methodologies that I have felt a connection with the land, through 

the practice of making with, and being in and with land, but also by engaging with the 

archetypal symbolism which has transcended time and cultural spaces – Spiral, Mandala, 

Stones, Circle and Axis Mundi. These experiences of land and making with archetypal 

symbols of land has enhanced my experience of our interconnectedness as humans with the-

more-than human world and has further connected me with this land. 

We need to see and think differently to enter into a new relationship or connection with nature 

– which is really our own self. We have an arrogance that the world is for us – our resources 

– that we cannot become extinct – this anthropocentric view needs to be changed and 

humbled. Thoughts and emotions are a form of psychic energy. If we can change our thoughts 

to creative positive energy and creatively engage with the land and our environment our 

collective thinking may gradually change the world in which we live. 
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Bärbel Ullrich: The Shroud of darkness, 2020, Mixed media on Canvas. 510 x 170cm. (in progress)  
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Bärbel Ullrich: Images below details, The Shroud of darkness, 2020, Mixed media on Canvas. 510 x 170cm. (Details) 
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chosen to create site related works from ‘my place’ as it is where I live and where I feel I 

have a strong spiritual connection. Through this work I have aimed to understand myself and 

my artistic practice in greater depth as well as getting to know the ‘bush’ environment 

surrounding my home dwelling.” Bärbel interacts with and uses material from the 

environment. The concept that everything is alive is an important philosophy that underlies 

and informs her work. 
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How my pancreas became a person – Using crochet and 

writing to co-create with the more-than human world. 
 

Tracy Sorensen 
 

 

Abstract 

 
In the hero’s journey, the dominant storytelling structure of our time, the individual 

strides out into a pre-existing world full of resources, obstacles and opportunities that 

must be taken, conquered or manipulated in order to achieve a goal. The agency and 

importance of the more-than-human world is denied while the intentional human subject 

is given centre-stage. Ecological collapse is now unfolding as an unintended 

consequence of such a way of seeing the world. In this article, I use the posthumanist 

theoretical framework proposed by Donna Haraway to trace how “I” came to produce a 

cancer memoir narrated by “my own” internal organs. I acknowledge the crucial role of 

crochet as a method of emulating and listening to more-than-human entities within and 

outside of my own body. I describe how my research experiments in “crochet writing” 

have helped me to reimagine “myself” and “the world” not as “subject” and “venue” 

but as multifarious, temporary assemblages of entangled agential matter. I describe my 

eventual return to the structure of the hero’s journey as a useful container for 

communicating my story of more-than-human others to a wider audience. 

 

Keywords: Anthropocene; Crochet; Listening; Storytelling; Donna Haraway; 

Posthumanism. 

 

 
Crocheted organs on a reef of bleached coral with two tumours represented as crown of thorns 

starfish. Tracy Sorensen, 2020. 
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Introduction 

I walk over to one of the two printers that serve the second floor of this new university building. 

It is wearing a sign that says: “Uh-oh, I have a problem! Help has been called.” Illustrating the 

text is a circular red “sad” face. 

The other night, watching television, I saw an ad for crunchy microwavable potato chips. Two 

chips were standing up in their box, talking to each other, moving expressively as they spoke. 

They had no eyes or ears, but they did have mouths suggested by simple slits in their “heads”. 

Now that I’m tuned in, I see personified more-than-human entities everywhere. I know I’m not 

meant to take the photocopier or the talking chips seriously, but now I’m seeing them in a new 

light. The world - all of it, not just sentient creatures, plants, living things - is feeling more 

lively than it did before. 

In this auto-ethnographic account (Ellis & Bochner, 2011) I trace a handful of threads at play 

during my own research into the challenge of telling stories of more-than-human others. In this 

explication of situated knowledge (Haraway, 2016), I evoke my encounters with contemporary 

theory as I trace my own experiments in “becoming with” more-than-human entities through 

the practice of crochet. I then trace how my initial resistance to the hero’s journey was 

eventually followed by a wholehearted return to it in order to take my new sensibility to a wider 

audience. 

Indifferent crocodile, indifferent pancreas 

In 2008 I listened to an episode of The Philosopher’s Zone that focused on the life and work 

of Val Plumwood, who had just died (ABC Radio National, 2008). In 1985, as she paddled a 

canoe through swollen waters at Kakadu national park, a crocodile dragged her into repeated 

death-rolls. In the eye of the crocodile, she was shockingly thrown out of her own realm into 

another, alien one, in which she was simply edible. 

The image of a struggling woman in a canoe suddenly glimpsing another, alien reality, stayed 

with me. 

In 2014, I had my own near-death experience, a moment where I was thrown out of my 

everyday perspective, into another sensation of reality. In the aftermath of cancer surgery, my 

surgeon pointed to my pancreas, worrying that it might be oozing corroding juices into my 

abdomen. I realised my pancreas had been quietly continuing to do pancreas things all this 

time, through all the insults of tumour invasion, chemotherapy and surgery. Like Plumwood, a 

sense of the “me” I’d known dissolved. Just for a short time, and unexpectedly, I had a visceral 

sense of myself as an integral part of a wider web of life and being. Material processes were 

going on through and around me, within and beyond my skin. They were benefiting me, but 

they were not about me. 

Many years later, after I’d enrolled in my PhD in 2015, I looked up Plumwood’s (1995) 

reflections on her struggle with the crocodile.    

The illusion of invulnerability is typical of the mind of the coloniser; and as the experience 

of being prey is eliminated from the face of the earth, along with it goes something it has 

to teach about the power and resistance of nature and the delusions of human arrogance (p. 

34). 
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I grew up, like other children of Western culture, marinated in the delusions of human 

arrogance. I absorbed God’s injunction to Man to “have dominion over the fish of the sea, and 

over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth” (Genesis 1:26-

28). 

As a child I caught fish from the jetty, using a hand reel. I learned how to plunge the knife, 

decisively, between spine and skull. How to gut, fillet, cook and serve. The fish, like Plumwood 

for the crocodile, was dinner.  

As a child, I’d lie on my stomach on the laundry floor, where it was cool, and read the monthly 

Readers Digest that arrived in the mail. I’d read pieces by J. D. Ratcliff (1986): I am Joe’s 

Liver. I am Joe’s Kidney. In these pieces, the personified organs have nothing but loyalty and 

devotion to Joe. They are there for Joe at all times. If anything goes wrong, they can be sure 

Joe’s doctor will fix it, like a plumber fixing a tap. It never occurred to me that one’s organs 

were anything but loyal foot soldiers in the army of one’s body. 

I’m working from home today, in this Spring of 2020, in a year dominated by forces revealing 

human vulnerability: bushfires and COVID-19. Today, October 26, 2020 scientists estimate 

that the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is at the level of 411.79 ppm, up from 

408.66ppm on this day last year. At my dining table, I read a journal article about the language 

of plants (Gagliano & Grimonprez, 2015). Plants release volatile chemical compounds that 

speak to pollinators, speak to plant-kin. Human language, they point out, is material, like the 

language of plants “and by virtue of its very ‘materiality’ closer than we think to the language 

of nonhuman others” (p. 146). 

Taking breaks from the screen, I pull weeds from my vegetable garden, thinking about the 

cascades of volatile distress emanating from them. I’m immersed in scholarship advocating a 

way not as transcendent and exceptional but as vulnerable, deluded, ecologically 

unexceptional. For Donna Haraway (2016), the sky god, “Anthropos” must be brought down 

to earth and perhaps buried in it, to become compost (p. 39). The “prick tale” in which “all 

others” are “props, ground, plot space or prey” must begin to give way to tales in which there 

is room for the hunter but are not about him (p. 40). For Deleuze and Guattari (1988) the “plane 

of immanence”, all that is, is better conceived as rhizomatic, not arboreal (p. 239). 

For Karen Barad (2007), nothing in the material world has its “own” agency. There is only 

“intra-action”, because nothing exists in-and-of itself; everything is the result of, the creation 

of, interactions with other things. “Agency is not an attribute but the ongoing reconfigurings 

of the world. The universe is agential intra-activity in its becoming” (p. 141). Relationships are 

not between “relata” (things) because nothing has inherent properties; everything is involved 

in the processes and possibilities of becoming. In other words, no thing in the universe is 

actually a “thing”. 

I get a cup of tea, thinking about all this. For a thing to have inherent properties, that inhere 

always, you must somehow click a cosmic pause button. I think of my mother in poses and 

moments that seem characteristic of her, that I have used throughout my life to develop a sense 

of her personality. The woman with long brown hair braided into two loose plaits, fishing from 

the jetty, standing in the kitchen, washing dishes, talking to the cats. Jetty, kitchen, cats, long 

brown hair, the child I was: they are all gone now. There is no cosmic pause button.  

Karen Barad’s agential realism is not just an ontological claim. It also has an ethical dimension. 

If we hold on to the belief that the world is made of individual entities, it is hard to see 

how even our best, most well-intentioned calculations for right action can avoid tearing 

https://www.co2.earth/daily-co2
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holes in the delicate tissue structure of entanglements that the lifeblood of the world runs 

through. (Barad 2007, p. 396). 

 

How might this ethical position play out on the ground? How might these ideas work in the 

spaces that Haraway ( 2016, p.4) calls “always situated, someplace and not noplace, entangled 

and worldly?” I think of the furious debate over a proposed Go Kart track on the top of Mount 

Panorama/Wahluu here in Bathurst. For Wiradyuri Elders, that place is sacred, the high point 

in the landscape to which visitors and new initiates are ceremoniously inducted. That place 

supports yellow box trees, birds and microbats. It’s a quiet place, most of the year, when the 

annual V8 car races are not happening. People drive up to take in the views, quietly eat fish 

and chips in their cars, or walk their dogs. The local Council plans to build a track for noisy, 

fossil-fuelled Go Karts in that place. The track would operate year-round. For some, it is a 

simple matter of providing community infrastructure. For me, it feels like it is tearing holes in 

the delicate tissue structure of entanglements. I am involved – deeply situated - in the campaign 

against locating the track in that particular place. But I’m also aware of how my own well-

intentioned calculations for right action might tear some of their own holes. For me, the myriad 

possibilities for unintended consequences in every action is not an argument for doing nothing. 

For me, as for Haraway (2016), it’s about finding ways to ‘stay with the trouble’ of these vexing 

times (p.1). 

 

First threads 

Neither my epiphany after surgery, nor Val Plumwood’s in the eye of the crocodile, came fully 

formed out of nowhere (1995). They came upon us as surprising, unexpected or unwanted 

events, but our bodyminds had been primed for them. Val Plumwood was a philosopher 

thinking and writing about nature. In the weeks before radical abdominal surgery in May 2014, 

I had been crocheting my abdominal organs. It may even be that Plumwood’s story about the 

crocodile was in the back of my mind, somewhere, as I began to play with hook and wool. 

In March 2014, after my diagnosis, I began to crochet a small sphere from orange wool. I was 

using the amigurumi technique, using single crochet in a continuous spiral, increasing and 

decreasing stitches. The sphere was an experiment in technique, not an end in itself. My 

intention was to crochet a representation of my own stomach in three dimensions; something I 

could pad out with polyester fibre. Once I’d worked out how to do it, I began with what came 

to hand: blue wool in 8 ply. My interest was in reasonably accurate gross morphology; colour 

and scale were not important to me. I used Google images to find human stomachs. I looked at 

some photographs of surgery, some photographs of cadaver stomachs or stomachs in 

formaldehyde, but it was easier to work from anatomical diagrams and drawings. 

After the stomach, I moved on to other organs: liver, gall bladder, pancreas, spleen, large 

intestine, small intestine, greater omentum, uterus. As I completed each soft, multicoloured 

object I’d assemble it with its fellows on the coffee table. The spleen goes here, butting against 

the tail of the pancreas, with the stomach and upper reaches of the colon nearby. The gallbladder 

is here, under the liver, with ducts running into the top of the small intestine. The tumours are 

here and here. Before my illness, my understanding of my organs was sketchy. I was on a fast 

learning curve. 

The crocheted organs were not “my idea”. They came out of the matrix of threads that 

connected me to other makers and experimenters. Some of these threads: When I was about 

nine, Mum taught me to crochet. At the time, I made nothing of consequence but the basic 

technique became a body-memory, like riding a bicycle. At 19, I got a job in a clothing factory 

https://www.westernadvocate.com.au/story/6951640/fry-calls-for-reason-as-elders-threaten-legal-action-over-go-kart-site/
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as a sewing machinist. A woman brought a home-sewn Scottish-themed troll doll to work. To 

squeals of delight, she flipped up its kilt to reveal detailed sewn and stuffed penis and testicles. 

Somewhere along the way, I’d encountered the Wertheim sisters’ crocheted hyperbolic planes 

that mimic coral reefs. After I started crocheting my abdominal organs, I searched for patterns. 

I found the work of New York actress/artist Sara Louisa Burns and her online shop. I used her 

patterns for spleen and gallbladder. I made the other organs by simply experimenting with basic 

shapes and techniques: cones, curves, increases, decreases, textured bumps. 

My cancer was primary peritoneal cancer, a close cousin of ovarian cancer. It had produced 

two large tumours that were invading my spleen, pancreas, stomach, colon and uterus. My 

crocheted organs were like soft toys. If people asked, or if I wanted to explain, I’d take them 

out and arrange them on the coffee table. Their softness and whimsy helped soften the blow of 

this information; it allowed us to walk into the information without faltering or turning away. 

At this point, the bag of organs represented “my” organs. They were an amusing, absorbing 

way of telling myself and others: “This is what is happening to me.” In the aftermath of surgery, 

during my moment in the eye of the crocodile, my organs were no longer “mine”. They were 

more interesting than that. 

 
Crocheted Murray cod. Tracy Sorensen, 2020. 

 

Other bodies 

It’s early 2019, a dry, searing summer. There’s drought, the dam holding the town’s water 

supply is at an all-time low. The receding water level leaves stranded mussels in the drying 

mud. The water is a soup of blue-green algae. With extreme water restrictions in play, there’s 

no vegetable garden for us this year; the lawn is down to bare earth patches. It’s the same up 

https://www.margaretwertheim.com/crochet-coral-reef
https://www.etsy.com/shop/AnOptimisticCynic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCR8vgOQIwE
https://www.lithgowmercury.com.au/story/6011305/declining-dam-levels-heres-your-guide-to-water-restrictions-rules/?cs=4
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and down our South Bathurst street; no hanging baskets, no bright displays of annuals. I go for 

a walk across the playing fields near my home in South Bathurst, eyes glued to the ground. I’m 

looking for plastic baling twine, twine that mimics, in form, the ancient natural fibres that have 

held together sheaves of wheat and hay. There is a lot of this twine about, because paddocks 

have been stripped of feed, and farmers are buying in bales of hay, some of it brought across 

the continent from Western Australia, to hand-feed their livestock. The twine is mostly in a 

bright cobalt blue. I’m also on the look-out for blue plastic waste in other forms. I find my bits 

of blue on roadsides, in the grass at the edges of the playing fields, in the steep ground at the 

edge of the creek. Some are old, half-buried in the dirt. I gather my pieces and drop them into 

the calico bag slung over my shoulder. I notice that much of the litter relates to getting cooling 

water into young human bodies: coloured plastic straws with flared ends for scooping ice, clear 

plastic cups from 7-11 and McDonalds, Mount Franklin water bottles with their Edenic 

waterfall logo, the tube packaging for Zooper Dooper iceblocks, complete with puddles of 

sticky, brightly coloured water still present. I’m like a male blue satin bower bird, gathering 

treasure.  

I’m working on a crocheted, life-sized old Murray Cod, one that has reached at least a metre 

in length, which would make it perhaps 30 or 40 years old. The skin is crocheted from blue 

baling twine. To stuff it and give it shape, I use plastic rubbish found on my walks. I wash the 

rubbish in tubs of soapy water, let it dry off just outside the back door and store it in crates in 

the living room. The house is starting to look like a tip, but my partner is tolerant. 

I began my project in the light of the Murray Darling fish kills over the summer of 2018-19. 

Heat, low water flows and a toxic algal bloom killed millions of fish. They floated, belly up, 

in the stinking greenish water. Farmers and environmentalists argued that too much water had 

been siphoned off for growing cotton upstream. I was struck by the devastating image that went 

out across the media: Menindee farmer Dick Arnold cradling a dead Murray Cod in his arms, 

with care, as if it were a baby. Dead fish float on the water around him. 

The blue of the baling twine mimics the colour of the blue-green algae that killed the fish. It is 

also a colour used to represent awareness campaigns for depression in the bush caused, at least 

in part, by the drought. The baling twine is too thick for my Number 4 crochet hook. I spend 

hours untwining it, putting the spinning process in reverse, to create a more workable yarn. I 

do this while watching television. I do this during meetings and at barbecues with friends. 

Sometimes people take a hank from me and help untwine. But I soon run out of material. I’m 

not finding enough baling twine “naturally”, on my walks. Tipped off by an agriculture store, 

I drive out to see a family who keep horses. Their back yard is full of the stuff, in drifts and 

piles. “I keep meaning to burn it, but I never get around to it,” the man tells me. They have not 

just blue twine, but some bright pink, the colour of washing-up gloves. I gather it up, watched 

by the horses. 

I start at one end of the fish and crochet in the round, in a sort of spiral, from snout to tail. It’s 

trickier than I thought it would be to get the shape right. I look at endless photographs of Murray 

Cod from all angles. I watch fishing videos on YouTube. I buy a fishing magazine, Freshwater 

Fishing Australia, with articles on technique and on-water experiences and advertisements for 

boats, tackle and camping gear. I study the shapes of the fish, notice the endless repetition of 

two human hands holding prey, hooks sticking through fish lips. Unlike wool, my preferred 

medium, the plastic twine is hard, ungiving. It wears the skin from my fingers. My hands hurt, 

and I have to take breaks. 

My crochet stitches look like scales. I feel my way into the Murray Cod’s shape, its distinctive 

wide mouth, the bulge of its belly, the narrowing flank towards the tail. I’m becoming with this 

https://www.theland.com.au/story/5843930/menindee-fish-kill-could-affect-murray-river/
https://afn.com.au/freshwater-fishing-australia/
https://afn.com.au/freshwater-fishing-australia/
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fish, making it one cell at a time, multiplying cells, the way living things are made. I didn’t 

invent the Murray Cod, or the crochet hook, or crochet stitches, or polypropelene twine or blue-

green algae or Google Images. My work is a co-creation, weaving threads coming from many 

directions across time and place: evolution, science, water, women’s work. 

I enter the Murray Cod in the 2019 regional Waste to Art exhibition and win my category. The 

work has my name on it. I acknowledge the Murray Cod itself, but leave all my other crucial 

co-creators unaccounted for, including the children who dropped their straws and Zooper 

Doopers into the grass. 

I first encountered the phrase “becoming with” in Haraway’s (2016) Staying With The Trouble: 

Making Kin in the Chthulucene and found it again in Deleuze and Guattari’s (1988) A Thousand 

Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. In becoming animal we do not literally become the 

animal, nor do we become “like” the animal. It is not an exercise in method acting. The point 

is the “becoming with” itself: 

What is real is the becoming itself, the block of becoming, not the supposedly fixed terms 

through which that which becomes passes (Deleuze and Guattari, 1988 p. 238). 

For me, this “block of becoming” is to feel the stitches forming in my hands, scale by scale, so 

that I am becoming fish, looking out through fish-eye lenses at the distorted man reaching down 

into my warm murky water. It is to feel his hands sliding and grasping my belly as my heart 

slows, as my mind goes blank. I am becoming with a dying fish. 

Since I began my PhD research into my own entanglements with crochet, climate change, 

cancer and communication, I have become with: 

• The Macquarie/Wambool River (as part of the Bathurst River Yarners group; the 

yarned river is now over 80 metres long). 

• A grey headed flying fox. 

• A platypus. 

• A bush stone curlew. 

• Brain coral 

• A Dawson’s burrowing bee. 

• A new set of organs of the peritoneum, this time growing out of a bed of bleached 

coral. 

 
Once each object and project is finished they are set free into a wider world that I cannot 

control. People say, “That is so cute! You are so clever!” I enjoy these pats on the back, but I 

know the great power is not in the product, it’s in the process. I can’t be sure about my audience, 

but I know these blocks of becoming-with are changing me. They’re giving me a way to ‘stay 

with the trouble’.  

Staying with the trouble requires making oddkin; that is, we require each other in 

unexpected collaborations and combinations, in hot compost piles. We become-with each 

other or not at all (Haraway, 2016, p. 4). 

 

Resistance to the hero’s journey 

For about ten years until the end of 2018, I taught video and documentary subjects. Over and 

over again, I taught the classic three act structure of storytelling: the beginning, the middle and 

the end. The deep structure of the hero’s journey, I’d tell my students, stand behind all the 

stories you grew up with, all your favourite books and movies. One way or another, subtly or 
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overtly, you must work into this sure-fire formula: Protagonist, antagonist, conflict, resolution. 

Without it, your work might be interesting - as Andy Warhol’s film of a man smoking a cigarette 

is interesting - but it will not be compelling or satisfying. 

The hero’s journey, in which a protagonist battles an antagonist, has a colonial, swashbuckling, 

treasure-hunting soul, even if the story is set among flowers or insects or a women’s sewing 

circle. What matters is the hero’s journey and eventual triumph—all else is venue, supporter, 

obstacle or prize. Schroll and Polanksy (2017) summarise the problem:  

Traditionally the hero is associated with the quest (such as Odysseus from Greek mythology), 

or with conquest and colonialism (such as Christopher Columbus), and combinations of these 

hero archetypes continue to be prevalent in modern literature and films. Indeed, conquest and 

colonialism heroes represent the worst of human arrogance (p. 1).  

 

In our culture, the hero myth makes sense of daily life. When I was being treated for cancer in 

2014, I felt I was immediately assigned the role of hero bravely going into battle. (See Sontag 

1978, on this theme). It seemed impossible for some friends to describe my cancer as something 

I “had” (in the sense that one has a cold or a broken leg or period pain); instead, the word 

“journey” was used, as if I’d chosen to set sail into the land of cancer. I was told to “stay 

positive” as if any deviation from this state would weaken me for the battle.  For myself, I 

didn’t feel like a brave soldier. I was simply a person attending my next appointment, doing 

the next indicated thing, sitting for hours in hospital waiting rooms full of the sound of yapping 

morning television.   

Ontologically (after Barad, Haraway, Deleuze and Guattari), there are no beginnings, middles 

or ends. In writing about them, I felt my “becoming with” experiments - with my own internal 

organs, with a variety of more-than-human critters - should be allowed to stand on their own 

somehow, without being shoehorned into three acts. I would drag the sky God Anthropos down 

into the compost, and, like the whack-a-mole game, attempt to quell any arboreal tendencies.  

 
A crocheted pancreas and greater omentum. Tracy Sorensen, 2020. 
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Return to the hero’s journey 

In February 2018, my novel, The Lucky Galah, was published. It is narrated by Lucky, a feisty 

pink and grey galah, a denizen of the more-than-human world. Lucky is exploring whether 

there’s any agency to be found in a life that is passed around in a cage. To entertain herself, she 

tells stories, using the human beings coming and going around her as raw material. For some 

readers, Lucky is a purely literary device, a quirky way to tell a human story. Lucky is certainly 

that, but for me she’s much more than that. She is a figure reaching beyond myself, beyond my 

human experience, into beak, claw and feather.   

At a launch function for the book someone put up their hand and asked me what I was doing 

for my next book. I had no ready reply to this. I’d been bemused by the description of the book 

as my debut, as if there would be others. I’d been glorying in being able to cross off one of the 

oldest items on my bucket list. It felt like enough. All that zipped through my mind, but I found 

myself saying I’d be writing a cancer memoir from the point of view of my abdominal organs. 

The hot compost had sprouted a seed, and I was letting it grow. 

My work in progress, provisionally titled The Pouch of Douglas, radically decentres the 

transcendent human subject that is normally at the centre of the cancer memoir. In this novel, 

the human assemblage known as “Tracy” is only peripherally present. “Tracy” is just the venue; 

she is the ground upon which, or within which, the action takes place. She is to the organs as 

“the planet” is to we humans. The memoir is told in the first person by each organ, creating a 

polyphany of voices that sometimes directly, sometimes incidentally, moves the story along. 

It’s a riff on Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the Body Without Organs (BwO), which 

conjures a state of being beyond slavery to organism: 

We come to the gradual realization that the BwO is not at all the opposite of the organs. 

The organs are not its enemies. The enemy is the organism. The BwO is opposed not to 

the organs but to that organization of the organs called the organism. (Deleuze & Guattari 

1988, p. 158). 

 

One of the organs in my story is Panno the pancreas. I’d originally crocheted him (back when 

he was “mine”, when he didn’t have a gender or personality) in yellow. The colour reminds me 

of the yellow Duco of a classic 70s muscle car. His name comes from the Australian tendency 

to shorten names, but it is also redolent of the panel van, another 70s vehicle. Panno sprang to 

life surprisingly quickly: he’s a young man, a computer gamer, a lover of muscle cars. He can 

hear the Bathurst Races every October and loves it. If he were a human being, he would be in 

favour of the Go Kart track. His day-to-day work has two sides: the spurting of a salty 

concoction of digestive enzymes into the duodenum and a quieter, seeping activity, in which 

he releases hormones to deal with rising and falling blood sugar levels. Here is Panno, speaking 

in his own voice: 

My name is Panno. I’m on the road. I’m a genius all the time. I’m a yellow muscle car, 

a Holden Monaro GTS, with a supercharged V8 engine and a gun mount for my bazooka. 

I’m bright yellow, shiny with black stripes running down my sides. I have the power of 

two hundred and fifty horses. I have a Bathurst tank, breather hole and diff hump. 

 

No, all that’s a lie. 

 

I’m on the road, but I’m not the one moving. I’m on the road between Mouth and Anus, 

about a third of the way along. I’m a service station, or Servo. You come to me for juice. 
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The Holden Monaro GTS rises up over the fuel pumps, a giant paean, an Australian Big 

Thing, like the Big Banana or the Big Merino. 

 

I track you from a distance; I know you’re coming. I see the lights on my screen. It’s like 

a mother hearing her baby cry, or a boy thinking about a porn star; secretions start 

building up, looking for some sort of outlet. Milk or semen, spurting things. I spurt juice. 

I can feel it build up in the bays below; my acinar cells start weeping it into my ducts, 

and all of these feed into a big duct. As you pull in for juice, it’s ready. It’s more than 

ready! All I want to do is spurt. Right now. Like pus from a pimple. You pull up and get 

out, a little wobbly, and as you’re reaching out for the handle, I work the trigger myself. 

The flexible hose rears back like a snake, turgid, and squirts juice all over you, drenching 

you in it. This element of surprise is my biggest kick. 

 

I shoot the fatz. I shoot the fatz. I also shoot the sugars and proteins but I mainly shoot 

the fatz. It’s what I love to do. 

 

This Panno is an interesting guy. We probably don’t have much in common. He is a caricature, 

a stereotype built out of my search for an Other, someone who is not me. I need my pancreas, 

and my pancreas needs me. We become-with together or not at all. In Panno, and my other 

personified organs, I rediscover one of the great affordances of the novel as artform: the ability 

to inhabit different points of view without having to label any of them as wrong or right. As 

Milan Kundera (1986) says, in The Art of the Novel: 

Outside the novel, we're in the realm of affirmation: everyone is sure of his statements: 

the politician, the philosopher, the concierge. Within the universe of the novel, however, 

no one affirms: it is the realm of play and of hypotheses. In the novel, then, reflection is 

essentially inquiring, hypothetical (p. 78). 

 

In writing this story, I find myself re-entering the world of the hero’s journey. The story has a 

beginning, a middle and an end. There are protagonists (the organs) and antagonists (the 

tumours). Tension rises until there is an almighty showdown in the form of a major surgery. 

Not everyone “makes it”. At the end, a band of hardy survivors picks up the pieces, all 

fundamentally changed.  

I have found that once the (co-created) personalities begin to take hold of my fingers, to emerge 

on the screen, they began to want things. This wanting causes movement, pushing and pulling. 

In that pushing and pulling, the three-act structure rises, like yeasted bread dough. 

The hero’s journey does violence to Baradian ontology, in which there are no “real” beginnings, 

middles or ends, only entanglement and possibility. And yet, to tell a story, I find that I must 

choose a limited number of threads; I must find a suitable container that will exclude endlessly 

proliferating possibilities. The hero’s journey helps me organise my material. The tool 

originally invented to exalt the human might also be used to trouble the human. The 

disassembled hero is eschewed in favour of a collection of organs with their own tales to tell. 
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Bird Language and Contemplative Education in the 

Anthropocene  
 

Lee Beavington  
 

Abstract 
 

As a biologist and educator, this essay weaves together personal experience with 

pedagogical exploration through narrative and academic prose. First, we explore bird 

language, nature attunement, and what shadows can teach us. Bird language is an aural 

blessing and soundscape that, to the attuned ear, reveals storm, predator, and wonder alike. 

We consider the Ecology in 1m2 study I co-developed for remote teaching during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In this place- and inquiry-based project, students contemplate, in 

silence, a microsite several times a week over the course of a month. Then we go on a 

soundwalk in the city, where habituated noise pollution dulls our senses to the more-than-

human world. Finally, we bear witness to Takaya’s tragic story, the lone wolf who lived 

for eight years on an island just outside a metropolitan city. Through storytelling and 

philosophical consideration, alongside more academic modalities, I explore the importance 

of active listening beyond the anthropocentric babel. If we can hear the downstroke of a 

raven’s wings, the creak of an old alder, the warning trill that goes Chickadee-dee-dee, 

perhaps we can better attune to the more-than-human world and both recognize and atone 

for our destructive actions towards the Earth. 
 

Keywords: bird language; sensory engagement; more-than-human; place-based 

learning; soundwalk; Takaya 

 

 

I still remember my Dad playing “I spy” with us. Something that is grey. We 

guessed everything—the lamp, books, sofa chair, ceiling—and eventually gave up. 

The answer? Shadow. My brothers and I cried out, Not fair! It never crossed our 

mind to look for this. A shadow wasn’t an object, because you can’t touch it. It 

wasn’t a subject, because it wasn’t living. We saw it as flat and two-dimensional. 

And yet, there it was, moving when we moved, responding to the light, an 

inescapable presence in the room. We weren’t listening to what was right in front 

of us. 

 

Shadow and sound curve around objects, and both can disappear on a whim. Sound shadows are 

areas where sound transmission fails due to an obstruction between the sound source and the non-

transmitting object. Sometimes, as we will see, creatures usually detectable by sound are best 

found through their shadow. To the astute observer, the most subtle grey or whisper of wings can 

reveal secrets of the unknown.  

 

Listening to the Unnamed 

We are literally silencing the natural world. Every tree cut, river paved and species pushed to 

extinction in the Anthropocene also exterminates specific harmonies and other-than-human voices, 
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recalled only as stories or digital memories, as prophesized in the BBC Radio 4 podcast series 

‘Forest 404.’ Yet even our densest concrete jungles reveal more-than-human sounds: rain that 

thrums the glass, horse chestnut conkers that smack sidewalks as they fall, crows mobbing an eagle 

(Abadi et al., 2019). Bird language (Young, 1999; Young & Gardoqui, 2013) is an aural blessing 

yet also a soundscape that, to the attuned ear, reveals storm, predator, and wonder alike. What can 

we learn from the feathered song-gifters? 

This paper, via the dual lenses of a biologist and educator, braids together personal experiences 

with pedagogical explorations. First, we explore bird language, nature attunement, and what 

shadows can teach us. Then we go on a soundwalk in the city, where habituated noise pollution 

dulls our senses to the more-than-human world. We consider the Ecology in 1m2 study I co-

developed for remote teaching this year. In this place- and inquiry-based project, students 

contemplate, in silence, a microsite several times a week over the course of a month (or longer), 

and compose reflections and a cross-disciplinary exploration of ecology and stewardship. Finally, 

we bear witness to Takaya’s story, the lone wolf who lived for eight years on an island just outside 

a metropolitan city.  

Weaving between narrative and more academic modalities, I elucidate the importance of active 

listening beyond the anthropocentric noise pollution. If we can hear the downstroke of a raven’s 

wings, the creak of an old alder, the warning trill that goes Chickadee-dee-dee, perhaps we can 

better attune to the more-than-human world and both recognize and atone for our destructive 

actions towards the Earth. 

 

A Prelude to Shadow 

The robin screeches. Her high pitched call, loud, distinct, and insistent, pierces the lazy morning. 

A clue to danger. Not for myself—excepting humans, Mayne Island, British Columbia is not home 

to large predators; raccoons and bald eagles top the bill. This robin call serves to warn birds, small 

mammals, and other denizens of the temperate rainforest: a hunter lurks in our presence. 

She persists. Inside, I make and eat breakfast. The robin’s shrill cries continue, neither rhythmic 

nor harmonious, clearly intended to irritate. Intrigued, I sit in the moss-carpeted backyard. Other 

songbirds join the ominous chorus. I try to discern their whereabouts, but a breathing wall of cedar 

leaves, undulating to a hidden breeze, acts as a sound shadow while obscuring feather and beak. 

A raven arrives to inspect the commotion, seems satisfied with what he sees, and darts away, wings 

beating the air like low thunder. I settle back into my chair and wait.  

The shadow hits me first. My senses snap into awareness.  

There is a certain power to shadow, this “disruption of the sun’s dominion, a disturbing power that 

we hold in common with boulders and storm clouds and the corpses of crashed airplanes” (Abram, 

2011, p. 19), not to mention whatever is directly above me. A sign of something both there and 

not there. This grey wraith morphs with the land, holding no matter yet revealing a presence. 

Abram describes shadow as secreted by our bodies. They are not flat, but a “voluminous being of 

thickness and depth” (p. 16). As Abram points out, when a bee buzzes past your lee side, it is 

moving through your shadow.  

A large, moving shadow elicits both terrific wonder, and (for smaller creatures) wondrous terror. 

There is, at first response, a sense of mystery, a delight in unravelling this aerial riddle. But if 
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you’re small enough to be eaten, a swift shadow means that something is above you, has likely 

seen you, and could be predatory. Being a large primate, whose species has eradicated most large 

carnivores, I need not fear this situation—other than, of course, the ego and hubris of Homo 

sapiens, accelerating species extinction and leading us steadily towards complete ecological 

collapse (United Nations, 2020; World Wildlife Fund, 2020). We sometimes find ourselves 

jumping at our own shadows, perhaps a subconscious guilt in our refusal to admit that humans lurk 

in the shadows of nature, preying on species more vulnerable.  

Can you hear a shadow? Despite its inert grey, there is a multisensory response to shade. The 

ghostly touch of penumbral darkness. A slight, mobile drop in temperature. An eclipse of the light. 

And often sound: thrumming wing beats, squawks of a gull, the roar of an engine’s plane. Not in 

this case. The shadow that passes over me is silent as rain in mid-flight. 

Sitting in my backyard, my body and brain tighten their focus. From its direction, I know this being 

flies from the east, the late morning sun bathing its tail feathers. A raptor shadow. Utterly 

soundless.  

The owl swoops over my head. Wings outstretched impossibly far, in an effortless glide, like a 

manta ray through shallow water or a puck across ice. She sails past without a twitch, her striped 

feathers almost within reach. This seemingly effortless and noiseless flight is in stark contrast to 

the parade of bird species that madly flap after the barred owl to her new perch, a cedar branch a 

few feet from our back fence.  

I call my family over to unfold the mystery. The robin and other avians pestered this nocturnal 

bird of prey into movement, and the owl fled her winged kin’s cacophony. Her serrated and downy 

feathers break sound waves, allowing the owl to hunt prey in complete silence. Yet right now 

things are definitely not quiet. 

One by one, five different bird species converge to harass the owl: a supervisor crow, some 

nondescript songbirds, an audacious divebombing robin, and finally another avian that clings to 

the far side of a trunk, invisible to my eyes. [Click here to hear a recording, taken at this moment, 

of these birds’ warning calls]. Yet its call—a swift, repetitive chirp—is clearly discerned. I ask my 

seven-year-old son what it is.  

“A northern flicker,” he says, not skipping a beat. 

A minute later, when the spotted medium-sized bird makes its appearance, his auditory 

identification is confirmed.  

Undeterred by the thrush, corvid, wrens, and woodpecker, the barred owl nonchalantly cleans her 

feathers. What have I learned? That birds are harbingers of both dawn and doom. That many 

species can work together to remove a common threat. And that I know only a fraction of what is 

happening right in my own backyard. My son has an ear for bird language. What difference does 

this make in the Anthropocene? 

 

Bird Language and Backyard Biology  

Birds draw us a map of the landscape through sound. That birds possess language, far older than 

our own, is clear: a study in Nature revealed that European starlings differentiated the grammar 
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among different songs (Gentner et al., 2006). Bird sounds are by far the most dominant and 

omnipresent living sound in many natural habitats, yet the words heron, kingfisher, magpie, 

pelican, raven, starling, stork, thrush, and wren were removed from the Oxford’s Children 

Dictionary (Macfarlane & Morris, 2018).  

Humans often show the most interest when birds (such as parrots) mimic our language. If we are 

quick to label such a bird as ‘smart,’ why do we not extend this praise or intelligence label when 

animals speak their native language?  

More than just a hobby, nature attunement may be a lifeline. Learning to listen may inspire—or 

even demand action from—hearing the booming cracks of calving glaciers, the fracking that 

injects benzene and other carcinogens into underground waterways that feed our wells—or the 

felling of a 1,000 year-old Douglas-fir. Despite only a fraction of old growth temperate rainforest 

remaining, logging continues for ancient, irreplaceable trees. A recent survey concluded that 

“Productive old forest has almost vanished across BC” (Price et al., 2020, p. 46). We’ve barely 

scratched the surface of what we know about old growth forests (Luoma, 2006). But we do know 

they have the greatest biomass—that is, the greatest amount of living material—of any terrestrial 

ecosystem. Our land’s greatest life is what we are tearing down. Can we attune our hearing to this 

destruction? Or have our ears been deafened by synthetic sound? 

Whether teaching, learning, engaging with the natural world, or witnessing climate injustice, active 

listening is a vital practice toward relationship building. Why? Because hearing the voice of the 

other is a first step toward understanding and empathy. Though as Young and Gardoqui (2013) 

point out, “Empathy: that’s a dangerous word in science, of course, because it’s taken to entail a 

loss of rigorous, critical objectivity” (p. xxvi). Academia applauds rigour, and resists embodied 

speak. When I pitched the course IDEA 2100, “Ecology, Creativity, and Nature Experience,” co-

developed with Ross Laird, we sat before the curriculum committee, nearly thirty people. Like 

being in a bathtub with piranhas, they nipped away at our proposal. In particular, the committee 

balked at this learning outcome: “Learning to listen in the forest.” What does this mean? Why does 

it matter? Could we be more specific? 

I explained how this contemplative practice is important for both science and art students. That 

when my biology students find a quiet spot, and listen without distraction, learnings emerge from 

the forest that no textbook can teach. As Robin Wall Kimmerer (2016) puts it, “We need to listen 

to the land, not merely for data, but for wisdom” (p. 49). The curriculum committee seemed wholly 

unimpressed with my answer. They wanted something objective, measurable, and prescriptive.  

In summer 2020, because of COVID-19, I had to redesign field trips for Kwantlen Polytechnic 

University (KPU) students. In collaboration with Amy Huestis and Carson Keever, we developed 

the Ecology in 1m2 study, where both science (ecology) and art (colour theory) students each 

choose and visit the same site near their home. This can be their backyard, a local park, university 

campus, or other green space. The goal? To cultivate a connection with place, note the ecological 

and visual patterns, and reflect on the experience, largely done in silence. That is, students become 

receptors for the more-than-human world.  

The general experience for students followed this pattern: (a) uncertainty at what they were 

supposed to see or experience, (b) curiosity at what started to reveal itself, (c) repetitiveness that 

was either irritating and/or rejuvenating, and (d) a deepening into this practice. For many, sound 

served as a primary sense.  
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Students were not asked to name every species. As Young and Gardoqui (2013) explain, “it’s not 

as important to know every bird by its scientific name as it is to know that the robin over there is 

an individual like you and me” (p. xix). This type of listening is what Jim Macnamara (2016) refers 

to as ‘recognition,’ the first of seven canons of listening. This is followed by acknowledgement, 

paying attention, and interpretation. Whereas hearing is receiving sound waves into your ear, 

listening involves truly understanding another’s feelings and perspectives, which requires careful 

interpretation (fifth canon of listening), followed by consideration and responding (Macnamara, 

2018). The Ecology and 1m2 study facilitated these conditions for listening through contemplative 

practice, repeated visits to the same site, encouragement to put devices away, and multi-sensory 

engagement. How these seven canons of listening translate to interspecies communication would 

be a fascinating subject to investigate further. In this case, participants used careful listening to 

interpret the presence and behaviour of various species, and speculate on how these other-than-

humans might experience the world. 

For some students in the inaugural Ecology in 1m2 study, this was the first time they heard the full 

ecosystem of organisms with which they share their backyard or larger biotic community. The 

chattering of eastern grey squirrels, the junco’s dawn chorus, the joyous cacophony of children 

playing on the trampoline next door, the lawn mowers that, in some cases, sheared their sites down 

to grass nubs. Yet only a matter of days later, students watched—and heard—life re-emerge. 

Students settled into place, asked curious questions about invasive species, and pondered threads 

of connection amongst seemingly divergent species. They also noticed how early morning was 

conducive to quiet observation, as rush hour drowned out many other-than-humans voices. By 

attuning their focus, they were starting to understand, as Kimmerer (2013) writes, “that we have 

something to learn from intelligences other than our own. Listening, standing witness, creates an 

openness to the world in which the boundaries between us can dissolve in a raindrop” (p. 300). 

Our anthropocentric worldview can blind (and deafen) us to the wisdom and reverence of the 

trillion other species with which we share the planet (Locey & Lennon, 2016). When the species 

boundary dissolves, nature can become our most powerful teacher.  

One day, walking with my men’s group, the guttural cry of a raven commanded my attention. This 

trickster’s hollow croak rang out like the voice of the forest. I commented on bird language, and 

the mosaic of learnings their calls afford: who has hungry nestlings, shifts in season, if the salmon 

are soon to spawn, and other ecological indicators. Ravens have been known to assist wolves in 

the hunt as aerial guides to prey. I added that we have lost this skill of attending to bird language. 

To which a friend replied: “We don’t need it anymore.” 

He’s right, of course. As we go about our day, we don’t need bird voices in order to check our 

email, order from Amazon.com, drive our car, and work in our cubicles. In fact, when I’ve taken 

students into the forest (which is often), and asked them what we can learn from bird speak, the 

response, more often than not, is negative. They wake me up in the morning. They crap on my car. 

The stupid woodpecker makes a racket pecking at the metal lamp post! Birds are seen and heard 

as a nuisance. (Except when they speak at our command to be seen and heard as our entertainment.) 

It’s not the birds, I want to argue, that erected that metal monstrosity, whose bulb pollutes the 

darkness with constant light and electric drone.  

Is checking email, consuming manufactured goods from afar, commuting to work, and staring at 

a screen the pinnacle of human existence? Or do we derive greater meaning from relational 

experiences, especially those that occur through direct-sense engagement? When we see, hear, 
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smell, even touch the other, this visceral and multi-sensory exchange enlivens us. When our 

lifestyles don’t require birds, we can pave over salmon-bearing streams where the kingfisher flits 

like an arrow, build coal ports where the heron once hunted, and clear cut where the spotted owl 

nests. When bird language matters, so do the forests, the mountains, and the rivers. Bird language 

may be “crucial for the evolution of [the] human brain” (Young & Gardoqui, 2013, p. xxii). 

Perhaps now, more than ever, the avian alphabet is our litmus test for how well we care for the 

natural world.  

 

Soundwalk in the City 

“Birds are vocal because birds are listening” (Young & Gardoqui, 2013, p. xxvi). As humans have 

evolved into insular beings increasingly segregated from the outside world, what have we lost the 

ability to hear? 

Even the densest cities are home to numerous species of bird. Last year, I participated in the 

interdisciplinary graduate course, Creative Ecologies: Reimagining the World. We learned about 

land as teacher, reciprocal capture, The Animist, and the karrabing (that moment when the tide is 

about to shift from ebb to flow), all while sitting in a classroom with no windows to the outdoor 

world. Compelled to put these theoretical philosophiesinto practice, in a later class we ventured 

outdoors for a soundwalk.  

The soundwalk idea originated with Murray Schafer and the World Soundscape Project in 

Vancouver, the same place I was soundwalking. Hildegard Westerkamp (2006) elaborated on the 

soundwalk, defining it as 

any excursion whose main purpose is listening to the environment…its effects on the 

participating listener are immediate, whether a walk is done for the first time or the listener 

is a veteran soundwalker: it opens ears to the sounding details of a place and listeners notice 

the unique soundscape characteristics of a location. 

Soundwalks have been successfully implemented in educational contexts, urban planning, and 

artistic practice (Behrendt, 2018).  

Led by Jorma Kujala, we are invited into silence. We walk into the cacophony of Vancouver’s 

downtown east side. I live on Mayne Island. There are 1,000 full-time resident humans, and twice 

that many deer. There are no stoplights, no buses, no chain stores, and a handful of streetlights. I 

commuted from here in the morning, to disembark in the maelstrom of this discordant city. The 

pair of ravens that commute over our property traded for jet planes. Fern alley replaced by 

dumpster alley. Ancient cedar shadows substituted for skyscraper. Carpets of moss swapped for 

endless concrete. Yet moss still pushes between the cracks in the sidewalk, and thousands of crows 

take flight daily into and out of the city. Even owls have habituated to hunting prey on busy 

Vancouver streets (Givetash, 2017). Certain animal species, such as peregrine falcons, can thrive 

near and in cities (Barkham, 2017).   

While soundwalking, I am content with being silent. Amidst the competing traffic of people and 

vehicles, streams of stoplights glaring down every street, I retreat within to find a certain peace, 

whereas some of my classmates find the experience excruciating.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hildegard_Westerkamp
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Initially, the blare of noise and light overpowers me. Because the instruction for the soundwalk is 

to notice, this is what I do. I notice the flashing signage demanding attention, the human footsteps 

and chatter like ten radios being on at once, advertisements selling lies to my brain, cars spewing 

fossil fuels, the ambulance siren fading just as a police siren starts to blare. Stark contrast to the 

Gulf Island solace. Even the birds are louder here, shifting “their songs into higher registers amid 

traffic noise” (Haskell, 2018, p. 192). Yet after the consumeristic explosion of International Village 

mall, I find an inner solitude when we enter Andy Livingston park. The sound of children playing 

on artificial turf and the murmurs of the artificial stream offer some respite, while I try to overlook 

the people using drugs (or so my paranoid mind might mistakenly presume) sitting nearby.  

Psychologists refer to nature’s ability to capture our attention as soft fascination. Flickering leaves, 

waves rolling onto a shore, and murmurations of starlings hold the power to focus and 

simultaneously restore our attention. Conversely, hard fascination is harsh synthetic stimuli: 

daylong pile driving and merging rush hour traffic both draw our attention and sap our energy. 

Nature stimuli can be a stress reliever, perceived and integrated by our nervous system in such a 

way that we regain the ability to focus and concentrate, or “recover the capacity to direct attention” 

(Joye et al., 2013, p. 2). The distinction between hard and soft fascination is clear: the former are 

stimuli that provoke emotional distress or other negative responses, while the latter are 

unthreatening environments, such as a park or forest walk where we feel safe. The noise, lights, 

and concentrated humanity in a city require deliberate effort to block such overstimulation, which 

hinders our ability to direct attention, leaving our neurons overtaxed.  

On our soundwalk, we pass a skateboard park, and then approach an electric buzz that intensifies 

with each step. My curiosity frames this experience like a scientist. I wouldn’t choose to stand next 

to a giant buzzing power station, so I nudge this annoyance aside and replace it with inquiry and 

wonder. I observe how others respond to being here, not realizing at the time how disquieted some 

were feeling, with no sound shadow to take refuge in. One classmate told me later she wanted to 

run away and scream.  

Where I had revelled in this contemplative exercise, able to relax into not speaking, and peaceably 

slowing down my day, she had a waking nightmare. The tortured and visceral nature of her 

experience unsettled my version of events. Is this my survival mechanism? To tolerate what others 

might deem intolerable, so I can tune out into complacency? 

I feel safe when I know I do not have to speak, and that others will not speak, content with the 

knowledge that I can avoid overt judgement. In my school days, from kindergarten to undergrad, 

I was painfully shy and self-conscious. I remember days at high school where I didn’t speak a 

single word. In a way, it was easier to be silent. If I didn’t speak then others could not contradict 

me. During recess and lunch, I put on headphones and drowned myself in music.  

Yet today, the climate crisis demands more. We can’t afford to be silent, because we can’t afford 

not to act. My optimistic complacency serves my well-being, but it doesn’t offer much (if anything) 

to the world.  

It’s ironic, yet perhaps pertinent, that an experience with silence helped bring me to this conclusion. 

There is something to be said for quiet reflection, deep pauses, and contemplative inquiry. 

However, the current state of the world demands more active resistance and naming that which is 

destructive. Isolation and alienation are inherent in our industrial-exploitative economic system. 

Capitalist modes of production and neoliberal ideology that casts citizens as consumers are directly 
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responsible for environmental destruction. To not speak is to be complicit. Yes, it is important to 

reflect, pause and contemplate. Then take thought into action. Scholarship can provide data, social 

media can inform, and our careful consideration can offer philosophical and ethical clarity, yet our 

daily actions are what model behaviour for others. How we spend our money, speak against 

oppressive ideology, and obstruct the construction and transportation of fossil fuels are what makes 

a difference in a world being stripped of wonder as the biotic landscape is defiled for consumeristic 

growth.  

Right now, there is an unprecedented dying off of birds, attributed to wildfires and the climate 

crisis (Weston, 2020). We must act, not for just the birds’ sake, or for our own, but rather for the 

ecological integrity of the entire biosphere. The act of listening may not change the world 

tomorrow. But it’s a first solid step toward compassion and empathy. The Ecology and 1m2 study, 

and ecological soundwalks, are invitations for place-based pedagogy. More so, these active 

practices can be restorative for our screen-addled and often frenetic-paced minds, and encourage 

our bodies to march toward social and climate justice.  

Tolkien (2013) alluded to our lost connection with birds in The Hobbit. When the thrush tries to 

communicate with Bilbo’s company that Smaug the dragon is dead, and his treasure unguarded, it 

realizes they cannot understand his speech. Thus, he summons a 153-year-old raven, one of the 

last of the feathered beings who can speak the common tongue. This elder raven tells Thorin, the 

dwarven leader of the company, that “The treasure is likely to be your death, though the dragon is 

no more!” (p. 267). Thorin, to the detriment of many, ignores the raven’s wisdom. Will humans 

do the same? 

 

Epilogue: The Story of Takaya  

Aldo Leopold (1996) wrote that “only the mountain has lived long enough to listen objectively to 

the howl of a wolf” (p. 129). About 250 wolves live on Vancouver Island (Koch, 2019), adapted 

to coastal living. They typically roam the northern half of the island, where humans are more 

scattered amongst temperate rainforest. However, in 2012, a lone male wolf decided to venture to 

the southernmost tip of Vancouver Island. The problem? This took him through a thriving 

metropolis: greater Victoria houses 400,000 people (BC Population Estimates, 2020).  

This wolf had to navigate almost 40 kilometres of cars, houses, and humans (Alexander, 2020; 

Frymire & Williams, 2019). Multiple sightings occurred at Elk Lake in May, 2012. He then crossed 

the busy Patricia Bay Highway, and swam up to three kilometres of strong current to reach 

Discovery Island. Soon after, signs were erected: “Warning Stray Dog.” Discovery Island belongs 

to an uninhabited (that is, by humans) archipelago, part of the unceded, ancestral territories of the 

Songhees First Nation. But it turned out that the paw prints and scat on Discovery Island were, in 

fact, from the wolf that came to be known as Takaya.  

Stqéyəʔ means ‘wolf’ in Songhees’ Coast Salish dialect, from which Takaya arose. The Songhees 

welcomed this wolf’s arrival near the time their longtime Chief Robert Sam passed away. This 

was, according to Songhees Nation Chief Ron Sam, “a message that our chief was still with us” 

(Kelly, 2020, para. 7). Conservation officers considered shooting the wolf (lethal control, as the 

official lingo goes), without any consultation with First Nations. Ultimately, they decided to trap 

and relocate Takaya. They failed, twice. The Songhees made vocal statements about their 

preference for nature to be left alone, and so Takaya lived on Discovery Island for eight years.  
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 Why did this young male leave the pack? Juveniles sometimes disperse to their own 

territories to form new family units.  

 Discovery Island has no resident deer, and the freshwater dries up in the summer. 

Nevertheless, Takaya adapted by hunting geese, using the shadow of night to catch 

seals, and digging deep for water.  

 Residents of Oak Bay listened in awe for his howl, most frequently in late winter. 

Mating season. A wolf’s howl is engrained in human consciousness. Dogs carry the 

ancestral memory of this call when an ambulance siren goes by, or a human mimics 

a howl. Much like bird language, wolves howl to communicate danger, territory 

protection, the location of other species, and to find each other. They also howl out 

of affection for one another (Mazzini et al., 2013).  

Takaya’s long, mournful howl is one that cuts to the soul. Even this author, whose only opportunity 

to listen occurred through a screen, shed tears of empathy when I heard Takaya crying for 

companionship, seemingly impossible in this landscape usurped by humanity.  

Then, a miracle happened. A female wolf was spotted in greater Victoria (Bent, 2019), where 

Takaya himself had ventured seven years prior. In January, 2020, during mating season, Takaya 

was spotted in Oak Bay. He had swam from Discovery Island back to Vancouver Island, perhaps 

in search of the one thing that had eluded him all these years: a mate. Conservation officers caught 

and relocated him into deeper wilderness, near Port Renfrew.  

On March 24, 2020, just after the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown, a hunter shot and killed Takaya.  

This wolf’s last two interactions with humans involved drastic measures. The first, with humans 

in relationship with him, relocated Takaya to a safer area (i.e., where there were less humans). The 

second human, by all accounts having no relation to this wolf, came across Takaya by chance on 

a logging road. While Takaya stood watching him curiously, the hunter shot him with a Remington 

rifle from 15 meters away (Pynn, 2020). To the hunter, this wolf was not a living, animate, soulful 

being—or if he was, the hunter saw it as his right to take these away. 

The hunter’s actions were legal. The spirit of the wolf, reduced to a pest or trophy status, enabled 

a gunshot to cut his howl out of the world. In our industrial-exploitative society, humans grant 

themselves the right to silence the voices of other-than-humans, entire species, even ecosystems.  

Aldo Leopold used to shoot wolves as vermin. I finish with his account of killing a wolf, where he 

realized he had killed not just a wolf, but a way of being in the world that his mind could not fully 

comprehend.  

We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her eyes. I realized 

then, and have known ever since, that there was something new to me in those eyes—

something known only to her and to the mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-

itch; I thought that because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean 

hunters’ paradise. But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf nor the 

mountain agreed with such a view. (Leopold, 1949, p. 130). 

The academy privileges intellect above emotion. Perhaps, in this vulnerable moment of 

kinship, Leopold was learning to listen with his heart. 
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Listening to Antarctica: Cheryl E. Leonard’s eco-acoustic 

creative practice 
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Abstract 

 
Listening to the more-than-human world has been a source of musical creativity for 

centuries, but what does it mean to listen and respond creatively to the world around us in 

the Anthropocene? This article contributes to a growing body of research on sonic 

representations of Antarctica, a place often viewed as a barometer of anthropogenic climate 

change. Although explorers and scientists have visited the icy continent for over a century, 

it is only in the past 25 years that composers and sound artists have had direct access to 

listen to the human and non-human sounds of Antarctica and capture them in creative 

works. 

Using composer Cheryl Leonard’s multimedia work Fluxes (2014) as a case study, this 

article investigates how Leonard’s eco-acoustic compositional practices reflect her 

listening experiences in Antarctica. We will highlight aspects of Leonard’s creative practice 

that contribute to her complex exploration of non-hierarchical relations between the human 

and non-human, and how she formulates non-dualistic relationships between nature, the 

human and technology in her imaginations of the natural world, including through her 

innovative employment of natural materials and her use of technology in the gathering of 

sounds and in live performance. 

 

Keywords: Listening, Antarctica, Experimental Music, Sound Art, Anthropocene 

 

 

Antarctica and the enormous body of water encircling it, the Southern Ocean, play vital roles 

in driving and regulating our world’s climate and in current debates about anthropogenic 

environmental change (Convey 1; Philpott, “Sonic Explorations” 84–85). The very cold water 

at the edges of the Antarctic continent descends deep into the surrounding ocean and propels 

the circulation of currents across all the world’s oceans, while the atmosphere above the ice 

has a similar effect on global atmospheric circulation. The Southern Ocean also absorbs billions 

of tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere each year, which is particularly important 

given that the “present concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide exceeds any value 

measured in ice cores covering the last 800,000 years” (British Antarctic Survey). As the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s fifth assessment report (2014) states, it is 

“extremely likely” that human activities have been the “dominant cause” of the rise in 

atmospheric carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide levels and the associated “warming 

since the mid-20th century” (4). While the Antarctic region, including the Southern Ocean, 

helps to balance out some of the potentially damaging effects of human activities – and it acts 

as something of a barometer of climate change, with ice cores revealing valuable data about 

the history of our world’s climate – the region is not itself immune to the effects of climate 

change, with warming leading to increased ice loss in particular areas and negative impacts on 

numerous species (Wayman; British Antarctic Survey). As has been widely reported, ongoing 

changes such as these present potentially catastrophic consequences for the rest of the globe 

through sea level rise and the exacerbation of extreme weather events. With the pressing need 

for increased public and governmental engagement with and action on climate change, and 

with the Antarctic Treaty calling on “the contribution of writers, artists and musicians” to 

disseminate “knowledge about Antarctica” and “reflect, in particular, scientific activity and the 
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importance of the preservation of the Antarctic environment” (Antarctic Treaty Consultative 

Meeting 20, Res. 2; Saul and Stephens 285), we ask: how are composers and musicians 

currently listening and responding creatively to the Antarctic region and how might their 

contributions help to address some of the major challenges of the Anthropocene?  

Although visual artists have had opportunities to visit the Antarctic region and respond 

creatively to its unique environment for well over a century now, for those working with sound 

– including composers, musicians and sound artists – similar in-person experiences have only 

been possible during the last twenty-five years, with the emergence of Antarctic artists and 

writers residency programs and with increased tourism in the area. Addressing the imbalance 

between visual and sonic engagement with and representation of the continent is important for 

several reasons. Firstly, the usual tendency for humans to prioritise the visual over the aural is 

frequently challenged in the Antarctic; as performance studies specialist Mike Pearson has 

observed, there is a “primacy there of sound over sight, the ear ever attuned to the cracking of 

ice” (27). This is obvious in written descriptions of the environment from the beginning of the 

Heroic Age of Antarctic exploration in the late nineteenth century (in diaries and published 

accounts from various expeditions) to contemporary nonfiction narratives of Antarctic journeys, 

many of which vividly describe aural encounters ranging from the eerily quiet to the 

deafeningly loud (see, e.g. Moyes 21–23; Nicol; Wheeler 269, 286; Philpott and Samartzis 

347–48). Secondly, the sounds of the polar regions, including those captured in field recordings 

by sound artists, can inform scientific research about the behaviour of ice and wildlife, as well 

as changes taking place within their ecosystems. The research of American glaciologist Erin 

Pettit, for example, focuses on the sounds emitted by ice and what they can tell us about glaciers, 

as well as how they affect the behaviour of nearby marine mammals (“Passive Underwater”; 

Pettit et al. “Unusually Loud Ambient Noise”; Philpott, “Listening At the Sea Ice Edge” 108). 

Pettit explicitly acknowledges the influence of sound artist and composer Douglas Quin, who 

has spent three decades documenting soundscapes from the polar regions and other parts of the 

globe, on her sound-related scientific research (Pettit, “Passive Underwater” 121). Similarly, 

Quin’s ground-breaking recordings of Weddell seals underwater in the Antarctic, which he 

made using hydrophones, have contributed to scientific understanding of the species and its 

behaviour (Terhune et al.). Thirdly, musical and sonic art works by those who have spent time 

in the region have the capacity to capture and convey to diverse audiences the aural experience 

of Antarctica and the Southern Ocean in a way that is simply not possible within purely visual 

artworks; they enable large numbers of people who will never experience the region directly 

to listen to its unique soundscapes. As noted by Pijanowski et al., such engagement with 

soundscapes can have the knock-on effect of inspiring the “appreciation, management and 

conservation of the organisms and resources that create them” (1227). 

Quin was the first composer and sound artist to travel to the Antarctic on an arts residency 

when he made the first of his three trips to the region in the mid-1990s. Since that time, most 

of the composers and sound artists who have travelled there have made field recordings for use 

within their creative works. Some of these individuals, including Cheryl E. Leonard, have 

followed in Quin’s footsteps by focusing primarily on recording and showcasing sounds of the 

natural environment and its nonhuman inhabitants, especially those created by the wind, ice, 

penguins and seals. For example, the major outcome of Brisbane-based composer Lawrence 

English’s 2010 trip with Argentina’s Antarctic arts residency program, Viento/Antarctica 

(2015), focuses on one element – wind – and enables listeners to witness the composer’s aural 

experiences of the windiest continent on earth through raw sound recordings of blizzards at the 

two largest Argentine bases in Antarctica, Marambio and Esperanza (Philpott, “Sonic 

Explorations” 89). Other artists, such as Philip Samartzis, Andrea Polli and Craig Vear, have 

incorporated anthropogenic sounds recorded in Antarctica (including human voices and 
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mechanical sounds) into their compositions, often alongside sounds of the natural environment. 

Some of these artists, including Quin, Leonard, Samartzis and Jay Needham, have also 

experimented with combining their field recordings with sounds performed on instruments – 

both traditional and unconventional – in compositions performed live and/or released on 

recordings. Only Leonard appears to have utilised natural objects from the Antarctic as 

instruments within her compositions. Collectively, this rich body of context-based 

compositions captures not only the natural soundscapes of the Antarctic, but also reflects the 

now continuous presence of humans in various parts of the region. Such works are heard in a 

wide range of contexts, from concerts and other live performances; to exhibits or installations 

at museums, art galleries and zoos; to sound recordings available on CD, radio, online or in 

films. Through these diverse media, people from all over the planet can hear and engage with 

some of the Antarctic’s unique soundscapes. This is particularly important at a time when the 

region and its soundscape are experiencing unprecedented changes as a result of anthropogenic 

influences. Sound-based works can not only help us to learn more about the Antarctic region 

and its unique ecosystems, but can also immerse us in a multisensory experience that enables 

us to imagine what it is actually like to be there and to feel a stronger sense of connection to 

the place as a result, with minimal human impact (Philpott, “Antarctica in Sound”). 

This article draws on literature dealing with connections between music and place (Allen and 

Dawe; Von Glahn; Feisst), and extends this line of inquiry to the environmental humanities 

(Rose et al; Oppermann and Iovino; Heise et al) and the rapidly growing field of material 

ecocriticism (Iovino and Opperman; Alaimo; Barad; Haraway; Latour; Cohen; Bennett). We 

provide insights gained from considering a notion of nature and culture whereby “the world’s 

material phenomena are knots in a vast network of agencies, which can be ‘read’ and 

interpreted as forming narratives, stories” (Iovino and Oppermann, 1) within ecocritical music 

studies. In particular, we draw upon the ideas of Jane Bennett in Vibrant Matter: A Political 

Ecology of Things, whereby she calls attention to a posthuman definition of agency across the 

full range of things, nonhuman bodies and material processes that affect human subjectivity, 

and extend them by applying them in a listening and music-making context.  

By focusing on the Antarctic work of San Francisco-based composer, performer and instrument 

maker Cheryl E. Leonard, we investigate a twenty-first century approach to listening and eco-

acoustic compositional practice. This article uses Leonard’s multimedia work Fluxes (2015), 

which was developed in collaboration with visual artist Oona Stern, as a case study and argues 

that Leonard’s compositional practice is demonstrative of a non-dualistic and symbiotic way 

of understanding human and non-human matter. While a small number of past publications, 

including by the composer, have explored her journey to Antarctica and some of her related 

compositions, none of these have previously examined Fluxes in any detail (Leonard, “Playing 

Antarctica”; Leonard, “Meltwater”; Philpott, “Promoting Environmental Awareness”). In 

particular, we will highlight aspects of Leonard’s creative practice that contribute to her 

complex explorations of non-hierarchical relations between the human and nonhuman, and 

how she overcomes the nature-culture and nature-technology divides in her imaginations of the 

natural world, including through her innovative employment of natural materials and her use 

of technology in the gathering of sounds and in live performance. To understand how she 

arrived at the compositional decisions made in her Antarctic pieces, specifically in Fluxes, is it 

necessary to first consider her broader creative practice and interests. 

 

Cheryl Leonard’s compositional practice and Antarctic work  

For most of the last two decades, Leonard’s compositional practice has been driven by her deep 

interest in the natural world and in relationships between the human and nonhuman (Leonard, 
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“Playing Antarctica” 122). In particular, she has focused on researching natural sounds, 

materials and structures to inform her development of “musical works that explore and express 

wild realms and our human relationships to them” (Leonard, “Meltwater” 50). Her 

compositions, many of which she regularly performs live, typically employ natural objects and 

substances – such as sticks, rocks, shells, sand and water – as musical instruments, as well as 

excerpts from her own field recordings of sites where such phenomena are found. Each piece 

focuses on a particular theme and this is usually apparent not only in its title, but also in its 

musical construction and characteristics, such as its instrumentation, form, melodic and 

rhythmic qualities, performance techniques, and/or its field recording excerpts (Leonard, 

“Meltwater” 51).  

Leonard employs a range of playing techniques to draw sounds from her chosen objects and 

substances. Solid objects such as rocks, shells and bones, for example, can be rubbed, bowed, 

brushed, tapped, wobbled or spun around, while substances like water, sand and mud can be 

poured, stirred, filtered or made to drip to produce sounds (Leonard, “Meltwater” 50; Philpott, 

“Promoting Environmental Awareness” 40). Rather than giving preference to the more 

audible sounds, she admits to being allured by “the minutia of the very quiet,” and uses 

condenser, contact and underwater microphones to “explore micro-aural worlds” on land, in 

water and inside objects that might otherwise go unnoticed by the human ear (“Meltwater” 

50). She observes that “each specific item has its own voice” and she prefers to only amplify 

the original sonic materials, rather than manipulate them electronically (“Meltwater” 50). 

Similarly, she only minimally edits her field recordings before incorporating them into her 

compositions. In the composer’s view, the natural materials and field recordings contain 

“sonorities [that] are so rich and unique ‘as is’ that they give [her] plenty to work with on their 

own” (“Meltwater” 50).  

While Leonard’s early environment-related works explored natural objects and phenomena 

found close to her studio in San Francisco – and thus are ones regularly encountered by humans 

in urban locations – she has increasingly focused more on remote and extreme environments, 

especially those showing the effects of climate change. One of her earliest nature-centred works, 

for example, Instruments in Trees (2003), utilises arboreal materials that she collected in 

California, including driftwood, branches, bark, pine needles, leaves and pinecones, within its 

instrumentation and focuses on processes and cycles in the lives of trees. Similarly, her 2009 

collaborative work with visual artist Rebecca Haseltine, Tides: Estuary, is closely connected 

to the San Francisco Bay Area; it employs water, salt, kelp, shells, sand, mud and rocks as 

musical instruments to explore the patterns and cycles of tidal flows in estuaries and several of 

its pieces were first presented outdoors at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park in Oakland. Around 

the same time as she was collaborating on Tides: Estuary, however, she was also beginning to 

explore – both physically and through her compositions – places and ecosystems much further 

afield, in the polar regions. 

Leonard’s attraction to “wild” places and her “special fondness for snow and ice” surfaced 

during her youth in rural Wisconsin and gained strength after she attended college and took up 

hiking and mountaineering (Leonard, “Re Grants and Article”). She soon discovered that she 

“was utterly fascinated by glaciers, these elemental forces that shaped vast landscapes seemed 

alive, and were full of hidden beauties and dangers” (Leonard, “Re Grants and Article”). With 

her dual interests in composition and extreme environments, applying for an Antarctic arts 

residency with the United States’ National Science Foundation (NSF) seemed like a logical 

next step. Leonard confesses: “For me, Antarctica represents the Holy Grail of remote, snowy, 

icy wilderness … of course I wanted to go there!” (Leonard, “Re Grants and Article”). She was 

awarded a place in the NSF’s 2008 Antarctic Artists and Writers Program for her proposed 
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project titled “Antarctica: Hidden Musical Worlds.” The project aimed to “develop a series of 

musical compositions based on the forces that shape environments and ecosystems on the 

Antarctic Peninsula … focus[ing] on topics of current scientific investigation in the region and 

highlight[ing] connections … [to] global climate change” (National Science Foundation). 

Leonard envisaged each individual work comprising “unique subject matter and 

instrumentation with sounds coming exclusively from natural sources; playing amplified 

materials such as ice, rock, water, moss, feathers, shells, and bones as musical instruments” 

(National Science Foundation). Prior to her trip, she was “especially curious about unique wind, 

wildlife, water, and ice sounds [she] might encounter there, and was eager to see what new 

voices [she] might coax out of Antarctic rocks, shells, bones, and ice” (Leonard, “Playing 

Antarctica” 122). 

Like most visitors to the Antarctic Peninsula, Leonard crossed the Drake Passage from South 

America by ship, which gave her several days to experience the Southern Ocean firsthand and 

to gain a sense of its power, vastness and changeability, as well as the wildlife it supports 

(Leonard, “Playing Antarctica” 122). Unlike most visitors, however, she was able to stay on 

land for longer than just a few days. Her residency enabled her to spend five weeks of the 

2008–9 austral summer at Palmer Research Station on Anvers Island, a mountainous island 

and the largest in the Palmer Archipelago, located off the north-west coast of the Antarctic 

Peninsula. During that time, she undertook various excursions to nearby islands and explored 

the surrounds of the station on Anvers Island, making field recordings of myriad sounds from 

biological and geophysical sources, including penguins, seals, water, brash ice, icebergs, 

glaciers, wind and blizzards (Leonard, “Playing Antarctica” 122–25) (see Figure 1). Most of 

her recordings were made on land or above the water (from aboard a zodiac), but she also used 

a hydrophone to record underwater sounds in meltwater streams and open waters, and 

embedded the hydrophones in sea and glacial ice. On other occasions, she experimented with 

making sounds from rocks and ice on location, and after gaining special permission from the 

NSF, she gathered a small assortment of natural objects – rocks, penguin bones and limpet 

shells – to take home to her studio in San Francisco to use as instruments within her 

compositions and performances (Leonard, “Antarctica”; “Playing Antarctica” 126–27). 
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Figure 1: Leonard recording inside a crevasse in Antarctica.  

Photograph by Oona Stern, used with permission. 

 

After returning to San Francisco, Leonard began a detailed aural investigation of the objects 

she had collected in Antarctica, creating musical sounds with some of them in their natural 

forms, and assembling others together mounted in driftwood to form innovative sculptural 

instruments (Leonard, “Antarctica”). Her aim was to “uncover voices and textures … that 

evoked elements of Antarctica” (“Playing Antarctica” 127). She then developed and refined 

(over a period of a few years) a suite of ten pieces – collectively titled Antarctica: Music from 

the Ice – that draws together her Antarctic field recordings and sounds from her natural-object 

instruments to explore a range of thematic ideas related to the southern continent and its 

surrounding ocean.  

In keeping with Leonard’s usual compositional approach, each piece within Antarctica: Music 

from the Ice explores a specific theme, which is evident in its individual title as well as in its 

musical materials (Leonard, “Meltwater” 51). Three of the ten pieces focus on nonhuman 

species whose populations are changing due to anthropogenic influences: Lullaby for E Seals 

(2009), which features field recordings of sleeping southern elephant seals alongside music 

from kelp flutes, Antarctic limpet shells and rocks; and Rookerie (2010) and White on White 

(2012), both of which draw attention to the plight of Adélie penguins and feature sounds made 

with bones Leonard collected from abandoned Adélie penguin nesting sites, among other 

objects (Philpott, “Promoting Environmental Awareness” 42–43). The other pieces in the set 

also include objects from various biological species within their instrumentation (i.e. bones and 

shells from clams and limpets), but focus thematically on nonbiological or geophysical 

elements of the environment. Four of the pieces (Brash Ice, 2009; Point Eight Ice, 2011; 

Ablation Zone, 2013; and Meltwater, 2013) explore different forms of ice, from glaciers and 

icebergs to brash ice and bergy bits, as well as melting processes related to the retreat of 
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tidewater glaciers and the diminishing extent of sea ice. The remaining three – Greater than 20 

Knots (2011), Oceanus Meridiem (2013) and Fluxes (2015) – draw attention to patterns in wind 

and ocean currents in the Antarctic region, elements that are also affected by anthropogenic 

climate change and simultaneously play critical roles in global climate processes. Some of 

Leonard’s Antarctic pieces have been discussed in detail in Philpott’s 2018 article in Organised 

Sound. Here we focus instead on one of the pieces that has not been studied in depth in the 

literature before now but that nevertheless showcases some of the most important features of 

Leonard’s compositional processes and engagement with listening to Antarctica and the 

Southern Ocean in the Anthropocene: Fluxes. 

 

Leonard’s Fluxes 

Completed in 2015, Fluxes is an audio-visual work designed for live performance by two 

musicians on instruments made of natural materials, and incorporates pre-recorded tape and 

video projection. It combines the sounds of played rock slabs from Breaker Island, Antarctica, 

Antarctic limpet shells, sand and clam shells with field recordings of water and brash ice in the 

Southern Ocean. Images of the instruments used in this composition are shown in Figures 2, 3 

and 4 below. Video footage was contributed by both Leonard and collaborator Oona Stern, and 

was shot on the voyage from Chile to Antarctica, with additional footage included from 

Raudfjorden, Svalbard and Buttermilk Channel, New York. It took Leonard seven years to 

complete Fluxes, as the process involved not only extensive planning and research leading up 

to her Antarctic residency in 2008, but also the gathering of information, materials, sound 

recordings, collaboration with Stern, the compositional process, and the creation of a musical 

score and detailed performer notes. The thematic inspiration for Fluxes is twofold: first, “[to] 

contrast the relative scarcity of life witnessed on the surface of the open ocean while travelling 

for days across the Drake Passage accompanied by only an occasional albatross or giant petrel, 

with the sudden profusion of life along the Antarctic Peninsula, an abundance fuelled by the 

upwelling of cool, nutrient-rich, deep ocean waters”; and second, “[to] evoke distress about the 

threats that changes in ocean temperatures, currents, and upwelling patterns pose to these 

vibrant, unique marine ecosystems” (Leonard, “Re Scores”). 

 

 
Figure 2: Musical instruments made of rock slabs, a sand bowl and sand tube. 
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Figure 3: Musical instrument made of Antarctic limpet shells mounted on driftwood. 

 

 
Figure 4: Clam shells and bow. 

 

Fluxes is a six-minute through-composed work that can be loosely divided into three sections. 

The sounds slowly evolve and morph into each other, and if not referring to the score 

(particularly when listening only to a sound recording of the piece) it is difficult to discern 

whether a particular sound has been played in live performance or on the tape track, and 

whether the sound is derived from a played musical instrument or from a natural field recording. 

The first section opens quietly, with a gently swelling rumble played on the tape part while 

both performers remain silent. The tape part is comprised of two overlaid musical parts, an 

amplified rock slab and tilting sand tube (see Figure 5). Gradually both performers enter, with 

the first playing on clam and limpet shells with sustained bow strokes, while the second plays 

an amplified rock slab with foam paintbrushes and string. The intensity and speed of bowed 

tones increase over the following two minutes and build to a climax, with a sudden drop off 

around 2’45” (Sound Example 1). The middle section comprises high-pitched sounds of bowed 

shells, and lively cracks and pops of melting ice and moving rocks (Sound Example 2). 

Eventually, deeper sounds re-emerge, and at around 4’45”, underwater wave sounds become 

https://soundcloud.com/user-148003584/sound-example-1/s-ldwXfjcdvBr?in=user-148003584/sets/fusion-journal-sound-examples/s-SkozTf0bcmr
https://soundcloud.com/user-148003584/sound-example-2/s-9ZDUoNX7wu3?in=user-148003584/sets/fusion-journal-sound-examples/s-SkozTf0bcmr
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audible, as well as surface sounds of splashing water and brash ice. This final section shares 

similarities with the first, but with the intensity of recorded water swells in the mix, and the 

absence of the long sand tube (Sound Example 3). The work finishes in the same way it began, 

with the performers silent and only the tape part audible. 

 

 
Figure 5: Score for Fluxes. Supplied by the composer, used with permission. 

 

In Fluxes then, we are listening to a sonic ecosystem; that is, complex and symbiotic 

interactions between myriad objects including people, things, events, and environmental forces. 

The remainder of this discussion serves to highlight elements of Leonard’s creative practice 

that evidence her interpretation of entanglements between “more-than-human” materialities 

(Iovino and Opperman, eds.; Bennett; Morton; Abram; Gilmurray).  

As suggested earlier, Leonard’s creative practice incorporates listening and responding to the 

resonances of natural objects. Not only do the visual score and performer instructions offer 

insight into how Leonard explores the sounds of the natural materials, they also specify how 

the performer should approach the tempo, pitch, dynamic level and duration of each bowed 

tone (Leonard, “Re: Scores”). Such considerations indicate Leonard’s attentiveness to the sonic 

properties of the shells. Similarly, Leonard describes being struck by the sonic and conceptual 

https://soundcloud.com/user-148003584/sound-example-3/s-1QRv6QmqbbH?in=user-148003584/sets/fusion-journal-sound-examples/s-SkozTf0bcmr
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resonances of rocks on Torgersen Island: “The island is covered in these unusually resonant 

stones. The Adelies build their nests out of Torgersen's smaller rocks, and the penguins have 

been using and reusing these for so many years that the stones are polished from wear. The 

larger rocks that lie along the penguin paths have also been worn down by the birds, their edges 

smoothed and rounded from all the foot traffic” (“Adelie Footsteps”). Leonard's close 

investigation of these items is indicative of the way in which she frames them as matter 

possessing agency through their sonic resonance. 

As Figure 5 illustrates, Leonard’s specification of how and when the performer should play the 

instruments is closely aligned with the rhythms and textures of the tape recording. For example, 

between 4’45” and 5’45”, the sustained bowed tones played by Performer One are of specific 

lengths between 1-6 seconds, and coincide with the rhythms of lapping waves in the field 

recordings. As the waves increase in frequency and decrease in length, so too do the sounds 

played on the clamshells. The performer is directed, therefore, to synchronise their live 

performance with the natural process of water movement. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, 

both performers begin and end the work with a prolonged period of silence as the tape part 

plays. Indeed, the conclusion of the work involves both performers silently listening as the tape 

part plays field recordings of surface waves for nearly thirty seconds. Here in the final statement 

of the work, Leonard has prioritised the sound of the movements of waves, leaving nonhuman 

– rather than human-produced – sounds resonating in the minds of the performers and audience 

members. 

The ways in which Leonard treats individual material objects also serve to acknowledge the 

agency of non-living objects. For example, she describes her first impressions of the musicality 

of rocks on Torgersen Island before eventually deciding to take them to make musical 

instruments: 

I think the penguins have chosen a very musical island, because Torgersen is covered in 

dense, fractured, pitched rocks. The Adelies gather the smallest of these stones to build 

their nests, but even the larger pieces are surprisingly resonant. One of my new favorite 

sounds is the tinkly music of penguin feet as the Adelies amble back and forth between the 

ocean and their colonies. I was trying to record their little footsteps today (“Adelie 

Footsteps”). 

Here, Leonard identifies her interest in capturing the resonant rocks as penguins move across 

them, not in capturing a wider soundscape. Leonard specifies that she wishes to record only 

the noise of penguin footsteps, and takes care not to include other sounds from the same event 

such as the penguins’ squawking. In focussing so intently on a single sound object rather than 

a generalised sonic “snapshot” of the moment of recording, the object becomes dislocated 

across time from the moment, and the audience is invited to imagine other histories of the 

object as though they were missing parts of the story. If the recording had contained the sounds 

of the rocks as they formed, what would they have sounded like? We hear the penguins walking 

across the rocks, but what other objects or species have moved across them, and how did they 

change the way the rocks resonated? Do ice and snow form over the rocks in winter, and what 

do they sound like as the ice melts and reforms over the seasons? The ways in which Leonard 

transforms the natural materials invite the audience to imagine different and usually unheard 

chapters of the rocks’ stories. The vitality of the rocks continues to develop across time and 

space with further performances and recordings of Fluxes, and forms new stories. These stories 

possess agency of their own in that they serve to promote the type of ecological thought in their 

audience with which Leonard approaches her own creative practice. 

Generally, field recordists go to great effort to avoid or remove any trace of human or machine 

interference in their recordings of the natural environment; brushes against the microphone, 
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wind interference, sounds of the field recordist breathing or coughing, the hiss of a preamp, for 

example, are edited out of most high-quality field recordings in order to present a carefully 

curated snapshot of a specific time and place. Leonard’s descriptions of field recording 

difficulties on her blog are testament to the fact that there are countless sounds from the time 

and place of recording that we, the audience, are not hearing: the noisy drips that interfere with 

the sounds of icicles that she was intending to capture, the roar of wind that sounds as a dull 

fuzz through speakers, the movements of the recordist who took the field recordings, rendered 

inaudible with the editing out of microphone movement noises, for instance. 

Rather than portraying technology as destructive or obtrusive, aspects of Leonard’s 

compositional approach model the harmonious coexistence of humans, technology and the 

natural world and use technology as a creative tool to extend human sensory capacity. In an 

ecocritical reading of Fluxes, we hear a complex entanglement of human and nonhuman sounds, 

most of which are mediated through technology. As suggested earlier, while listening to the 

audio recording of the piece, it is difficult to discern whether a sound is being played live by 

one of the performers, or whether it was pre-recorded for the tape part. In the tape part itself, 

human-generated sounds can be easily mistaken for field recordings of natural processes, and 

many of the sounds fluidly merge. Rather than presenting a distinct past “event” as recorded 

by the field recordist, the audience is immersed in a live performance (or album audio track, 

depending on how the work is experienced) that glides between past and present sounds, thus 

destabilising the audience’s perception of time and embedding the listener in an “in-between” 

space. Such a coalescence between past/present and here/there draws nearer the type of 

ecological thought that Timothy Morton calls “the mesh,” or “the interconnectedness of all 

living and non-living things” (28). 

Another way in which Leonard utilises music technology to facilitate a deeper ecological 

connection in Fluxes is by granting her audience access to sounds of otherwise inaccessible 

places. In addition to the extensive logistical planning and preparations undertaken by Leonard 

prior to her Antarctic residency, the field recordings collected required the use of highly 

specialised recording technology, without which many of the sounds would remain 

inaccessible to the naked human ear. Leonard used a hydrophone to record underwater sounds, 

as well as a variety of other technical devices to take field recordings of sounds from inside 

crevasses and other difficult-to-access areas. When considered with the aforementioned 

difficulties for the general public in accessing the Antarctic region, it is clear that Leonard has 

brought a unique listening experience to her audience. Overall, Leonard’s usage of technology 

mediates a sounding of the natural processes that so inspired her to compose Fluxes.  

In some ways, Leonard’s usage of natural materials as musical instruments may be considered 

an anthropocentric practice, and counter to an ecologically attuned attitude: shells and rocks 

gathered and taken from Antarctica are literally transformed into musical instruments and 

subject to human manipulation. Jane Bennett advocates for the vitality of matter, claiming that 

“the image of dead or thoroughly instrumentalized matter feeds human hubris and our earth-

destroying fantasies of conquest and consumption” (ix). Such practices can be harmful to 

contemporary ecological thought, she argues, “[and] does so by preventing us from detecting 

(seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, feeling) a fuller range of the nonhuman powers circulating 

around and within human bodies” (ix). Whilst Leonard makes instruments out of natural 

materials, Bennett’s conclusion that such an action categorically prevents one from a sensory 

awareness of the nonhuman is drawn into question: we have already described several ways in 

which Fluxes displays nuanced ecological thought. Furthermore, Leonard’s own descriptions 

of how the natural matter is to be treated indicate a notable sensitivity towards the materials, 

and require great care in their handling. The performer is instructed to “brush,” “rub slowly 
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and gently” and “bow” the materials, and there is never any indication to use an action that 

could damage or destroy the instruments in any way. Leonard describes the great care taken 

via permit and packing processes, ensuring the materials suffer no damage from collection and 

transit (Leonard, “Antarctic Instruments”). Fluxes, then, calls into question whether the 

“instrumentalisation of matter” may sometimes assist – rather than impede – the identification 

of nonhuman agency. 

Conclusion 

Undoubtedly, ecological issues such as rising ocean levels, extreme weather events, and mass 

species extinctions continue to be some of the most challenging issues that humanity faces 

during the Anthropocene, and they demand a fundamental shift in how human societies 

function and are organised, and indeed, how humanity relates itself to the rest of the world. At 

the start of this article, we asked, how are composers and musicians currently listening and 

responding creatively to the Antarctic region? And how might their contributions help to 

address some of the major challenges of the Anthropocene? After first highlighting the 

significance of Antarctica and the Southern Ocean in ecological discourse during the 

Anthropocene, we used examples of Leonard’s creative practice and an ecocritical analysis of 

her work Fluxes to explain how they speak to contemporary ecological issues.  

Leonard has formed a creative practice that wields subtle power to connect audiences with 

important ecological themes. Rather than using data sonification or other compositional tools 

that directly connect sound with environment, Leonard’s employment of natural materials in 

field recordings and as musical instruments, and her usage of music technology, mediate her 

ecological approach to composition. Key themes that emerged during the discussion included 

ecological interconnectedness between living and non-living things and the breakdown of the 

hierarchy between the human and nonhuman. Ultimately, we conclude with the argument that 

the contributions made by composers such as Leonard are evidence of the type of ecological 

thought that interrogates and ultimately breaks down the binary distinction between nature and 

culture. Much work remains to be done on the role that sound, listening, and composers can 

take to direct the societal shifts necessary for humanity to adapt during the Anthropocene, but 

this article has shown that Leonard’s work makes a significant contribution to the growing 

body of artistic output that is demonstrative of the type of ecological thought necessary to 

achieve this goal. 
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Remixing the Ramayana: Literary Listening and the 

Curation of Contemporary Song Cycles 
 

Dr Sam Bowker 
 

Abstract 
 

Listening is enhanced by a sense of purpose. Over almost twenty years, the author created 

annual compilations of music encountered during that year. These playlists were circulated 

as both journals and introductions to new music. In recent years, the 'playlist' evolved into 

a 'song cycle', in which collected samples are arranged or manipulated into reinterpretations 

of well-established literary narratives (including Valmiki's Ramayana and Dante's Divine 

Comedy). These have demonstrated that the literary epic narrative remains a valuable 

vehicle for collecting, isolating and re-purposing the audible 'found objects' of the 

Anthropocene, as well as guiding long-term reflective listening practices. As an extension 

of remix cultures, these contemporary song cycles are incidentally encountered and 

collaboratively sourced across a long-term research process. They enable the listener to 

form vivid and idiosyncratic engagements with the creative depth of the humanities. Just 

as "the words of the prophets are written on the subway walls", the epic Ramayana echoes 

along the aisles of supermarkets, the soundtracks of video games, and down the cavernous 

labyrinths of YouTube. 

 

Keywords: Listening, Song Cycle, Ramayana, Dante, Aladdin, Translation, Music, 

Interpretation, Storytelling 

 

 

Introduction 

Over twenty years, I curated annual compilations of music I encountered during that year. 

These private playlists were assembled through a combination of aesthetic and stylistic 

elements, often with reference to recent events. In the informal and intimate tradition of the 

mixtape, these playlists were gifted to selected individuals as auditory journals and 

introductions to new music. However, the annual playlist evolved into a ‘song cycle’, in which 

auditory found objects (not limited to songs) are collected and arranged into reinterpretations 

of well-established literary narratives. These have included a retelling of Valmiki’s Ramayana 

as an epic tragedy in 2018 (literally a ‘Bad Romance’), and situating the listener as Dante in 

the Divine Comedy in 2019, leading to an experimental fusion of Aladdin and Faust in 2020. 

Each of these song cycles are curated through a process of active listening to incidental songs 

encountered over a year. The contributing voices do not know they have lent their words to the 

retelling of myths and legends, any more than the fundamental archetypes of storytelling can 

be found echoed across the lyrics of popular music. The challenge for the curator lies in 

assembling without modification – changing meanings as reinterpretation by positioning, 

without editing, any of the sounds encountered. This respects the integrity of the musicians 

who contribute to each collection, who are paid for their work, just as a curator would not 

modify an artwork for inclusion in an exhibition (and equally, would ensure the artist is credited 

and paid for their labour). 

These song cycles demonstrate that the literary epic narrative remains a valuable vehicle for 

collecting, isolating and re-purposing the audible ‘found objects’ of the Anthropocene, as well 

as guiding long-term reflective listening practices. As an extension of remix cultures, songs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrO4YZeyl0I&ab_channel=LadyGagaVEVO
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and spoken word poetry, conversations, and abstract sounds are serendipitously and 

collaboratively sourced following a long-term research process (since 2004). Using other 

people’s songs to tell new stories enables the listener to form vivid and idiosyncratic 

engagements with the creative depth of the humanities, and challenges the settings of stories 

themselves.  

In 1964, Paul Simon observed that “the words of the prophets are written on the subway walls.” 

My research has shown that the epic Ramayana echoes along the aisles of supermarkets, the 

soundtracks of video games, and down the cavernous labyrinths of YouTube. It takes extremely 

careful listening to seek and find it, and position ourselves to hear it. And in the process of 

retelling a familiar story through found objects, it changes into something quite new. 

 

Context of the Song Cycle 

A ‘song cycle’ is a sequence of songs intended to be experienced in a specific and coherent 

order. It is an ancient concept that can be found across global music histories, often linking 

poetry with music composition to create narratives. Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice’s 

Jesus Christ Superstar (1970) and Pink Floyd’s The Wall (1979) are rock operas that could be 

called song cycles, just as much as the collected covers of the jukebox musical The Blues 

Brothers (1980) or Baz Luhrman’s Romeo + Juliet (1996), or the historical re-imagining of 

Lin Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton (2015). However, it should be noted that ‘song cycles’ are 

distinct from the Indigenous Australian concept of ‘songlines’, which are profoundly site-

specific systems of knowledge and aural communication. 

The first editions were essentially found objects, arranged with aesthetic intent. I did not see 

them as creative practice, but rather a process of selection and documentation. To my view, to 

become a truly representative model of creative practice research, I would need to develop 

something new from these objects. A summative reflection has value, but it was not invention. 

The process of music compilation develops skills required for creative practice, including 

journaling, collecting, reflecting, editing, and sharing / communicating results of works in 

progress, as well as a determination of when the project is ‘finished’, or as Marcel Duchamp 

described his Large Glass, “definitively unfinished”. Indeed, Duchamp’s analogy of the 

readymade is a critical element of creative practice with found objects, in which the attribution 

of aesthetic value is established by a series of decisions. As allegedly noted by the artist in a 

letter regarding the readymade Fountain: 

Whether Mr Mutt with his own hands made the fountain or not has no importance. He CHOSE it. 

He took an ordinary article of life, and placed it so that its useful significance disappeared under the 

new title and point of view – created a new thought for that object (Ades, 127). 

Following this model, ‘literary listening’ provides a model of active research towards an 

objective which changes as the search progresses. It is informed by serendipity, collegial 

introductions, chance encounters and direct intervention.  

The ongoing Global Melody Project by Michael Agzarian (2016-present) provides a 

comparative example. Agzarian approaches strangers who are wearing headphones and asks 

what they are listening to. With their consent, he documents and shares a series of inner worlds 

and listening habits through a combination of portrait photography and Spotify. His exhibitions 

encourage further participation by sharing hashtags and music, drawing on both knowledgeable 

and incidental music consumption, guided by deliberate reasoning (connoisseurship) and 

predictive algorithms.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAEppFUWLfc&ab_channel=LadyGagaLadyGagaOfficialArtistChannel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZD9b-NRfN8&ab_channel=Rand0mBananaGuy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YR5ApYxkU-U&ab_channel=Rand0mBananaGuyRand0mBananaGuy
https://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/26/through-the-large-glass
http://globalmelodyproject.com/
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Following Bloom’s taxonomy (1956), one can see that the curation of playlists requires 

variable knowledge and comprehension of music, application, analysis, synthesis and 

evaluation. Or, using the revised model (2001), the person developing a literary playlist must 

remember the story, understand it and each song, apply new ideas to a canonical interpretation, 

analyse the implications of translation, evaluate the sequence as a coherent entity, and finally, 

create a new story; a homage or ‘love letter’ to all the original sources.  

 

Methodology of the Mixtape 

Since 2004, the rules of selection have been that the music, poetry or sampled sound was: 

- First encountered in that year (not necessarily written or published in that year) 

- One of my 20 favourite songs from that year (i.e. subjectively good music) 

- It must contribute to sequential aesthetic values across the album as a whole 

 

Since 2016, the third rule has been enhanced to ‘must evoke a coherent narrative through their 

lyrics, structure, and sequence’. This requires a deeper understanding of each song and the 

original reference. These compilations have changed from background music to active 

listening, more like an audiobook than an atmosphere. 

This process is by no means original, nor is it uncommon. The creation of individual ‘Top 10’ 

voting lists for the TripleJ Hottest 100 music awards can follow a similar process. For 

Australians, this reflective exercise demonstrates active participation in what has been 

described as ‘the world’s largest musical democracy’ (Kelly and Pollard), in which the actual 

Hottest 100 song list provide an eccentric annual census of cultural changes in Australian music 

(for listeners of that radio station, at least). Wikström & Burnett have noted that from a studio 

perspective, the rise of the compilation album (typically in the form of an artists’ ‘Best of’ 

album was driven by commercial agendas more than a creative exercise. Through this exercise, 

sharing individual taste becomes a manifestation of shared values, if not populism in music 

consumption – through which Pierre Bourdieu’s principles of cultural distinction can be 

applied (Prior and Bourdieu). 

Even without the final rule, as a mode of creative practice, this systematic methodology of 

informed and applied connoisseurship draws from the “Rules of Play” by Desmond Morris, 

which are: 

• You shall investigate the unfamiliar until it has become familiar 

• You shall impose rhythmic repetition on the familiar 

• You shall vary this repetition in as many ways as possible 

• You will select the most satisfying of these variations and develop these at the expense 

of others 

• You shall combine and recombine these variations one with another 

• You shall do all this for its own sake, as an end in itself. 

 

It should be noted, further, that “These principles apply from one end of the scale to the other, 

whether you are considering an infant playing in the sand, or a composer working on a 

symphony” (Morris, 138-140). 

Since 2004, my methodology remains open to all sources. I could search for songs referencing 

specific ideas or ask friends for recommendations, but primarily (with the support of the 

Shazam app for identification and archiving), I listen actively to the radio, the scores of films 
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and podcasts, as well as meandering through music videos on YouTube or the vicissitudes of 

Spotify’s algorithms. Personal, national and global events from that year can be referenced in 

the selection, but just because a song is popular does not automatically mean it will be included 

on the annual compilation.  

 

Working with Found Sounds: Intimacy and ethics 

The curation and sharing of a mix tape is an intimate act that blurs ethical boundaries. During 

the 1980s and 1990s, tape cassettes were mixed and distributed through an illegal circulation 

of piracy that bypassed the creators of the original music. Songs were recorded from live radio 

or television (on VHS), downloaded, and arranged to suit individual consumers. The act of 

sharing these was either criminal (a black market), subversive, or an intimate gesture that 

shared one’s own taste in music with others. As noted by Robin Wright in their discussion of 

the history of the tape cassette from a social design perspective: 

The development of the audiotape cassette gave music consumers a new, very personal way to 

interact with recorded music... Users could cheaply and easily design and program their own 

interaction with recorded music, and create an object that reflected their own personal media 

identity. With an audiotape cassette, fans could change the order of play, add sounds and effects, 

draw or write on the label, and take and play the tape anywhere. Most importantly, they could 

create an individual expression of their own musical experience that could be shared with others. 

 

The homemade mix tape became a standard trope of musical communication, connecting with 

friends and family at home, in the car, at a party, or on the beach. The choice of what would go 

onto a tape was a matter of serious import for romantics across the globe, as they recognized that 

every mix tape is a love letter (Wright, n.p.).   

 

My first encounters with compilations originated in Damascus during the mid-1980s, where a 

pirate music retailer (NAI) sold professionally designed tape cassettes of music in English and 

Arabic. The holistic excellence of NAI’s Mix: Sweet Rock was the soundtrack of my childhood 

in Jordan and Syria, an incongruous cinematic score for camping expeditions in Wadi Rum, 

Petra, Palmyra, and exploring ancient ruins across the desert. It featured tracks like a cover of 

Led Zeppelin’s (1971) Stairway to Heaven by Far Corporation (1985), Russians by Sting 

(1985), Temple of the King by Rainbow (1975), Wasted Sunsets by Deep Purple (1984), and 

other songs from Pink Floyd, Black Sabbath, Scorpions, and Supertramp. It was an elegant, 

layered and evocative album, though none of the artists probably knew about it. 

The ethical parameters of the compilations are the primary reason why I did not regard their 

formation as an expression of creative practice. For the record, I always legally purchased 

personal copies of the music that was featured on annual compilations, and I have never sold 

them. Created in the spirit of the mix tape, they live in cars until they wear out. All contributors 

are studiously credited. 

The songs, or ‘audible found objects’ (which includes spoken word poetry, movie quotes, audio 

memes, snippets of conversations and lecture extracts), are not exclusively mine. However, 

they are savoured. Their inclusion is a mark of the highest respect for the joy it has given me, 

and my desire to share it with others is part of that process of collecting. But to become a 

manifestation of creative practice, some degree of intervention is required. One must learn from 

the process of development and adjust accordingly, as an end in itself. Through this, something 

new is both invested and apparent. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Shzf-WkKmBg&ab_channel=24jun68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHylQRVN2Qs&ab_channel=Sting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7nKzCRL_oo&ab_channel=StingStingOfficialArtistChannel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nAb9CfR8pE&ab_channel=NanaDianry
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The Emergence of Narrative 

The 2016 Compilation evoked a loose narrative of events across a 24-hour period; from 

waking, through a working day, the rest of evening, and falling asleep. Building subtly on this 

tentative approach, the 2017 Compilation was a story of a couple entering and ending a 

romantic relationship (given the nature of popular music, this storyline was easy to curate). 

However, none of these narratives were explained to the listener. They were simply things I 

noticed that informed the aesthetic arrangement of collected songs, poems, and quotations. 

Simple narratives were the start of a world-building process through audible found objects. 

To instil ‘a sense of wonder’ (Carson), one can create a situation in which an epiphany can 

occur. This epiphany must reveal how smaller observations become part of a much larger whole 

– a sense of connectedness. If it is sufficiently ambitious, then this process instils awe. In that 

spirit, in 2018 I arranged a full decade of annual compilations to create a singular story – the 

Ramayana. 

 

The Epic Ramayana  

The original Ramayana was composed by the sage Valmiki in Sanskrit about 2,400-2,700 years 

ago (the 7th to 4th century BCE). When combined with the Mahabharata, it becomes the Hindu 

sacred text called the Itihasa. The story has many versions as it crosses languages, cultural, 

geographic and chronological zones. Usually associated with India, it is retold across South 

and South-East Asia, and also echoes across Persian and Central Asian legends. It is an 

exceptionally versatile narrative, performed using wayang kulit (shadow puppets) across 

Malaysia and Indonesia, celebrated in dance and artworks across Thailand as the Ramakien, 

and televised as a long-running Indian television serial (Ramayan, developed and directed by 

Ramanand Sagar in 1987-1988) (Variyar). This archival series was re-released to vast 

audiences during the coronavirus lockdown in April 2020, acknowledging the potential of the 

COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity for reviewing a very long story of national and 

religious significance.  

I adapted Valmiki’s Ramayana as an epic song cycle because it was a ten-year anniversary of 

my systematic annual compilations. At least one song from each collection appeared on the 3.5 

hour ‘Full Sequence’ epic version, though the ‘Abridged’ 80-minute version (the duration of 

one CD) consisted only of songs first encountered in 2018. I chose it because it was a famous 

and ambitiously long story, carried by powerful emotional events, striking characters with vivid 

interactions, and richly layered textual and melodic meanings. During this year, my wife 

Melinda Bowker’s simultaneous study of opera and the history of classical music composition 

contributed to my appreciation of this depth, and I am indebted to her insights. 

The technological affordance of the CD – which plays as an infinite recurring loop – inspired 

a different version of the story, as the song cycle itself was embedded in an endless cycle of 

pursuit and recapture. In other words, it starts where it ends. This drew on imperfect analogies 

to concepts of reincarnation, as well as the principle that the Ramayana is essentially a love 

story, or a story about love –and so Margaret Atwood’s aphorism goes that all love stories that 

last long enough will become tragedies (Atwood). Hence, my remix of the Ramayana in 2018 

is a tragic epic, where the narrative changes upon the second listening.  

My own attempt to remix the Ramayana was inspired by the vibrant 2010 graphic novel by the 

Pixar animator Sanjay Patel (Ramayana: Divine Loophole), which in turn was inspired by Nina 

Paley’s autobiographic animated film Sita Sings the Blues (2008). Paley’s work combined 

multiple interpretations of the Ramayana with a 1920s jazz song cycle by Annette Hanshaw, 
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revealing intriguing parallels to the Ramayana story. This is particularly evident when seen 

from Sita’s perspective, which other scholars have noted is a rich source of re-interpretation; 

such as Samhita Arni and Moyna Chitrakar, Sita’s Ramayana (2011) and Paula Richman’s 

Many Ramayanas (1991) and Questioning Ramayanas (2001). The copyright and licencing of 

Paley’s film – including the right to synchronise images to Hanshaw’s recordings – provides a 

remarkable case study in the complexity of open-source distribution and rights management. 

(Indeed, this precedent is one of the reasons why I believe the curation of other people’s work 

into ‘song cycles’ is not more widely seen as a mode of creative practice). 

Beyond these contemporary remixes and re-interpretations of the Ramayana, I also read the 

original story from multiple perspectives. These included the scholarly and literary work of 

Krishna Dharma (aka Kenneth Anderson, 2004), Paula Richman (1991 and 2000), Arshia 

Sattar (2018), Robert and Sally Goldman (2018), as well as summaries provided by the British 

Library and other cultural institutions.  

However, in the spirit of distillation, I was also challenged by a friend to send them a limerick 

alongside the compilation, which resulted in this 27-word summary of the epic narrative: 

There once was a hero named Rama 

(And also the demon Ravana) 

He loved poor sweet Sita, 

But he would not greet her. 

Their story became Ramayana. 

 

The shared identity of the ambiguous singular ‘he’ is also a foreshadowing of the significant 

change in my retelling of the story through contemporary music. For this was no longer 

Valmiki’s original words, but rather the setting of the Ramayana in a very different medium – 

songs written and performed by musicians who did not know that they were collectively 

retelling one of the greatest stories ever told. 

 

The Roles of Sita, Rama and Ravana 

Within this retelling, as it has been for many other re-interpretations, the role of Sita is pivotal. 

Nina Paley situated Sita as a character whose agency was constantly overshadowed by the 

importance, nobility, and mythic magnitude of Rama. Within Sita Sings the Blues, Sita 

suddenly exits the story rather than returning home with Rama. In the original story, she is 

rejected by Rama shortly after he rescues her, as Rama suspects she had committed adultery 

with her kidnapper Ravana. To prove her innocence, Sita walks into a bonfire in a dramatic 

action reminiscent of the practice of sutti (the burning of widows on their deceased husband’s 

funerary pyre). Being innocent of Rama’s allegations, and in some versions of the story even 

more ‘pure’ than the fire itself, Sita emerges unscathed. Honour restored, they happily travel 

home together, heralded by colourful lights that originated the festivals of Diwali.  

Yet Rama’s accusation of infidelity against Sita is abrupt and jarring, and her trial by fire is 

deeply disturbing. This is an individual who has travelled across the world, commanded an 

army, and invaded a fortified island in search of Sita, as well as defeating an almost 

invulnerable Demon King to rescue her. Rama’s questioning of Sita seems hypocritical. So in 

the 2018 compilation, the rejection of Sita by Rama is more important than Ravana’s 

kidnapping of Sita – it is a transition point of departure from Valmiki’s authoritative version. 

At this point, which the Ramayana universe is literally fractured, for Rama has broken the 

golden rule: Rama loves Sita and Sita loves Rama.  
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Aided by the songs encountered during 2018, as well as other mixtapes inherited from friends 

and relatives, the solution was that Sita would be destroyed by the bonfire. Rama, having 

inherited Ravana’s immortality through his execution (a nod to the film Highlander), would 

spend eons regretting his decision to doubt Sita’s integrity. By waiting for the end of the 

universe, and surviving this cataclysm in reincarnated form, Rama returns as Ravana, seeking 

Sita.  

For we first met Ravana in an island citadel, commanding an army of demons, fixated on Sita. 

Ravana’s kidnapping is no longer an assault, but a desperate intervention, knowing that Rama 

would ultimately be responsible for her death. Ravana, trapped in a perpetual circular narrative, 

forever intervenes without realising the futility of this mission. 

By November 2018, the remixed Ramayana was being assembled when the author encountered 

the use of a comparable narrative device (twist) in the first season of the HBO television series 

West World (2016). This is also an example of a multi-modal story adapted as a book, cinematic 

film, and television series, with corresponding layered interventions in each retelling. 

Specifically, the deceptive representation of a leading character as two different characters 

simultaneously – William (Jimmi Simpson) and the Man in Black (Ed Harris) – when in fact 

they are alternating between two different points in time, unknown to the audience. They 

occupy the same universe, but in different ways. 

In a sense, the 2018 compilation’s narrative was ‘gazumped’ by this twist, but it came from a 

different affordance. A tape cassette needs to be manually rewound, so the action of listening 

to them requires an intermission as the tape is exchanged or returned to the beginning, 

accompanied by an audible click and fast reversal of rolling plastic film. By comparison, a CD 

is almost silent as it automatically loops back to the beginning, signalled by a subtle buzz. The 

remixed Ramayana’s reference to reincarnation, and re-telling of the story as it is heard for a 

second time – now from Ravana’s perspective – is comparable to the re-reading of the story 

from an opponent’s view. Our relationships with the characters have changed, and through this, 

new lyrical and structural elements become evident in the collected songs. 

 

Dante’s Divine Compilation (2019) 

Following the 2018 precedent, my 2019 compilation was based on Dante’s Divine Comedy 

(Inferno, Purgatory and Paradise) of 1320. It was a journey through hell, but it ended on a high 

note. 

Dante Alighieri’s original poem was written in Italian cantos of structured form, laden with 

political, symbolic, historical, religious and personal allusions along with acerbic satire and 

memorable encounters (Kirkpatrick, 2013). It is customarily translated with annotations to the 

events and individuals he meets, creating a hypertext of relationships and subsequent 

referencing. The plot follows the journey of Dante and his guide Virgil through the layers of 

the afterlife (the canyons of Hell and the mountain of Purgatory) in order to be re-united with 

Beatrice, but the narrative arc is a commentary on the entire world as it was known to him, past 

and present. 

Despite being largely set in Hell and containing relatively few jokes, Dante’s magnum opus is 

a comedy because it is the opposite to a tragedy. A tragedy starts well but ends badly, a comedy 

“begins badly but ends well” (di Lauro, 2017). In this sense, Dante’s journey is also the 

opposite to the remixed Ramayana, which was interpreted as a tragedy, unlike the original by 

Valmiki. 
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Dante’s Divine Comedy (especially the Inferno) has been extensively remixed by illustrators, 

composers, film-makers, video games designers, tattoo artists, translators and scholars, as well 

as actors, playwrights, and theologians. As far back as Giotto’s frescos for the Scrovegni 

Chapel during the very early Renaissance, we see Dante’s ideas manifested in different forms. 

Sandow Birk, for example, set the Inferno in a post-apocalyptic Los Angeles, whilst Gustave 

Dore’s 19th century book illustrations have profoundly informed subsequent re-tellings of this 

story. 

Music historians such as Francesco Ciabattoni have studied the original text and found the 

trumpet and the drum (evocative of war) were the main instruments associated with Hell, 

especially given that prior to the invention of brass valve in the 19th century, trumpets could 

only play a single note, typically D-. Not only this, but as medieval manuscript illuminations 

highlighted, demons were expected to play the trumpet with their flatulence, a diabolic 

inversion of music emanating from the mouth. Angelic choruses contrast with these strident 

singular notes through their vocal polyphony, linked to the ideals of plainsong or ‘Gregorian 

chant’, and harmony. The tri-tone, or the Devil’s Chord, is another invention of music history 

that can be found in the 2019 song cycle. 

I chose the Divine Comedy because I was pleased with the result of the Ramayana, and wanted 

to keep listening reflectively to music I encountered across the year. It is a search that starts 

with a close review of the original story, including commentaries upon it and other re-

interpretations. During this research I imagine how the scenes and characters might be divided, 

and continually ask myself if any song might represent that moment – or if it changes the 

moment, offering a perspective not seen in the original text. I originally expected it to just be 

the Inferno story, but apt songs for Purgatory and Paradise serendipitously came to my 

attention, so the compilation expanded to accommodate them in abbreviated form. 

Structurally, both the Ramayana and the Divine Comedy are diverse collections across genres. 

The lyrics are critically important, as is their tone. The Ramayana’s melodic structures are 

intricate, and there are elements of Bollywood soundtracks in the numerous elaborate and 

layered soundscapes. In the first song from each of the three ‘Books’ of the ‘Full Sequence’ 

version, the opening notes recreate the syllables from the name of each leading character – 

Rama, Sita, and Ravana. Coincidentally, a similar syllabic device to establish character themes 

is used in Hamilton and other stage musicals.  

By contrast, the song cycle for the Divine Comedy is deliberately sparse. The recurring leitmotif 

of the ‘Descendant’ (Act 1) is a series of well-spaced repeating notes at the beginning of most 

songs set in Hell. These, like markers of time, increase in their gravity until we reach the 

climactic centre of hell, where we encounter an insistent machine-like crushing, the crunching 

of Judas in the mouth of Satan (Keir, Squeeze Me 2017). The first signal that we have left Hell 

is that these isolated opening notes and chords become melodies. The theme of the ‘Ascendant’ 

(Act 2) is the word ‘Together’, whereas Hell is occupied in solitary confinement. 

Unlike the closed loop of the Ramayana, Dante’s journey features a clear start and climactic 

conclusion. Instead of recurring characters with developing personalities and changing 

motivations, we travel as Dante (who is played by us, the listener) and the songs are sung by 

those we meet. In this sense it is more a ‘revue’ than an ‘opera’, as each scene has a different 

singer and set. Their roles are fixed for all time, a realm of constant stars.  

One of the most distinctive visual features of Dante’s allegorical journey are the numerous 

attempts to depict a cartography of Hell. This staged sequence of Cantos is readily adapted to 

a song cycle, as each layer of the afterlife contains a distinctive setting, new characters, and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACcasVk_prY&ab_channel=KEIRVEVO
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justifications. Studying these provided a comparative process of selection, not unlike the 

completion of a jigsaw puzzle.  

Lyrically, this enabled the inclusion of Laura Marling’s adamant lyric “All of this can be 

broken” (from the song ‘Devil’s Spoke’ 2009), which was situated as an explanation for Virgil’s 

knowledge of the cartography of Hell, as well as an explanation of the first thing the Devil 

learned. Equally, the operatic exultation of Kate Miller-Heidke’s ‘Zero Gravity’ provided as a 

soaring euphoric conclusion, just as it was in Eurovision 2019, where she was Australia’s 

representative.  

 

Aladdjinn – Or, ‘I can’t believe it’s not Faust’ (2020) 

Building on both Ramayana and the Divine Comedy, this song cycle is an experimental 

narrative that combines two stories through shared archetypes. In both stories, a man meets a 

supernatural entity that grants wishes.  

Recent expectations of the Aladdin story have been profoundly informed by Disney’s 1992 

animated soundtrack (revisited in live action in 2019). Rejecting this cultural monopoly 

required the pursuit of less familiar and earlier versions, including their literary and visual 

interpretation across the 19th and 20th centuries. When combined with elements of the Faust 

narrative, it creates a revitalised story that rejects orientalism and challenges the relationships 

between characters. The story mutates visual and auditory found objects through an ongoing 

research process of hybridity, serendipity, and fusion. 

One of the most significant sources has been Yasmine Seale and Paulo Lemos Horta’s Aladdin: 

A New Translation (2018), from French and Arabic sources. Like the reinterpreted Ramayana, 

this text gives emphasis to women’s voices in the narrative. It notes the importance of Syrian 

storyteller Hanna Diyab in presenting this story to Antione Galland’s collection of the 1001 

Nights (of which only 202 stories exist) in 1712. Specifically to bypass Robin William’s 

ebullient portrayal of the benevolent blue Genie, the role of the djinn was re-assessed through 

scholarship of Arabian history and mythology, including the twitter threads of Ali A. Olomi, 

in tandem with references to the extraordinary global events of 2020. These include lyrical 

references to the Black Lives Matter movement (including George Floyd’s final statement “I 

can’t breathe”), the horrifying ‘Black Summer’ bushfires of Australia, the destruction of the 

City of the Dead in Cairo to expand a highway, and the surprising rise of the medieval 

‘Bardcore’ music genre. Notably, it also includes a subtle instrumental reference to Markus J. 

Buehler’s Viral Counterpoint of the Coronavirus Spike Protein (2020), which is “a musical 

representation of the amino acid sequence and structure of the spike protein of the pathogen of 

COVID-19, 2019-nCoV (protein data bank identifier 6VSB)”.  

With reference to Disney, the concept of ‘When you wish upon a star’ is a leitmotif across this 

compilation, via the soundtrack of Pinocchio, not Aladdin (Edwards, Harline and Washington, 

1940). Throughout this song cycle I asked myself, ‘what do stars sound like?’ From the 

twinkling of piano keys to the delicate thrum of strings, this selection was shaped by the 

conventions of cinematic science fiction and documentary soundtracks. 

But to conclude by distilling this story as briefly as possible. After capturing the falling star, 

Aladdin made his first wish – “for the love of the beloved”. This wish was granted, but in 

exchange, the Djinn of the Stars quietly transformed his soul into a star. Aladdin did not realize 

the terms of exchange until he made the second wish – “for everything he ever wanted” – and 

he saw the soul of the beloved transformed into yet another shining star. Since the beginning 

of time, hundreds of wishes had been made, and the sky was painted with just as many brilliant 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QirL0HXnyS4&ab_channel=LauraMarling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlpBPO9_L4E&ab_channel=EurovisionSongContest
https://twitter.com/aaolomi
https://soundcloud.com/user-275864738/viral-counterpoint-of-the-coronavirus-spike-protein-2019-ncov
https://soundcloud.com/user-275864738/viral-counterpoint-of-the-coronavirus-spike-protein-2019-ncov
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stars. Thousands of dreams lay ahead, all people, damned for all to see, for all time. Realizing 

the conditions of this Faustian pact, Aladdin summoned the Djinn for the last time. 

His third wish: “I wish to undo all previous wishes”.  

As the final wish was granted, the ancient Djinn replied: “Do you know what you undo? 

Do you know what you have done? You’ve rolled a 20 and a 1. Thief of stars, you have 

erased the night. Don’t you recall the very first wish was “Let there be Light?” 

And with every wish that was undone, the stars went out, one by one. 

 

This conclusion references the final line of Arthur C. Clarke’s short story The Nine Billion 

Names of God (1953), which in itself is derived from the Islamic concept of the 99 Names of 

God (Al Asma al-Husna). The cataclysmic Third Wish is also a reflection on the cognitive bias 

implicit in global responses to the coronavirus pandemic, as noted by Yascha Mounk, who 

wrote "In a pandemic, what is individually rational can be collectively disastrous" (Mounk, 

2020). However, the final song in this cycle is Astronomia by Tony Igy and Vicetone, which 

was released in 2010 but popularised in early 2020 through the Dancing Pallbearers meme 

from Ghana (Paquette, 2020). In other words, the 2020 song cycle ends with a Millennial 

memento mori punchline; the inverted smiley face emoji, or simply “everybody dies”. 

 

But do these Song Cycles make any sense? 

I develop the song cycles by extensively thinking through the many issues they represent. I 

review the literary sources, the collected and rejected songs, and segues between them. As the 

curator of the complete song cycle, there are no gaps in my re-imagining of each story.  

To filling these gaps for new listeners, I write a succinct summary of plot points against each 

artists’ name and song title. Further to this, I write a context document to reveal the depth of 

research involved in each compilation. For the Ramayana in 2018, this was a 6,000-word 

annotated essay detailing quotations, references to different sources, character decisions, and 

background context. For Dante’s Divine Comedy in 2019, it was a digital zine of around 2500 

words and thirty images. For Aladdjinn in 2020, this taking the form of an appliqued quilt 

inspired by the ‘story quilts’ of the African-American quiltmaker Harriet Powers. 

If a listener were to review a song cycle with no knowledge of the intended narrative, they 

would still perceive a journal-like selection of music, songs and audio samples. These share an 

ambience as an eclectic compilation album, and, given the literary archetypes that inform each 

cycle, it’s possible that a listener could choose their own adventure. This result is also 

satisfying, as it raises the possibility of an epiphany through another original interpretation. 

 

Conclusion 

Listening is enhanced by a sense of purpose.  The literary remixes of 2018, 2019 and 2020 are 

the result of active listening to incidental music. Curatorial interventions through the lens of 

literature have inspired new narratives through serendipitous discoveries, disciplined research 

and journaling. This ongoing process has deepened my appreciation for song writing and music 

composition, innovative narrative design, and the rich complexity of the human condition – 

from medieval authors to postmodern remix cultures. Sharing them through this article extends 

their purpose from intimate statements to an expression of a creative practice. The ‘song cycle’ 

method asks us to incorporate the profound depth of the literary, visual, and auditory 

humanities in our daily lives, and tell old stories anew. 

 

https://archive.org/stream/ninebillionnames00clar/ninebillionnames00clar_djvu.txt
https://archive.org/stream/ninebillionnames00clar/ninebillionnames00clar_djvu.txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIvv6GGWJ3s&ab_channel=LyricCamp
https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_556462
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Appendix – Song Cycles via Spotify 

These are the Literary Song Cycles curated by Sam Bowker at time of publication: 

Ramayana: Full Sequence (2018) 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/7CovypkuTDxOnXlNi2CFzH 

 

Dante’s Divine Compilation (2019) 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2Kdh1fCHulGysJGFo16ZmB 

 

Aladdjinn (or, “I can’t believe it’s not Faust!”) (2020) 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3RYGpPI4sSR0b7VZjdthEw 
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Listening to Reveries: Sounds of a Post-Anthropocene 

Ecology  
 

Patricia Jäggi  
 

Abstract 
 

This article reflects on the current sonic relationship between humans and their ecological 

environment. An ecological model of sound in the Anthropocene is outlined, followed by 

an imaginary journey into sonic futures after the Anthropocene. From one angle, it 

references two approaches by sound artists whose work expresses utopian or dystopian 

sound- and life-worlds where humans influence is absent. From a different angle, it 

includes reports and observations from the first lockdown phase of the COVID-19 

pandemic, framed as a sudden glimpse of a sonic post-Anthropocene; a sudden human 

silencing that left more space for other sounds, such as singing birds. These examples are 

termed reveries in the sense of Gaston Bachelard because they enable one to think about 

post-anthropocentric sound worlds. In this way the paper describes and discusses the 

ethical and ecological qualities and possible impacts of such daydreamed worlds. 

 

Keywords: Sound Art, Soundscape, Noise, Silence, Ecological Crisis, Ecological 

Dystopia, Ecological Utopia, COVID-19 Crisis 

 

 

Introduction 

This essay explores listening in the Anthropocene along utopian and dystopian narratives of 

noise and silence. As a basis for reflection, the article first presents an ecological model of 

sound and sketches two main sonic-ecological narratives, one utopian, the other dystopian. It 

then moves to imaginations of sonic futures after the Anthropocene – after human dominance 

on Earth. For that purpose, it delves into two audiovisual art projects. Both Fragments of 

Extinction by David Monacchi and STILL UND DUNKEL by Christoph Brünggel, Benny 

Jaberg, and Pascal Arnold, deal with places of human absence – the first with equatorial 

primeval rainforest, and the second with abandoned places and capitalist ruins. I understand 

both projects as sonic reveries, as attempts to evoke non-anthropocentric lifeworlds through 

sound and video projections. A humanly silent world is a recurring vision in the Anthropocene. 

A sudden silence was, for many, part of their experience during the COVID-19-lockdowns. The 

paper, as a third step, then moves to the observations, opinions, and reveries that the Corona-

silence triggered in writers, composers, and birdwatchers. In this way, the article aims to follow 

the implicit conceptualisations of listening, noise, and silence in an Anthropocene sphere, as 

well as in a post-Anthropocene and post-anthropocentric, world of sound. 

 

1) Ecological Model of Sound in the Anthropocene 

Silence and its counterpart, noise, are core terms in current ecological discussions about sound 

and listening. Both can evoke reveries of other-worlds that can challenge the Anthropocene, 

understood as human dominance of biological, chemical, and geological processes on Earth 

(Crutzen and Stoermer). Noise and silence have each received their socio-ecological and, thus, 

ethical double-entendre and ambiguity. Already in 1973 R. Murray Schafer wrote that “the 

soundscape will not again become ecological and harmonious until silence is recovered as a 

positive and felicitous state in itself” (Schafer 38). Cultural understandings of silence and noise 
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are intrinsic to current Anthropocene ecologies and sonic human-nature relations. The model 

sketched below is an attempt to better understand the current sonic relationship of humans to 

their ecological environment.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Ecological Model of Sound 

 

The Ecological Model of Sound understands noise as a subjectively perceived high presence or 

over-presence of (specific) sounds. In contrast to noise, silence is understood as a subjectively 

perceived low amount and density or an under-presence of (specific) sounds. It refers to a state 

in which a listener becomes aware of the lack or the absence of (specific) sounds. The (specific) 

in brackets is crucial in the model because the sources of sound – either anthropogenic or 

biogenic – are decisive for their perception as either positive or negative noise and as either 

positive or negative silence.  

The left side of the model refers to sonospheres that are dominated by anthrophonies, which 

encompasses all humanly generated sounds, including the noises of technologies. They tend to 

be perceived as discordant and non-harmonious. The prototype is an urban or/and industrialised 

environment and the exploitive lifestyle of modern humans who constantly produce 

disturbances and imbalances that endanger biodiversity through silencing other species (lower 

left). The model thus represents current critical perspectives on anthrophonies that can even be 

damaging for the environment, whereas biophonies and geophonies – the sounds of fauna, flora, 

and of the forces of nature – are perceived positively; especially in terms of their impact on 

human well-being, life-satisfaction and health (see for example Krause; Ratcliffe et al.; Murray; 

Methorst et al.). This is represented on the right side of the model. A noisy – meaning a rich – 

natural soundscape (upper right) and the silencing of humans (lower right) are weighed as 

positive and worth pursuing and conserving.  

According to Maurice Merleau-Ponty (278), our perception of the world is never free; the 

information that flows into us or that we feed ourselves is not only filtered by the biological 

abilities of our physical senses, but also by culturally acquired patterns of perception. In very 

simplified terms, hearing the din of cars at rush-hour or of an airplane’s take-off can be 

perceived as a disturbance and even as a threat for humans as well as animals, and may trigger 

emotional resistances. I assume therefore that the awareness of and knowledge about the 

negative anthropogenic influence on earth are expressed – or rather, imprinted – directly in our 
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listening experience of the world. This means that listening has the power to evoke sonic 

dystopias as well as sonic utopias.  

Utopia is described as a visionary place or state of utmost or ideal perfection (Webster's 

Dictionary). But utopia is also understood as a retrospective view on better times (Castanet). In 

the case of the environmental crisis to which this model refers, utopia is not only a longing that 

reaches backward, but also a projection to – an imagination and reverie of – an idealised future. 

Utopian narratives end happily. Dystopia, as its counterpart, is a world that is undesirable, 

frightening, and in its extreme form one could describe it as a world doomed to apocalyptic 

decay. Both climate change and the COVID-19 pandemic evoke such dystopian visions. 

The Ecological Model of Sound, thus, tries to illustrate how the ecology of the Anthropocene 

simultaneously produces and is being produced by such utopian and dystopian narratives. I 

therefore think that sound and listening, noise and silence make, in their respective double-

entendre, interesting auditory-sensory examples of current Anthropocene narratives. 

 

Dystopian narrative of Anthropocene ecology (left side) 

The dystopian narrative of listening in the Anthropocene is based on a perceived over-presence 

of human culture (an excess of anthrophonies) and an absence of the sounds of nature (a lack 

of biophonies). The prototypical dystopian sound environment is an urban soundscape replete 

with humanly induced noises, considered to be a disturbing and disorganised mesh of sound, 

and an expression of a discordant or imbalanced environment of modern life. The sonic agency 

of humans and their technologies is positioned in the realm of anthronoise: noise understood 

as human noise pollution. In his conceptualisation of listening and the soundscape, pioneer 

R.M. Schafer speaks not only of the need to reduce noise but also of the need for an “ear-

cleaning” in order to be able to listen (attentively) again (Schafer 1), which resonates with the 

feeling of being contaminated by human noise and the need for purification and healing. 

Dystopian environmental narratives that refer to silence and silencing of non-humans 

previously appeared in Silent Spring, Rachel Carson’s 1960s environmental book in which she 

scrutinised the huge negative effects of pesticides. In that book, Carson showed how pesticides 

kill not only insects but also the birds that feed on them, and how these substances threaten the 

health of the earth and the humans living on it. The pesticide (DDT) crisis was one of the first 

of the coming postwar environmental crises. Silent Spring sketched a vision for the future of a 

spring without birdsong. The book shows how an ecological dystopia is close to becoming 

reality. In the 1960s it was DDT and other chemicals that people became afraid of. Now we are 

not only talking about chemicals but also about the anthropogenic rise of greenhouse gases that 

are able to warm up our climate. As with pesticides, the effects are already discernible. A 

continuous rise in carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) and their 

effects on life on earth produce anxious semiotics – a sense of uncertainty and concern over 

potential human culpability in loss (Whitehouse 2015) – and again visions of a dystopian future, 

such as the quiet earth (Kanngieser and Beuret). The sonic dystopia of the Anthropocene 

encompasses not only the way that our civilised soundscape and acoustic environment is 

polluted through anthrophonies, but also how out of tune it is in its relation to biophonies: 

The more we listen to birds the more we notice the loss of birds from pesticides, the 

destruction of habitat, the encroaching dominance of Anthrophonic sounds, the sounds that 

are out of place and the ecosystems that are dissonant. [...] Silence and loss hang heavy in 

the Anthropocene, [...] (Whitehouse 70).  
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Kanngieser and Beuret have described as a distinctive issue for this new epoch the “erasure and 

silencing of vast numbers of more-than-human beings” and the “extinction of other-than-human 

life” that make for a quiet earth (10). Therefore in an anthropocenic sound pedagogy, humans 

should learn not to make any sound and to listen attentively in silence (Tinkle 227; Kanngieser 

and Beuret).   

 

Utopian narrative of Anthropocene ecology (right side) 

The utopian image of the Anthropocene is the human silently listening to a rich and unspoiled 

environment of sound. The noise (perceived presence) of biophonies and geophonies is seen as 

an expression of a natural order, of a pristine harmonic state of evolution, and of an environment 

unaffected by human culture (Krause, Pijanowski et al., Farina). This sonic utopia also 

resonates in soundscape scholars’ environmentalist and nostalgic preference for pre-industrial 

or pre-modern soundscapes and, thus, hi-fi sound environments (Schafer , Wagstaff, Morat). A 

lack, or at least a very low amount of anthrophony – and, thus, human influence on the earth’s 

sound – is envisioned. Narratives of the decline in such pristine and utopian places add to the 

fact that ‘pure’ natural environments have gained in value and are explicitly sought out for 

music-cultural attention. Environmentalist artists and composers search for and/or reify a 

pristine nature undisrupted by the agency of humans (Bianchi and  Manzo. They tend to imagine 

a state in which humans are (nearly) absent, thereby leaving space for the noisy acoustic 

presence of non-human agents, also known as more-than-human agents.1  

The Ecological Model of Sound not only builds a conceptual framework for understanding 

current ecologies of sonic and aural agency – of both sound production and listening, but also 

reveals the utopian and dystopian associations behind noise and silence. These build a basis for 

imagining different futures, a post-Anthropocene and a post-anthropocentric world, and lead to 

the question of how artists imagine the sound of a post-Anthropocene world. According to 

Gaston Bachelard, reverie, or daydreaming, is a state of awake dreaming, a state of expanded 

awareness that can put the dreamer in more intimate contact with their surroundings. According 

to Moorey, “reverie is thus a ‘memory’ or fantasy of that which never happened but which is 

nevertheless able to produce in us a powerful suggestion of the contingent basis of what is real 

and actual” (197). 

In the following, I first explore two works of audio-visual art that deal sonically and visually 

with specific environments and which conceptualise noise and silence on the basis of creative 

transformation of those environments. Each in its own way undertakes a poetic daydreaming 

(Bachelard) that is connected with the utopian or dystopian narratives of the Anthropocene, as 

shown in the model above. Secondly, I will look at silence, a side-effect of the COVID-19 

lockdown, as a utopian counter-narrative to the COVID-19 real-world dystopia. 

 

2) Audio-visions of an ecological post-Anthropocene? 

I have chosen two rather disparate artistic approaches to a ‘post-Anthropocene’ lifeworld, both 

of which use sound and as well as images as a mode of expression. Italian composer and sound 

artist David Monacchi’s Fragments of Extinction (FOE)2 is a work that comments directly on 

environmental issues. For this project, he recorded primeval rainforests in the Amazon, in 

 
1 The term more-than-human agency refers to the ecological as well as social interdependency of all 

living beings (see Tsing 2013; Kheel 2008). 
2 http://www.fragmentsofextinction.org/ 
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Borneo, and in Central Africa. Monacchi’s recordings from primeval forests are presented as a 

multichannel spatialisation accompanied by projected spectrogram analyses, which scroll 

across a screen in real-time. Monacchi sees the purpose of his spectrogram visualisations as 

“augmenting the auditory focus, and increasing the perception of sound” (Monacchi 2011, 243). 

The second project, STILL UND DUNKEL (silent and dark; SUD), by a Swiss artists’ 

collective,3 connects indirectly to the natural world through the engagement with lost places, 

non-places, and the ruins of capitalism that have been reclaimed by animals and plants. SUD 

presents these real-world locations through performances which include live-editing of black-

and-white documentary videos and ambient sound, based on electronically generated sound 

combined with on-the-spot recorded and archival sounds. 

Both projects use sound in combination with moving images on big screens, but the core of 

their sonic work deals with the silence or noisiness of the environments with which they are 

confronted. What they share, and what makes these places a post-anthropocenic reverie (a 

reverie of a lack of anthropos), is that both the primeval forests and the deserted structures are 

places where humans’ influence is mainly absent. Monacchi’s recorded material is from a place 

where humans were never heavily present (or from which they are imagined to be absent), while 

the human absence in SUD is an absence after having been very heavily present and active in 

building and using the environment. 

 

What does a future human-nature coexistence sound like? 

The loss of biodiversity and species extinction are core concerns in Monacchi’s work, which 

he has labelled as “eco-acoustic”, and described as “a place where technology and science meet 

music and art to address environmental issues” (Monacchi 2007, CD liner notes). The subjects 

of his compositions have included birds (Nightingale, 1999), whales (Fading Away Whales, 

2006), and rivers (Stati d’Acqua, 2006), however, FOE, which is the product of a major research 

project, supported by Greenpeace International, forms the majority of his eco-acoustic work. 

The project carries a rather dystopian title, referring to the sonic preservation of biospheres that 

will likely to be lost. This goes along with Monacchi’s vision as a soundscape composer of 

revealing the density, beauty, and phenomena of natural sound to raise ecological awareness 

(Monacchi 2008, CD liner notes). Important mechanisms in the ecosystems of primeval forests 

are the niche segregation dynamics to which he refers, and which he tries to convey to large 

audiences through sound-art and music (Monacchi 2011, 244). Bernie Krause, a bioacoustician, 

field recordist, and composer himself, described this phenomenon as follows: 

When a bird sang or a mammal or amphibian vocalized, the voices appeared to fit in relation 

to all of the natural sounds of the immediate environment [...]. [...] the ambient sound of 

primary growth habitats functions much as a modern day orchestra with each creature voice 

occupying its own place on the environmental music staff relative to frequency, amplitude, 

timbre, and duration of sound [...]. [...] in every unaltered habitat we have recorded, many 

birds, mammals and amphibians find and learn to vocalize in acoustical niches [...] (Krause 

np). 

Monacchi’s work is influenced by Krause’s observations, which later became known as the 

Acoustic Niche Hypothesis (Krause 1993; Pijanowski et al. 2011; Krause 2012; ANH). The 

ANH combines ecological study and aesthetic thinking – something that current science usually 

sees as mutually exclusive. Under the term “eco-acoustic”, Monacchi tries to build a musical 

system that learns from ecosystems – in the case of FOE, from the soundscape of untouched 

 
3 http://stillunddunkel.com/ 
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primary forests – and interplays with the laws (such as the ANH) that have shaped them 

(Monacchi 2016, 162). His aim is, thus, to use compositional tools to reveal and enhance 

configurations of species, without compromising their intrinsic equilibrium and beauty 

(Monacchi 2016, 162). Monacchi is confident about the paradigm shift from the current 

utilitarian view of nature to a radical eco-centric perspective (167). This shift is represented in 

FOE in the careful way that Monacchi treats the original field recordings. In an installation and 

performance in 2014, he first showed the originals in the dark, then moved from this immersive 

experience to an explanatory part with spectrogram projections, followed by a third and final 

part, where he presented a combination of recorded ecosystems and synthetic sounds which he 

had produced. This last part can be understood as a direct expression of his striving for 

coexistence and integration – for a repositioning of the human species within nature, rather than 

an eradication of human intervention (Norman 264; Monacchi 2011, 248; Monacchi 2015, 88). 

Through his work, Monacchi aims to highlight the fact that humans merely represent one part 

of a complex ecosystem, which relies on their acting and agency, and upon which they also 

ultimately depend for their own continued existence (Gilmurray). 

 

How does a world of silent decay sound?  

The artist trio STILL UND DUNKEL explores abandoned, remote, and secluded places at night, 

including ruined industrial buildings, clinics, hotels, banks, thermal baths, a waste incinerator, 

or private homes. Their interest lies in places that have fallen through the cracks of the liberal 

economic system. They visit the badlands, the voids of a world of production and consumption 

of goods. Critic and writer Brian Dillon (2019) associates these types of places with 

phantasmagoric ruins, expressionist theatre sets, and the sound stages of classic horror movies. 

In the audiovisual live performances, Pascal Arnold and Benny Jaberg live-edit their pre-

produced videos (VJ-ing), while interacting with the musician Christoph Brünggel. The visuals 

document the unaltered non-places in black and white. The soundtrack Brünggel creates for 

these places, however, reaches beyond on-site recordings of these often-silent places. Dillon 

writes: 

Most of this decay is of course silent, until the worst of the damage occurs and ceilings fall, 

walls crumble, floors buckle and the whole structure begins to creak like an ageing body. 

But imagine that the minute, particulate level of decay could be heard, or translated into 

music – what would that sound like? (59). 

The soundtrack broaches the issue of places of decay and human silence, but does so non-

silently. Sonic textures of abandoned places and noises in the distance are combined with 

electronic interventions that daydream the listening experience of a non-silent, even noisy-

seeming decay into silence. Dripping, crackling, crunching, or banging noises and sounds that 

only remind of traffic, an aircraft passing, humans hammering, and muffled human voices add 

to the impression that we might have ended up in a world in which humans exist merely as a 

distant memory. The decay into human silence, into human absence, thus, happens as an 

expressively loud experience. 

Dealing with places of silence and standstill by creating ambient-noise music that incorporates 

silent field recordings of those places is a paradox similar to the one uttered by the Japanese 

environmentalist and sound artist Merzbow. He claims to make silence by noise, meaning that 

he produces brachial noise walls to silence a world that has already become much too loud, 

thereby making the brutal force of sound noticeable (Hensley). Merzbow uses noise against the 

noise. SUD uses noise to express the (inevitable) decay into silence – a topos at the heart of the 

Anthropocene dystopia sketched above. The places presented in the SUD live performances are 
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dystopian in the sense that they are places of death, depicted not only by the absence of humans 

seen in run-down furniture, but also by the dead animal bodies found trapped in buildings, 

orphaned spiderwebs, and layers of dust that cover everything. By daydreaming a world left by 

humans, the performances also deal with a feeling of latent loss and extinction. Yet at the same 

time, the places have a transformative quality that hints at something utopian: 

Deep inside the drowned world of an abandoned canal tunnel or hotel complex, in the 

corners of dark factory halls and beneath the floorboards of defunct houses – certain tender 

plants, sometimes hardly distinguishable from algae, start to grow. Life, of a sort, returns. 

[…] What might the sonic equivalent be, of this resurgence of life inside the ruin? A distant 

rumbling? A scratching at the edges of conscious listening? A hint, only half heard, that 

something is alive in here? Are those footsteps in the background? The cooing of a pigeon 

somewhere round many corners? Human voices, nearer this time? (Dillon 59). 

To add ambient-noise music instead of simply adding documentary field-recordings to the 

visual exploration of the silent places is, thus, a way to not only evoke the dystopian narratives 

of such places, but at the same time to daydream life in the resurrection of non-places and ruins, 

“as if this intimate retreat into the dark, among the ruins, might not be the end. As if there is a 

future.” (Dillon 58). 

The immersive audiovisual live performances of SUD comment indirectly on the Anthropocene 

or the current crises. They are poetic reveries in Bachelard’s sense, in the way they address the 

possibility of a world in which humans are nothing more than a remote memory; they strip 

humans of their dominant position in the world. Through opening that imaginative space, they 

somehow temporarily eliminate anthropocentrism.  

Current ecocritical and posthumanist discourses call the anthropocentric view of the world into 

question and discuss ways of relating humans to nature beyond the western dichotomies of 

culture and nature or human and animal. Culture and nature, human and non-human, are 

described as a continuum (Ferrari 295). The social world is regarded under the auspices of a 

more-than-human-world-making (Tsing 35), which means that the world is made up of 

entangling relations with others, including animals, plants, and all other forms of beings (Tsing 

27). This entanglement between humans and non-humans is shown quite plainly and in the 

brutal real-world dystopia of the COVID-19 pandemic. The coronavirus restrictions 

temporarily turned bustling cities into abandoned and silent places – a topos that echoes in the 

abandoned sites presented in SUD performances. 

 

3) Anthropause: Silence in COVID-19 lockdown 

SARS-CoV-2 seems to be a dystopia that has become real. When the sudden silencing of the 

world makes it into the anxiety-inducing coronavirus newsfeeds, with their rising numbers of 

infected or dead, birdsong is mentioned with strikingly frequency. The Indian author Arundhati 

Roy writes: “And even while the virus proliferates, who could not be thrilled by the swell of 

birdsong in cities, peacocks dancing at traffic crossings and the silence in the skies?” (Roy np). 

US-American composer Hildegard Westerkamp writes in a contribution to an acoustic ecology 

mailing list that in her Vancouver neighbourhood, birdsong seems denser and livelier than 

usual. She is puzzled as to whether the birds are actually singing more or whether they are 

simply more audible (Westerkamp). The silence enabled people to hear bird song in places such 

as inner cities, where it is usually drowned out by noise. Spanish author Alejandro Palomas 

writes: “Today, in the cities, there are many people who for the first time really hear the birds 

singing in front of their windows and they are surprised” (np). COVID-19 silence can be seen 

as a sudden glimpse of a sonic post-Anthropocene, a sudden human silencing that enabled 
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animals to return to or be more present in city centres. The rare Piwakawaka (fantails) were 

observed playing in Wellington, New Zealand. A puma and the rare kodkod (a wild cat) were 

seen in Santiago, Chile. Shakals visit parks in Tel Aviv, Israel, during the daytime (Woolf 

2020). Dubbing it “Anthropause”, biologists speak of the longest and most prominent 

anthropogenic noise reduction on record (Rutz et al.). Seismologists found a dramatic reduction 

in the “buzz” of human activity not only in cities but also in some of the planet’s most remote 

places, including sub-Saharan Africa (University of Auckland et al. 2020). According to 

ornithologists from San Francisco, noise levels in urban areas dropped to the same level as in 

the mid-1950s. Birds such as the white-crowned sparrow responded by producing higher 

performance songs at lower amplitudes, effectively maximizing communication distance and 

salience (Derryberry et al.). A Barcelona birdwatcher spotted Craig Martins at the Sagrada 

Familia, which were almost certainly breeding there – something that would not have been the 

case with tourists around (Ramoneda). The Northern bald ibis, a very sensitive and threatened 

species fostered for years with little success by different conservation programmes in Central 

Europe, suddenly bred successfully in 2020, thanks to less human disturbance (Jandl).  

In the Northern hemisphere, the yearly return and omnipresence of birds singing and mating 

during the first Coronovirus lockdown phase in 2020 was, for many, a glimpse of normality in 

a world turned upside down.4 One writer suggests birdwatching in the backyard to help children 

get through the anxiety-inducing pandemic times (Lin). The New York Times journalist and 

birder Nicholas Cannariato described the way that he, being confined at home, is able find 

comfort in the presence and vitality of birds: 

I remain sheltering in place, scared and saddened. [...] Through birds, I’ve learned to pay 

attention, and now, in isolation, to seek solace in the act of looking. [...] Throughout my 

remote workday, I hear birds singing and calling, and I’ll walk over to the windows to take 

a closer look. Recently, at dusk, a bird landed on a branch right outside one of the windows, 

peering in. It [...] happened to just be a robin. Yet it stood there so still, so severe-seeming, 

with its chest puffed out. It looked like a guardian of something vital in the gathering dark 

(np). 

Palomas thinks that being locked in might help humans to finally perceive the silence they have 

left out. He sees a benefit in withdrawing from activity in the sense that silence offers an 

opportunity to become aware of the extent to which humans have moved away from the animal 

and natural world. He, thus, perceives this silence as the sound of a new and mutual 

companionship. Palomas’ perception not only resonates in the silent-listener-utopia of the 

model sketched above, but also in the perspective of humans and animals as companion species 

(Haraway). Estonian composer Arvo Pärt also speaks of a new awareness of the 

interdependencies of humans and other living beings: 

This tiny coronavirus has showed us in a painful way that humanity is a single organism 

and human existence is possible only in relation to other living beings. The notion of 

“relationship” should be understood as a maxim, as the ability to love. Although this is 

truly a high standard, maybe even too high for a human being (np). 

 

Conclusion 

 
4 People repeatedly expressed their delight about the vividness of the birds. For some, birdsong even had a 

comforting effect on their feelings of insecurity or even anxiety triggered by the COVID-19-pandemic. This 

sentiment was also echoed in the media, see for example Caputo and Lenzi 2020, Fears 2020, Lund 2020, 

Treffpunkt 2020. 
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Listening in the Anthropocene refers, on the one hand, to a dystopia: human noise silences other 

living beings. The corresponding utopian vision of a more environmentally just world, as 

exemplified by Monacchi’s FOE and negotiated during the silence of coronavirus lockdowns, 

means a preference for silently listening, attentive silence, and an absence of disturbing human 

sound-making. Kanngieser and Beuret write that the use of silence to foreground how more-

than-human processes can play an active role in commoning with the more-than-human world 

in the Anthropocene (11). Commoning refers to commons, to things that belong to all. 

Commoning is a different way of being that breaks out of the dependence on market economy 

or government agencies. It evokes a sense of togetherness and interdependence. For it is not 

only silence – understood as humans silently listening – that should be valued as a way of 

commoning (Kanngieser and Beuret 11) and coexistence, but also the whole range of sonic and 

aural reveries that are noisy. Informed by the examples and reflections presented above, I would 

like to add a reverie of post-Anthropocene noise-making to the Anthropocene mindset’s reverie 

of human silence and active listening, one which seeks a path in-between utopian and dystopian 

reveries. It is to daydream beyond the double visions of the destructiveness of human culture 

that has extinguished itself (and some or all others) and an idyllic lifeworld of a regained pristine 

state of nature that lies beyond any (negative) human influence. This also requires a reframing 

of the nature-culture divide inherent in the mental map of the Ecological Model of Sound of the 

Anthropocene sketched above. Hence, the reverie of listening in a post-Anthropocene means 

not simply the utopia of being silent, even still, and listening attentively, but rather, includes 

human agency in a shared sonosphere, and searches for novel ways that humans might produce 

noise(s) and impact others. In the end, for a post-Anthropocene ecology, this means 

transforming the Ecological Model of Sound into a more holistic model of ecological listening 

and sound-making that foregrounds the coexistence, interconnectedness, and interplay of 

sounds and living beings rather than further devaluing the cultural or anthropogenic sounds in 

preference for the natural sounds of biophonies and geophonies. Thus, a post-Anthropocene 

world will hopefully sound like a combination of a vivid rainforest and a vital city, but each of 

them respectfully leaving space for the other to be heard. 
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Sound Art as ways of exploring aspects of place 
 

Cissi Tsang 
 

Abstract 

 
Working within landscapes is an immersive experience, and there is an oft-mentioned 

sentiment of being "called" to a place or being drawn to a particular type of environment. 

There is also a sense of multi-layered histories when working within a landscape, with the 

history and features of the physical landscape intertwining with the emotional landscape of 

the artist. This paper seeks to interrogate how sound can be used to explore the cultural, 

historical and ecological aspects of place. The paper will explore the author's own approach 

to soundscape composition in relation to sound artist Susan Philipsz, whose work layers 

fragments of the past and present through combining her voice and the immediate, everyday 

soundscape of place to highlight the ephemerality of memory. Philipsz's approach will be 

viewed in parallel with the author's own compositional work, with both approaches 

highlighting how elements of the landscape can be used as compositional elements. By 

being immersed in the environment and viewing the environment as an active interlocutor 

rather than as a passive resource, these methods invite listeners to alternative ways of 

listening and understanding place.  

 

Keywords: soundscape, composition, field recording, experimental, place 

 

 

Introduction  

When I first developed an interest in landscape-based art, I was particularly struck by the 

richness of narrative that accompanies a place. From that starting point, I wanted to find 

methods of sharing my reflections to audiences. Much of my work since then has been based 

on visiting places and deriving works from visits.  

As I worked more extensively within landscapes, I became acutely aware of the cultural, 

historical and ecological aspects of place. I also became aware of my own responses to these 

aspects, and how they interacted with my personal history. From these experiences, I became 

drawn to methods of incorporating landscape into works as a way of conveying narrative, 

emphasising aspects such as using the physical shapes and aspects of the landscape as part of 

the composition, and conveying the dialogues occurring between myself and a place.  

In this paper, I will initially offer a brief overview of landscape as narrative, with a focus on 

Scottish sound artist Susan Philipsz, followed by a discussion of two of my works inspired by 

Philipsz's conceptual approaches - Automata (2020) and The Drowning (2018). 

 

Landscapes as Narrative 

Landscapes are fertile places for creating and inspiring works, with past and present constantly 

intersecting as an individual traverses across geographies and immerses themselves. This 

process of immersion into place encourages the creation of multiple forms of dialogue - firstly, 

within the artist themselves as they process thoughts and emotions a landscape triggers within 

them, then secondly between the artist and the landscape as they consider navigational methods 

over the land's geography.  
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How sound interacts with place can become quite apparent while traversing a place. There are 

different reverberations depending on the geography of place - such the shape and positioning 

of rocks, the sounds of moving water and wind and the location of buildings. Depending on the 

location of the traveller, certain intersections of sounds can become very clear - from the 

changing sound of footsteps across varying terrain, to the sound of the natural inhabitants of a 

place (birds, trees, animals) interacting with each other.  

Any discussion of place requires unpacking of the meaning of 'place', and how such a definition 

can be applicable universally. In the simplest sense, place is used to refer to either a location 

or the occupation of said location, differentiated from the concept of 'space' due to its increased 

specificity. Beyond that though, creating more nuanced and detailed definitions can be difficult 

at best, with multiple attempts at conceptualising what place means. The idea of 'place' covers 

cultural, social and personal expectations, as well as geographic boundaries and shapes. Some 

attempts to acknowledge and incorporate these myriad aspects include John Agnew's definition 

of place as a threefold process - physical place (as a location), relationship of a site to its spatial 

boundaries (the locale), and the cognitive and physical interactions between human and site 

(sense of place) (Agnew, 2011). 

The physicality of landscape itself shapes much of the human experience of the land - for 

instance, in the ways in which we use physical demarcations and descriptions for place, and 

how we determine our movements within these boundaries. Much has been written about 

landscape and the human experience, particularly in regards to psychological and spiritual 

connections and landscape as a cultural construct. Art historian, William John Thomas 

Mitchell, writes that landscape should be thought of as “a process by which social and 

subjective identities are formed” (Mitchell, 1995, p.1). In his theses on landscape, Mitchell 

notes that “landscape is a medium of exchange between the human and the natural, the self and 

the other” with a “potentially limitless reserve of value” (Mitchell, 1995, p.5). Further in his 

thesis, Mitchell writes that “landscape is a natural scene mediated by culture. It is both a 

represented and presented space, both a signifier and a signified, both a frame and what a frame 

contains…” (ibid). 

In essence, when it comes to landscape-based art, the landscape itself is a co-creator of the 

work, through its presence as a powerful, elemental, dynamic entity. This relationship is also 

seen as on-going and evolving where the landscape is more than an external object, but one 

where people and land are engaged in constant co-constructing of relationships (Wylie, 2007). 

This approach to the landscape views the relationship between people and land as active, 

embodied and dynamic, with the landscape comprising the totality of relations between people 

and land. 

Sound is a powerful way for artists to reflect upon their reflections of a place - the history, the 

geography, and their own emotive responses. Sound can be the conduit for mediating 

knowledge and imagination - where concepts of landscape, place and meaning can be situated 

together. For instance, the contours and resonances of the land can be captured and expressed 

through field recordings, i.e., the rushing cascade of water onto rocks, the wind through trees, 

and the animal sounds highlighting its inhabitants. The history of a place can be alluded to 

through using fragments of historical texts, or by manipulating field recordings to evoke the 

past. These aspects can then be used by the artist in the creation of artefacts that channel these 

emotions and memories.  

The act of listening in itself is a powerful factor in working with place and sound, and 

particularly with finding connection between person and place. Composer and theorist Pauline 

Oliveros advocated the concept of 'deep listening' to foster greater connection between person 
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and place, through sound. The concept of listening did not always equate to merely hearing a 

sound, as Oliveros explains: 

Listening is not the same as hearing and hearing is not the same as listening. The ear is 

constantly gathering and transmitting information - however attention to the auditory cortex 

can be tuned out. Very little of the information transmitted to the brain by the sense organs 

is perceived at a conscious level (2005, p.1). 

 

Listening, therefore, implies a sense of intentionality on part of the person - the person must 

want to seek these sounds, and to choose to pay attention to these sounds. Listening therefore 

encompasses both the physical aspect of hearing (i.e., turning frequencies into information) 

and the psychological (i.e., the effect of sound on an individual). There is a sense of 

embodiment with listening, and also an active reflection on part of the artist in how these 

aspects of listening impact on interactions with place.  

A common sentiment amongst sound artists working within landscapes is the sense of being 

"called" to create work in an area. There is no separation of artist and place - the artist is an 

active agent while in the place, bringing with them past memories and experiences as they 

engage with the land. This intertwining of the histories between artist and place is an important 

facet of the creative process.  

One artist who draws on these concepts for their compositional practice is Drew Mulholland, 

whose works draw on his experiences and reactions to memories and places through a 

combination of field recordings and manipulations of sound. Mulholland noted that in his work, 

"...you can’t help but bring your own reaction to it [the place], and maybe that’s where part of 

the strength of it is: the fact that the place is kind of channelling something for you. Do you 

know what I mean? It’s a kind of conduit if you like" (Mulholland, Lorimer and Philo, 2009, 

p.391). In Mulholland et al's work, the emotionality of a place is expressed not only by the 

inspiration of being present in a place, but also through deriving compositional elements from 

the place by using elements from the landscape itself through field recordings. With such a 

practice, the landscape becomes an integral part of the compositional process itself. 

The concept of landscape channelling emotions is one that Mulholland often states about his 

work. There is no separation of artist and place - the artist becomes an active agent while 

present in the place, bringing with them past memories and experiences as they engage with 

the land. This intertwining of the histories between artist and place is an important facet of the 

creative process. During another part of the interview, Mulholland noted the power of 

landscape on memory, particularly on the impact on interpretations of place. In this section, the 

question of psychological emptying was raised, and subsequently rejected by Mulholland: 

Chris Philo (CP): You've never attempted a phenomenological emptying of yourself before 

the place, so you become like completely a blank screen and you're trying to hear the place 

for itself? 

Drew Mulholland (DM): No. 

CP: No? It's always [the] relation between yourself and the place. 

DM: Yeah, I think so. Yeah, I think for me it's got to be, because there's even things that 

you might think you've emptied, but you bring to it and later you realise, ‘Oh, that's, that's 

where that's from’ (2009, p.391). 

 

Exploring place through sound is also reflected in Michael Gallagher's works, which he 

describes as a form of ‘audio drifting’ (Gallagher, 2014). Also interwoven into Gallagher’s 

work are plays on temporalities, where multiple temporalities can exist together within the 

same period. In Kilmahew Audio Drift No 1 (2014), a large part of his work involved recording 
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his own movements across a landscape over time, then overlaying these recordings and 

allowing listeners to wander the landscape without a set route while listening to these 

recordings over headphones. Listeners could then choose the volume of the recordings in 

relation to the current soundscape. This resultant juxtaposition of the soundtrack and the natural 

soundscape therefore offers a sensation of ‘multiple temporalities’, where there are potentials 

for “...constructing alternative versions of the past, and for recouping untold and marginalised 

stories” (Gallagher, 2014, p.471). 

Another artist who shares these sentiments about exploring concepts of place and history 

through sound is Susan Philipsz, who creates public sound installations that often reflect on the 

history of a place, as well as her emotional responses. Reflecting on how she initially begins 

work on a sound installation, Philipsz notes that, "Usually the space comes first. I go, have a 

look, and find something that draws me in. I search for something, a hook, which can be the 

architecture, the acoustics, or the history. More and more it's about the history of a place" 

(Buhmann, 2017, p.44). 

 

Susan Philipsz 

Susan Philipsz is a Scottish artist who began her career in sculpture, before moving into sound 

installation. While studying sculpture, she developed an interest in the relationship between 

sound and architecture, particularly in the act of physically projecting her voice into a space, 

as Philipsz explains: "You become aware of how sound relates to the architecture and that can 

draw your attention to its physical characteristics, how sound can define distance or how sound 

can cut through space" (2016, para. 4). Much of her work centres on the themes of loss, hope 

and return, and her practice contemplates the evocative nature of sound in triggering memories 

and emotions for listeners. Philipsz is intrigued by how sound can act as a conduit for dialogue 

between listener and place, and in particular how the "emotive and psychological effects of 

sound can heighten your awareness of the space you are in" (Corner, 2010, n.p.).  

Many of Philipsz's works are installed in public places, with Philipsz engaging with a place's 

historical, social and cultural contexts during the creative process. Philipsz's work often 

consists of recordings of her voice, played in various locations through speakers around an 

area. The recordings are unadorned - she sings unaccompanied and her voice is untrained, and 

these aspects lends additional layers of intimacy and fragility to the works. Philipsz notes about 

her own voice: 

...The resulting gaps, silences and absences where the instrumentation should be, are 

suddenly more apparent and you become more aware of the intimate and personal, aspects 

of the voice. The pauses and the breathing are all more apparent. The way I sing is also 

quite natural and untrained so there is the sense it could be anybody’s voice. I think that 

helps to connect directly with the viewer. Everyone can identify with the human voice. The 

timber, intonation of the unaccompanied voice, the spacing of the words and the tune can 

be emotive in itself. Also the disembodied voice, floating in the air, not attached to a body, 

makes it more spectral. Sometimes it appears to emerge from the space itself... (2016, para. 

6). 

 

Philipsz's works offer a multi-layered experience of place for the audience - starting with the 

initial engagement of her voice, then an awareness of her voice intermingling with the everyday 

sounds of the immediate environment: "What I try to achieve in my installations is to become 

aware of the space you’re in and to become aware of yourself in that space. It’s a simultaneous 

experience of being with the sound but also grounded in the present" (Philipsz, 2016, para. 5). 

Philipsz is particularly interested in fostering a sense of collective intimacy and awareness 
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within audiences, particularly when they are waiting in expectation for her work to begin, and 

has observed changes in audience perspectives during performances of her work - from an 

introverted focus on their own experiences, then an acknowledgement of a collective 

experience: "It’s very intimate and creates a feeling of solitude and time passing, but then 

everyone is having this collective experience, and you become extremely aware of your 

environment..." (McAnally, 2020, para. 5). 

An interesting aspect of Philipsz's work is her use of sound to draw attention to the relationships 

between listener and environment, and also listener and the history of place. Often, her works 

are based upon an aspect of history from the place itself, creating an experience where often, 

the past meets the present. Philipsz elaborates on this in an interview about her approach to 

sound:  

The possibility for a layered experience is certainly there. Sound is visceral, and you 

respond to it immediately according to how it works spatially and sculpturally, to how it 

resonates with your body...Then, when you become inquisitive about what this particular 

sound is or what that specific conversation was based on, you can go deeper into it 

(Buhmann, 2017, p.45). 

 

One example is her Turner Prize-winning work, Lowlands (2010), an installation work 

featuring recordings of Philipsz singing "Lowlands Away", a Scottish lament about a man 

drowned at sea who returns as a spectral being to farewell his lover. The work was originally 

installed under three bridges - the George V Bridge, the Caledonian railway bridge, and the 

Glasgow Bridge - over the Clyde River in Glasgow, with her voice singing different parts of 

the song.  

Lowlands highlights the complexities in Philipsz's works and conceptual approach. There are 

interplays between artist and landscape, and listener and the environment. Her sombre, looping 

vocals - via the speakers - interacts with the immediate environment through echoing and 

reverberating on (and through) the physical entities of the place. By the time each recording 

has reached the ears of listeners, it has been shaped and sustained by the stone and metal 

architecture of the bridges and the waters flowing underneath. Her voice, much like the 

protagonist in the lament, is an echo - one that recalls the history of the area, marking the 

passage of time and the loss of what once was.  

Not only does her voice interact with the physical elements of the environment, but it also 

interacts with the immediate soundscape. Her voice invites listeners to pause from their usual 

listening habits - the largely unconscious ways in which people navigate areas sonically 

through backgrounding the immediate sound environment - and to encourage a deeper listening 

experience. Philipsz "...creates a keen awareness of landscape as active resonating and sensitive 

interlocutor rather than as passive resource" (Comstock and Hocks, 2016, p.166). Alongside 

her voice, Philipsz draws attention to the myriad facets that make up the soundscape - as she 

broadcasts over the river, her voice harmonises with such elements as the sounds of water birds, 

the movement of water against the shore, and the passing of trains overhead. The sound of her 

voice also changes depending on where the listener is situated - if they are walking, swimming, 

boating or driving along the bridges.  

Another example of Philipsz's approach to temporality and place is the piece Day Is Done, a 

permanent sound installation at Governor's Island, New York. Drawing on Governor's Island's 

military history, two speaker systems located at different parts of the island will each play two 

of the four notes that make up  Taps - a bugle call played by the United States Armed Forces - 

at 6pm. Depending on where the listener is at the time, they will either hear sections (when on 

the island) or the full piece (as they are on the ferry, departing the island).  
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Philipsz's works draw the listener towards the present - by becoming aware, then focusing on 

her voice, the listener's attention is inevitably drawn towards the other sounds that make the 

soundscape of the area. Philipsz notes, "It’s funny when people recount their experiences, they 

often describe the physical conditions at the exact time they heard the work, like they are hyper 

aware of everything around them at that moment in time" (Philipsz, 2016, para. 5).  

Philipsz's focus on loss and mourning also extends outwards, into commentary about loss in 

the environment. Her installation work White Flood (2019), as part of the Seven Tears series, 

plays on ideas of separation and absence. The work, which culminates in amidst twelve-

channels of split sound, is a reflection on climate change and the surrounding anxiety around 

collapsing environments. The audio for White Flood is a modified version of composer Hans 

Eisler's score that accompanied the original film, with each instrument represented by a single 

tone being played through a separate speaker. The result is a work filled with moments of 

dramatic runs and staccato rhythms contrasting with silence, with this juxtaposition suggesting 

that such environments could be lost to us in time.  

Automata 

Like Philipsz, I started my artistic practice in another discipline (photography), then gradually 

moved into sound as I became increasingly drawn to its visceral nature. As my practice 

developed, I became interested in incorporating physical elements of a landscape into 

soundwork as another way in which to have a dialogue with the landscape. I strongly resonated 

with Philpsz's concepts around the interaction between sound and physical elements, and I was 

particularly interested in using physical elements of a landscape as a way of generating sound 

for a composition, and viewing these physical elements as additional instruments.  

One of my works that explores the interplay between artist, soundscape and physical elements 

of the landscape is Automata (2020), an audio-visual piece that was commissioned by Tura 

New Music's @theRoots program. The piece contemplates the interplay between machine and 

nature, and is also part of a greater exploration within my practice of combining automated 

graphical sequencers with aspects of nature. I also wanted to create a piece that highlighted the 

delicate balances in the ecosystem.  

The piece is based upon a photograph of water droplets on Warren River near Pemberton/South 

West Boojarah Region, Western Australia, accompanied with field recordings from the same 

area. In 2017, I spent some time walking along the banks of the Warren River, admiring how 

beautifully melodic the ripples appeared as they intersected and danced around each other. I 

also admired how full of life the river was, both above and below the surface, and the 

importance of this river to the South West's ecosystem. I also wanted to portray the fragility of 

the place, and how the calm exterior of the river belies a sense of urgency for survival 

underneath the surface. 

As part of my documentation, I took some photographs of the area, as well as some field 

recordings. The field recordings were initially recorded on a Zoom H1 handheld recorder. The 

field recordings were edited in Adobe Audition, for length and clarity (using Audition's 

multiband compression), and then were placed into Ableton to act as a point of context (and 

place marker) for listeners. The intention of these field recordings was to imply the listener 

themselves was at the banks of the river, listening to the sounds of the area while gazing 

downwards. From the series of field recordings done by the side of the river, two of them were 

used to represent the area - one of frogs and insects, to highlight the ecology of the river, and 

the other of moving water, to denote the movement of the Warren. 
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Figure 1. Photograph of ripples on the surface of the Warren River. (author supplied) 

 

One of the goals for Automata was to have a visual element that was both a narrative device 

and driver of sound. From a compositional perspective, I wanted to explore the use of visual 

elements of a place to drive sound in a composition, and particularly wanted to emphasise the 

importance of place in the composition itself. I used one of the photographs of the ripples in 

the water as the base image for the work (figure 1). The water droplets struck me as an apt 

reflection of fragility - as the circles made by these droplets are quickly broken and scattered.  

To render the image into an autonomous musical instrument, I used a program called Iannix 

(an open-sourced, real-time graphical sequencer, based on composer Iannis Xenakis's visual 

approach to composition) to trace the shapes of the ripples. Iannix can be used to create an 

autonomous instrument where lines and curves can be played using cursors and triggers, with 

the horizontal positioning of these triggers corresponding to pitch, so these lines and curves 

became the basis for triggers and cursors that would operate the instrument (figure 2). As each 

cursor (in red) moved across a trigger (white dots), a note would sound. I positioned the triggers 

based on the darker spots on the photograph. Some of the spots are from droplets, others from 

refractions of the light, vegetation and forest debri.  
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Figure 2. Shapes and curves created in Iannix as part of the piece, based on the photograph of the 

ripples. (author supplied) 

 

To heighten the sense of frantic energy and urgency in the movement of the cursors, I removed 

the visibility of the cursor paths by changing the visual settings. By using Iannix's "light" mode 

and turning the cursor paths white, the viewer is left with the sight of the cursors moving 

alongside - and sometimes against - each other while trigger points flash on and off the screen. 

I also found the effect of removing the cursor paths made the movement of the cursors seem 

almost organic, because their movements are not immediately telegraphed to the viewer. 

To link the Iannix instrument to Ableton, I used LoopBe1, a free virtual MIDI driver that sends 

all MIDI output data to a receiving application in real time (as Iannix's output is MIDI). 

Through this, I was able to have the Iannix instrument playing alongside the field recordings, 

which I placed in Ableton 10 as separate tracks. For the sound of the instrument, I chose a bell-

like sound as I realised that due to the number of cursors and trigger points, I required sharp 

and clear tones so that the various overlaid harmonies and counterpoints as the cursors moved 

could be clearly differentiated.  

The full piece (06:00) can be viewed here: https://www.tura.com.au/tura-program/tura-adapts-

2020-commissioning/theroots-c-tsang/ 

 

https://www.tura.com.au/tura-program/tura-adapts-2020-commissioning/theroots-c-tsang/
https://www.tura.com.au/tura-program/tura-adapts-2020-commissioning/theroots-c-tsang/
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Figure 3. A screenshot from the completed version of Automata. (author supplied) 

 

The Drowning 

The Drowning was inspired by Philipsz's concept of overlaying history with the modern day, 

and the use of history and landscape as a form of inward reflection. I was particularly interested 

in interrogating how sound can be used as a way in which the history of a place can interact 

with memories of past trauma. Much of the conceptual basis for this work was informed (and 

inspired) by Philpsz's work War Damaged Musical Instruments (2015).  

War Damaged Musical Instruments features fourteen recordings of British and German brass 

and wind instruments that had been damaged in conflicts, playing notes based on The Last Post. 

Some of the instruments have been so extensively damaged (as with a shofar that was found, 

completely flattened, beneath a pile of coal a Jewish family had buried for safety before fleeing 

their home), with Philipsz noting that, "I am less interested in creating music than to see what 

sounds these instruments are still capable of, even if that sound is just the breath of the player 

as he or she exhales through the battered instrument. All the recordings have a strong human 

presence" (Philipsz, 2015, para. 3). 

The Drowning was created as part of a week-long artist residency at Bundanon Estate, New 

South Wales Australia, through the Bundanon Trust in 2018. My intention was to immerse 

myself with the area and gather source materials to create works. As part of my research into 

the history of the area, I came across a drowning incident that occurred in 1922.  

The Bundanon Estate is situated on the banks of the Shoalhaven River - a tidal driver with a 

reputation for being deceptively deep and turbulent (figure 4). The dark waters of the river 

disguise the rapid undercurrents and sudden drops on the riverbed, and in 1922 two riders 

drowned in the river after their horses struck trouble in unexpectedly deep water (Bundanon 

Trust Archive, n.d.).  
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Figure 4. An aerial photograph of the Shoalhaven River. (author supplied) 

 

This tragedy reminded me of an incident when I almost drowned as a child and stuck in my 

mind as I walked along the banks of the Shoalhaven. I thought about how to best respond to 

this aspect of shared history. As I walked along the Shoalhaven, I took several field recordings, 

with two recordings in particular becoming the basis for this piece - one at the shore with the 

sound of a plane overlapping the waves, and a hydrophone recording. 

When creating this piece, I thought back to my experience of near-drowning. I recalled three 

distinct parts, which I recreated in the piece: 

1) The initial drowning, as I fell under the surface of the water; 

2) The experience of an altered reality while underwater; 

3) The eventual rescue and the sensation of re-surfacing.  

 

With the first section, I wanted to emphasise the loudness of the environment which seemed to 

be amplified by my struggling, followed by the sensation of the world being muffled as I went 

under. I wanted to represent that feeling of going under by gradually slowing down the field 

recording from its original length to 8x, through an audio time and pitch stretching process in 

Adobe Audition. This process allowed me to simulate the idea of time seemingly altering, and 

to enhance that feeling of altered reality, I also cross-faded the surface recording of the river 

with the underwater recording via hydrophone.  

When I was under water, it felt like time had slowed (I was told later it was not a long time) 

and I felt an eerie sense of calmness and peace as the world began to darken. To represent this 

sonically, I used a slowed version of the field recording (also to 8x, but this time slowed from 

the start of the recording), layered with multiple versions of the slowed field recording running 
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through various resonators in Ableton. These resonators are a type of pitched reverb, which 

oscillate to certain pitches and frequencies depending on their settings. Resonators are useful 

for creating eerie, rhythmic tones, and in this context, they were particularly useful in creating 

a ghostly effect in the piece.  

Lastly, I remembered the world rushing back as I was lifted out of the water and how it felt as 

I resurfaced. For the final section of the piece, I repeated the first recording of the river over 

the surface, and to represent the feeling of life rushing towards me, I included parts of another 

field recording taken from another part of the estate, of birds calling to welcome the morning.  

The full piece (05:40) can be heard here: https://samarobryn.bandcamp.com/track/the-

drowning-disquiet-0337 

Conclusion 

Sound encourages listeners to form alternative perspectives to a place. Places are often ignored 

and their presence taken for granted. Sound invites listeners to stop, float across temporalities 

and to re-imagine their relationship with place, rather than viewing a place as spaces between 

points, or as pathways to destinations. Through methods such as sound installations, using field 

recordings and basing parts of works on the contours of the landscape, the boundaries between 

landscape and culture, and the interior and exterior, all become permeable. 

Sound also allows artists to engage with the audience, either through being a spectral presence 

in public spaces, or as a conduit for listeners to explore an artist's personal history. Philipsz has 

often noted the ability of sound to foster a sense of intimacy amongst audiences through a 

shared experience. I have had similar experiences - although my work exists within the digital 

realm, the concept of shared listening remains. The ephemerality of sound reflects the 

ephemerality of being, and the fragility inherent in our relationship with place. Sound is a way 

of disrupting our daily routines of (not) listening, and encourages us to become more grounded 

and aware of our surroundings.  
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Spectral Geologies: Listening to traces in contested territories 
 

D A Calf 
 

Abstract 

 
Monuments exist as loci of received official history. Just like the intended unassailability 

of official history, they are designed to be resilient and permanent. However, the world 

around them is in constant flux, calling into question their significance and situating them 

firmly within the tensions of the quotidien. Drawing on fieldwork (field recording and 

photography) undertaken at various spomenik sites in the former Yugoslav republics of the 

Balkans, this paper outlines a creative response to the investigation of sound’s potential as 

an agent of emergent contributions to historical narrative, counter to totalising tendencies 

in history telling and nation building. In suggesting that sound be considered a geological, 

sedimentary medium with the potential to transmit and sequester memory, it considers the 

possibility of hearing, however faint, the murmured traces of the past through its 

excavation. By examining recordings taken from sites of shifting significance and in 

seeking to uncover those sounds that were once present, the research questions whether 

there is any significant difference, pragmatically-speaking, between the sounds we hear 

and the sounds we think, in turn entertaining a mode of listening which enables the audient 

to hear the past in new inaudible ways.  

 

Keywords: sonic traces, sonic geology, memory, history, spomeniks, monuments, field 

recording, yugoslavia 

 

 
[Memory] is the medium of past experience, as the ground is the medium in which dead 

cities lie interred. They who seek to approach their own past must conduct themselves like 

a person digging...They must not be afraid to return again and again to the same matter; to 

scatter it as one scatters earth, to turn it over as one turns over soil. For the matter itself is 

only a deposit, a stratum, which yields only to the most meticulous examination what 

constitutes the real treasure hidden within the earth: the images severed from all earlier 

associations, that stand - like precious fragments or torsos in a collector’s gallery - in the 

prosaic rooms of our later understanding. 

-Walter Benjamin, A Berlin Chronicle (3-60) 

 

Introduction 

What if all sounds ever produced still exist and have to come to rest in the sediment of the earth, 

in the materials we live amongst, in bodies? In A Thousand Years of Nonlinear History Manuel 

DeLanda (2000) analyses urban development through the various processes and flows of what he 

terms mineralisation (17-18). For DeLanda, history can be read as a series of agglomerations, 

calcifications, erosions, and fissures of the mineral exoskeleton formed by the ordering forces of 

grouped humans. Extending the analogy, stratification is considered an important phenomenon 

evident within these flows, a phenomenon that we can study for the traces of the past and that 

continues as an ever-influencing plural entity (DeLanda). 
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The project outlined in this paper is an attempt to foster a form of speculative listening which 

considers sound from the perspective of geological formation. What happens when we begin to 

consider the sounds emanating from past actions as phenomena that go on to find themselves, post-

audibility, strewn among us and accumulating like the material debris that makes up geological 

strata? What means do we have to excavate these traces and what bearing could they possibly have 

on both future readings of the past and past pronouncements on the future? 

The research investigates whether memory adheres to sound and if so, to what extent sound may 

be considered a conduit for accessing a sedimentary and spatialised memory, and what the 

ramifications of this are? In considering sound as an archaeological phenomenon imbued and 

persisting in these sites, and in seeking to extend our powers of audition, this project asks what we 

hear when we listen to these sites and further, goes so far as to ask what we hear when we imagine 

what we could hear? 

For DeLanda, encountering historical narratives through the lens of geological flows can form a 

potent antidote to top-down notions of history-telling and the totalising, nation-building projects 

they come to serve. What place then can sound play in this countering, in this righting of the 

dominance of state thinking when it comes to the stories to which we grant voice? 

 

The spomenik as locus 

 
Figure 1: The artist’s recording of the Battle of Sutjeska Memorial Monument (Spomen-spomenik Bitka 

na Sutjesci) at Tjentište, Bosnia & Herzegovina, September 2019. 
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Progressing from theoretical conjecture, this project aims to trial this new approach in situ. The 

chosen field of application consists of a series of monument (spomenik) sites in the former 

Yugoslav republics of the Western Balkans.  

These sites were chosen for the richness, density and complexity of human flows that have attended 

and surrounded them since their establishment post-WWII, and that have shifted continuously in 

the intervening years. The contestations that have marked the area, and that the spomeniks respond 

to, are still very much alive today and contribute to the apposite nature of the region to this project. 

It is important to note that while the project in no way approaches the spomenik sites as if part of 

a constellation of homologous entities, it employs serialised practices as an integral part of its 

methodology. The technical approach to each site is consistent and repeatable with the intended 

result being that it is the sites that speak rather than their objectification. The technology thus, to 

use an audio metaphor, to some extent phase cancels itself out.  

While the consideration of official monuments is proving increasingly topical in many parts of the 

world today, the situation of twentieth century monuments in the Balkans is considerably different 

to that of those from the eighteenth and nineteenth century in former colonial nations. While such 

a method could have applications here, this field of discussion is not the immediate remit of this 

project. The reasons for the distinction do though require passing mention.  

Whilst there are many surface-level similarities between colonial monuments and Yugoslav 

spomeniks, these often bely a lack of understanding of the latter (and indicate its resultant current 

fetishisation). Firstly, while there have certainly been many contestations of sovereignty and the 

region has been profoundly marked by the play of global superpowers (Habsburg, Ottoman and 

Soviet, EU et al), the former Yugoslav republics, at least within the time period concerned, are not 

regions generally considered to have been either colonial forces or colonised entities.  

Secondly, because most of the spomeniks memorialise events from the Second World War (albeit 

from the Partisan victors’ perspective) they are considered markers of resistance rather than 

conquest.  

Thirdly, at the time of the establishment of these sites, and despite marking past events, in their 

design they looked forward. They initially existed as part of a utopian movement within 

architecture and design that sought to exalt the potential of humankind rather than the status of a 

conqueror or victor.  

Finally, the spomeniks are not statues per se. They are far less figurative than the monuments 

depicting the realist forms that former colonial powers and their colonies are today contending 

with, and were in many cases hyper-abstracted or symbolic. They do not represent single, named 

actors from positions of power. 

All of this is not to say that the spomeniks of the Western Balkans have not been contentious. That 

they have been is a profound manifestation of what DeLanda would call the turbulences within a 

system (36). As such it marks the region as decidedly fit for purpose. 

Whilst a widespread chorus of voices questioning colonial statues is a relatively new development, 

debates regarding the fate of Yugoslav-era spomeniks have raged in the former republics at least 

since the beginning of Yugoslavia’s dissolution in the 1980’s. It’s necessary to take a brief look at 

the geopolitical history of the region to explain why and to contextualise a present day listening to 

these sites. Granted such a summary may appear to be an example of the type of history-telling 
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that this project seeks to resist. However, it’s in the broad strokes of this type of telling that we can 

mark out a place for the finer details that may have been subsumed in its course and to “brush 

history against the grain” (Benjamin 2019, 200). We would do well to bear this in mind as we 

proceed. 

 

Contextual flux 

Yugoslavia (literally Land of the South Slavs) was established in the wake of World War II, largely 

by a conglomerate of anti-fascist entities who had provided resistance to Axis incursions into the 

Western Balkans from Germany, Italy, Hungary and Bulgaria, amongst others. In many ways it 

was the continuation of the pan-South Slavic project that had resulted in the short-lived Kingdom 

of Yugoslavia during the inter-war years. 

Until it’s dissolution in 1991-1992 Yugoslavia consisted of a federation of six republics (Bosnia 

& Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia) together with two 

autonomous regions (Kosovo and Vojvodina). From its formation until his death in 1980, the 

nation was presided over by the former Partisan general Josip Broz ‘Tito’, who forged a strongman 

approach to rule.  

Tito was however, also a deft mediator and keen student of history. He was well aware of the 

historical weakness, geopolitically, of the Western Balkans. It had recurrently found itself 

precariously perched at the interstices between the tectonic plates of global political machinations. 

Prior to WWI these plates consisted of the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman empires. Over the 

course of WWII it was interspersed between Axis and Allied powers. Then, during the Cold War, 

Yugoslavia sat between the major spheres of influence - Western and Soviet - both ideologically 

and geographically. 

Tito negotiated his nation’s place in this context by attempting to unify a somewhat ethnically and 

religiously disparate peoples who had lived together over many centuries but had oscillated wildly 

between periods of internecine ethnic and religious conflict and peaceful co-existence. For him, 

only a unified Yugoslavia could stand up to destabilising internal and external powers. In many 

ways his approach succeeded.  

Outwardly-facing, Tito’s playbook included co-founding the Non-Aligned Movement, thumbing 

his nose at the Soviets in a way that other Eastern European nations were unable whilst also 

keeping the raging free-market capitalism of the West at bay. But it also involved a vast internal 

program that included the commissioning of a large body of public works that included the 

building of hundreds of concrete and steel monuments between the late 1950s and 1990.  

These spomeniks, which looked toward a utopian view of the future and human possibility through 

tolerance, cooperation and self-betterment, were erected in all Yugoslav republics and autonomous 

territories. They were abstract forms containing elements of constructivist and brutalist 

architecture and design but also aspired to forging a unique Yugoslav style, albeit one that granted 

an element of autonomy to the many designers who contributed to the program. This plurality of 

style was partly fostered by the fact that the commissioning process was de-centralised, organised 

and approved through municipal bodies. 

While this regional autonomy was beneficial in many ways it laid the groundwork for some 

troubling post-Tito outcomes. Tito’s death in 1980 left a power void. The ruling entity of which 
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he was a part was, at least nominally, communist. This coincided with the thawing of communist 

Eastern Europe and the emergence of what would become the death rattles of the Soviet empire 

and its satellites. It was also a decade in which Yugoslav economy faced some troubling 

downturns.  

Filling the power void and rushing to alleviate these concerns, nationalist hopefuls popped up in 

both the federal leadership and regional governments. These exploited the ethnic and religious 

heterogeneity of Yugoslavia, highlighting differences and past hurts and giving new voice to the 

latent threat of ethnic self-empowerment, all forces which Tito had largely quelled. Eventually this 

resulted in several national independence movements gaining serious traction. Serbia, as the seat 

of the Yugoslav parliament and dominant party to the allegiance (only by a slight degree), sought 

to maintain the federation. The ensuing conflicts between these two movements developed into 

what we now know of as the Balkan Wars of 1991-1995. 

After the dust of the 1990s settled, the various constituent parts of the former Yugoslavia 

progressed towards their current existence in the form of six independent nations (Bosnia & 

Herzegovina, Croatia, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia). Vojvodina has 

largely been subsumed by Serbia and now retains its autonomy in name only, whilst Kosovo 

remains a contested territory, recognised as an independent nation by the vast majority of EU 

member states but not by Serbia which considers it part of its sovereign territory. The tectonics of 

Balkan nationhood are never still for long with border disputes, both internal and external, still 

existing between most of these former members and/or with other foreign nations. 

In these contexts we can see the overlaying of two historical geographies - the present day political 

map of the Balkans with that of a federalist meta-ethnic utopian constellation of spomenik design 

outcomes. Unfortunately the two are not always harmonious. Given the contrasting WWII 

allegiances of different elements of what became Yugoslavia and that the spomeniks often 

commemorated WWII battles from the perspective of the partisan victors it suddenly became 

possible in post-independence states to find spomeniks which commemorated victories against the 

forces that were now considered the progenitors of the state (Horvatinčić). 

As noted, I offer this historical foray not to foreground an official history but to background it to 

possibilities of bottom-up history telling. Against all of this, and in order to contextualise, humans 

and non-human entities alike continue to exist in, around, through, because, and in spite of the 

shifting tectonics of the region’s politics.  

I also offer it as an argument for the choice of these sites to study. Monuments exist as loci of 

received official history. Just like the intended unassailability of official history, they are designed 

to be resilient and permanent. However, the world around them is in constant flux, calling into 

question their significance and situating them firmly within the tensions of the quotidien.  

Specifically, people and non-human entities live amongst and alongside these sites. They are 

simultaneously part of both the social meshwork (to use another DeLanda-ism), the official 

meshworks and a total ecosystem (DeLanda 32). That is, they are concurrently petrifications and, 

by virtue of their location within a living ecology, evolving bodies. 

We can consider these shifting historical flows as each imparting upon the sites layers of traces. 

These layers are indivisible and inextricable. Here we need to keep in mind our working notion of 

geological strata. Whereas we think of geology as only concerned with matter flows we can extend 
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the concept of strata to include not just matter but energy, duration and potential. Within these 

fields fits sound. Thus any given site can be thought of as being imbued with all of its pasts worth 

of sound. To the listener these may seem inaudible or not even being fit to be considered sounds, 

based on the time of their provenance. But what happens if we extend the conceptual definition of 

sound?  

 

Stretching the envelope of sound 

Our general heuristic for defining sound is based around an amplitude and frequency of vibrating 

matter sufficient to cause a human tympanic membrane to vibrate and in turn elicit a series of 

cochlear stimulations. But we routinely employ mechanisms to ‘correct’ environmental or 

sensorial ‘deficiencies’ through amplification, transposition and cancellation, thus allowing us to 

hear that which is otherwise inaudible. There exists in certain examples a will to hear where 

elsewhere there is reason to keep things unheard.  

As the vibrational intensity of sounds degrade they approach what we traditionally consider the 

threshold of hearing - the point after which they no longer contain the energy volume required to 

move a tympanic membrane (or other non-human hearing apparatus). 

However, by listening to the recordings that make up this work, one has the potential to hear a past 

as an infinitude of events. Not just the past-that-is-past, which is the temporal slice of time at which 

the recordings were captured, but much further back. Thus my concern is not with ‘hearing’ sounds 

at the infra- and ultra- ends of the human hearing spectrum (ie. those excluded by frequency) but 

rather with a ‘listening’ to those at the lower levels of amplitude, that we might consider excluded 

by time. The masking of these sounds could then be considered to be located in the imagination or 

the will rather than in the physical environment or the human auditory system. 

We can note here Deleuze’s notion of pure history. The pure past for Deleuze is not a past into 

which things from the present pass, rather an absolute past “where all events, including those that 

have sunk without trace, are stored and remembered as their passing away” (Williams 94). Thus 

these sounds speak from before, from now and from the future. They constitute a cacophony to be 

heard. As Benjamin, touching on what is at stake by listening for events that don’t shout, wrote; 

“A chronicler who recites events without distinguishing major and minor ones acts in accordance 

with the following truth: nothing that has ever happened should be regarded as lost for history” 

(Benjamin 2019 197). 

Thus, listening to the past, in the form investigated by this project does not propose digging through 

dusty archives looking for buried recordings from bygone times. Though this form of endeavour 

has it’s value, the current investigation listens to any now and considers the reconstruction from it 

of any of its multiple, actual pasts.  
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Titel - Example of a working approach 

 
Figure 2: Monument to Fallen Soldiers and Victims of Fascism (Spomenik palim borcima i žrtvama 

fašizma), Titel, Serbia. 

 

To-date I have conducted field work at twenty-three spomenik sites across all republics and 

autonomous territories in the former Yugoslavia, with the exception of Kosovo. These sites were 

chosen from the hundreds that exist for their variety of locations, their features, intent and social 

contexts, rather than their popularity, architectural impressiveness, historical significance or 

accessibility. The vast majority of spomeniks were erected in rural or wild settings atop picturesque 

vantage points (often at or near the sites of battles). Comparatively few are situated in metropolitan 

areas or even amongst built-up areas.  
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In each of these locations, I documented the site through photography and audio recordings with 

the intention of presenting the recordings as a data set through which to trial a form of listening. 

As noted above, the comparison of these outcomes is itself a further emergent property of the 

process’ serialisation. 

A closer analysis of one of the recordings, made at the Spomenik palim borcima i žrtvama fašizma 

(Monument to Fallen Soldiers and Victims of Fascism) in Titel, Serbia in September 2019 will 

help illustrate the process. Titel soundcloud link 

Throughout this recording we hear a mix of anthropogenic and non-human sounds. The 

background is made up of a chorus of cicadas and frogs, the distant thrum of traffic and the sounds 

of pre-recorded music. This background has a certain syrupy mass out of which leap certain 

foregrounded sounds - vehicles, dogs barking, the occasional breaching fish and some particularly 

strident cicadas. In the middle ground sit human conversations, laughter and the reactions of the 

surrounds to human intervention - gravel strewn behind car tyres and the river lapping at its banks 

in the wake of a boat. Our focus shifts continuously. Persisting with a material analysis, we can 

say that there’s a certain sheen to the sounds. They are not for the most part gritty or dry, but rich.  

Whilst there is a density to the sound field, spatially we are neither confined nor in a vast space. 

The level of vegetation in front of us sonically swallows up objects soon after they pass by us (the 

motorboat, for example) whilst behind us we find a certain reflectivity which throws the sound of 

the dog around us at certain points. There are elements fixed in space (a radio, human conversation, 

dogs together with moving actors (vehicles and their effects, mostly). There is a high level of 

contingency in the space - between one human voice and another, between barking dogs that set 

each other off, between vehicles and their effects (most noticeable in the case of the boat), between 

non-human elements in the tavern and in the complex bed of insects. This contingency extends 

temporally - many of these sounds would not be present at a different time of day or in a different 

season.  

At other times in this site, we no longer hear cicadas or birds. The river is frozen over. No vehicles 

arrive for the purpose of fishing or disembarking tavern patrons, or the vehicles sound different. 

The air is dry and sounds are brittle. There are fewer sounds but they carry further. 

These elements constitute the most immediately noticeable elements within the fabric of the site 

about which we are not told when we allow our readings of the site to be confined to the 

symbolically loud or the ‘narratively significant’. If this recording is a slice, we must imagine an 

infinitude of slices, albeit artificially and arbitrarily delineated, that make up the complex story of 

the site. To each of these slices adhere memory in the form of traces of past action.  

We can now note some of the historical overlays and social and geographical contexts of the site 

as they suggest the lived world of which the site is a part. They can also act as prompts with which 

to experience the past imbued in the recording. 

The spomenik sits upon a promenade alongside the Tisa river, a major tributary of the central 

Danube river. On one bank of the river is the township of Titel, on the other a densely vegetated 

low-lying area. The closest human structures are a petrol station, a boat ramp and permanently 

moored floating tavern. It is night time. The early autumn still feels and sounds like summer. The 

sounds of human labour are minimal. The site’s surroundings had given way to repose. 

https://fusion-journal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/ANON-Spectral-Geologies-Titel-soundfile.mp3
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There is graffiti on the lower sections of the structure, evidence of human entanglement with the 

site. It is September so the snow and icy winds that maintain the slow seasonal excoriation of the 

structure are not to be evidenced but we know they have been present and will return. And the sun 

has just gone down so we can no longer see the foot and pawprints in the sand. We think of all of 

these as primarily visual traces but causally they all coincided with audible elements and this 

coexistence continues.  

We can also expand our consideration temporally. We learn that many people visit the site on 

January 8 and May 9 each year for the last few decades. The first date coincides with raids made 

on the local population by occupying Axis-aligned Hungarian forces in 1942. Masses were forced 

out onto the frozen river whereupon the occupiers fired at the ice, shattering the crossing and 

leading to the death by drowning and exposure of 60-80 locals. How intensely do we have to listen 

in order to hear these shots, the screams, the breaking of ice, the commemoration, and finally the 

silence? 

The geo-political location of the site also exerts an influence on its sound. Titel sits in Northern 

Serbia in the region of Vojvodina. Yugoslav-era monuments in Serbia are on the whole 

maintained, revered and commemorated more than those in Croatia as Serbia officially sees the 

Partisan WWII resistance as an integral part of its lineage. With this too comes a linguistic overlay. 

Vojvodina is a region with six official languages reflecting the movements of peoples  over time 

(three are the official languages of neighbouring countries and one is the language of a landless 

minority) - more turbulence that comes with its own sounds. Pronunciations and regional dialects 

are highly localised, stratified sonic-objects themselves that are deposited constantly in their 

environments. 

This far from an exhaustive catalogue. The point is that there is no end to the number of audible 

layers of any site that we can analyse in this way. Each one promotes a different voice, making 

superficial distillations disingenuous and ultimately impracticable. 

The spomenik is thus a locus around which are situated all of these elements. Read in this way the 

site is one of hyper-complexity, contested readings and a multitude of contradictory forces. Thus 

it becomes the antithesis of what was intended for it ie. a simplification, a summary, a 

representative entity, the value of which trumps all other actual and potential histories and 

contingencies of the site. Though rather than simply diminish the significance of one history, 

multi-histories are allowed to speak, regardless of species, type, or volume and without judgement.  
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Jasenovac 

Jasenovac Soundcloud link 

 
Figure 3: Flower Monument (Cvjetni spomenik) at Jasenovac Spomenik Memorial Park, Croatia. 

We can compare this example to another recording in the series, this time made at Cvjetni spomenik (the 

Flower Monument), just outside of Jasenovac on the Croatian side of the Sava River which forms the 

border with Bosnia & Herzegovina. 

 

This time we are transported to a much larger space. The sounds of the open grassy plain coalesce 

into a dense but subdued complexity. Above this, only just, appear the faint details of birds and a 

truck. On an anthropocentric level the site sounds vacant except for occasional traffic on a narrow 

highway in the foredistance.    

The sound is granular and dry and sound-objects disperse with few surfaces to reflect them. Yet, 

this recording is taken from within the semi-enclosed spomenik structure, meaning that everything 

we hear contains the audible resonance of concrete (above and to the sides) and timber (beneath). 

The concrete structure has stood in place since 1966 and the sand of which it consists may come 

from the adriatic hinterland to the west (an interesting illustration of the interfacing of mineral 

exoskeletons with the commodity flows of the anthropocene).  

The timber lengths that form the floor are in fact the timber sleepers that once undergirded the 

railway line that trafficked prisoners from all over Eastern Europe to the concentration camp that 

stood on this site during WWII. These sleepers bear the sounds of the trains that ran over them and 

their inhabitants, the workers who positioned them as part of the spomenik complex, visitors to 

the site as well as the sounds of their growth and inhabitation whilst part of living plants. 

https://fusion-journal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/ANON-Spectral-Geologies-Jasenovac-soundfile.mp3
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Jasenovac is a site that has repeatedly been subjected to extensive geological disturbances - the 

seasonal floodings of the Sava and Una rivers and the depositing of their silt, the tilling of them as 

pastoral lands, the  constructions and burials during WWII and the reformation and removal of 

large amounts of soil during the construction of Bogdan Bogdanović’s sculptural works. We can 

think of these actions as the churnings of memories and the sounds that adhere to them, sequestered 

in the earth until excavated but ultimately fragmentary and unstable.  

 

Conclusion 

Spectral Geologies posits sound as a sedimentary phenomenon that can be excavated and sifted 

for memory akin to the way geological strata inform us of the conditions of past ages - ie. that 

within sound we can hear, however faint, the murmured traces of the past. In seeking to uncover 

those sounds that were once present, the research questions whether there is any significant 

difference, pragmatically-speaking, between the sounds we hear and the sounds we think, in turn 

entertaining a mode of listening which enables the listener to hear the past in new inaudible ways.  

As shown in the examples provided, when we listen with ears to the less obvious what we hear is 

neither tranquil nor under-populated but cacophonous. What is more, these voices to be heard are 

not limited to the audible. Whereas Lacey (2013) notes that “acoustic space is a ‘resonant sphere’ 

with no centre and no margins’ (6), I argue that this expansive definition also extends to its 

temporality.  

The promise is that we can use this method to tell histories in a multi-directional, dynamic process 

which both goes to and moves away from the sound-of-place. By initially considering sound in 

isolation of other sensory realms I aim to mitigate the drowning-out effect vision can have on 

audition, to ask what we can conceive of hearing when we listen both to our world and to the 

mind’s ear. 

An element inherent to presenting these audio recordings is that they represent a listening out of 

place and time. The listening-to-any-now-in-order-to-consider-its-multiple-actual-pasts, is only 

ultimately possible through a fully embodied listening on-site and in-time rather than a recording. 

From my vantage point I was afforded this embodied listening in the process of capturing the 

recordings.  In the examples cited, as the field recordist I am positioned as a listener but also a 

body in the recordings. This echoes McLuhan and McLuhan’s conception of acoustic space as “a 

flux in which figure and ground rub against and transform each other” (qtd. in Lacey 5). 

However, there are unique perspectives to be gained from listening via pre-recorded mediums that 

honour the perturbacity and fluidity of time. These recordings exist as prompts for a consideration 

of these sites. What can we speculate upon hearing when we listen to them? How can we use the 

recordings to cross reference with other remnants of the quotidien? 

This approach should not be confused with that of the acoustic ecologist whose focus is on the 

preservation and advocacy of an ideal form of nature usually endangered by anthropogenic 

activity. Whereas such an approach seeks to freeze ecologies, my approach seeks neither to commit 

this same mistake nor on the converse to allow a history to remain petrified or monolithic, but 

rather to create a conversation between all environmental agents that determine a soundscape. At 

the heart of the approach is a notion of flux stemming from a Bergsonian sense of duration - that 

is, we can never know the position of the now, only points in the past.  
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This project finds that the only adequate reading of these sites is one which is either a- or plurally 

narrative-based. Thus it doesn’t seek in any way to be revisionist in the common sense of swapping 

one dominant narrative for another. Either narrative is something to be unsettled through an 

allowance for its infinitude of possibilities or it is simply a non-question. 
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Juxtaposing Anthropocenic and Natural Rhythms in My 

Video-Sound Art Explorations 
 

Milena Popov 
 

Abstract 
 

This essay talks about my video-sound art explorations of the difference between rhythm 

of the Anthropocene and rhythm of non-human nature. While the art work Third Eye 

Observing the Anthropocene primarily shows accelerating relentless rhythm of the 

Anthropocene, the Forgotten Landscapes trilogy, following Hepburn’s theory, tries to 

observe nature with all senses at once in order to get the full aesthetic experience of nature. 

The trilogy juxtaposes the sounds of nature (wind, waves, birds) with human noises 

(humans being distracted with their cell phones, music, and chat), ultimately showing that 

if one closely listens to the natural sounds of a place, one can perhaps hear voices of fairies, 

see footprints of giants, and experience magic of wizards. The essay is accompanied with 

links to these art works or the excerpts from these art works.  

 

Keywords: Anthropocene, rhythm, nature, video-sound art 

 

 

This essay talks about two of my video-sound art works: Third Eye Observing the Anthropocene 

and Forgotten Landscapes trilogy. These works along with this essay will take the audience on a 

poetic journey exploring the fusion and juxtaposition of human and non-human soundscapes. 

While the first art work primarily presents accelerating rhythm of the Anthropocene, the second 

one juxtaposes Anthropocenic rhythms and rhythms of non-human nature to explore the 

disconnect Anthropocene humans most often have toward nature, as well as the need and some 

possibilities for reconnection. 

One of the main features of the Anthropocene is alienation, both of humans from nature and among 

humans themselves. Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel once pointed out that there is a connection between 

human denial of nature and human “becoming a subject” (Hegel 285). In their denial of nature, 

human beings also deny their animal nature, which participated in the constitution of their 

subjectivity. By reducing nature only to their own needs, humans create a new world - a world 

only for humans - the Anthropocene. By doing so, they transform themselves into negative subjects 

- subjects deprived of their natural being - subjects that live in discordance and dissonance with 

non-human nature. With the development of technologies, including digital technologies, this 

alienation becomes deeper. This discordance is shown in both of my video-sound art works.  

The work Third Eye Observing the Anthropocene (Popov https://youtu.be/m3YTpiZl6Zc), shot in 

Central Park in New York City, explores the relentless rhythm of the Anthropocene that is in 

discordance with the natural rhythm. Guitar, drums, and saxophone in this work compete one 

another, and form a cacophony that is further distorted by machine made noise. Processed through 

this unnatural rhythm of the Anthropocene, even a landscape becomes visual pollution. Noise as 

the rhythm of the Anthropocene, in a broader sense does not only refer to sound pollution, but also 

to a fast-paced life itself. Caught in this frantic rhythm of life, dictated by digital technological 

acceleration, the Anthropocene humans are constantly bombarded by sound and visual pollution, 

https://youtu.be/m3YTpiZl6Zc
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as well as ever-growing list of tasks they lure humans into.  Like some type of contemporary 

Sisyphus, the Anthropocene humans are frustrated since they can never complete all these tasks. 

Afraid that they will miss something in a world where everything is instant, their short-lived 

attention jumps from one stimulant to another. Trained by this rhythm, humans can neither slow 

down, nor exit this enchanted, accelerating rhythm. Therefore, both the sound and the video of the 

Third Eye Observing the Anthropocene show acceleration. The art work starts and ends abruptly, 

since this rhythm has no melody - no beginning or end. 

Technological development, such as use of various machines and pollutants created ecological 

imbalance - a disharmony. Acoustic diversity shaped by natural selection over millions of years is 

being challenged by noise pollution, which developed rapidly over a much shorter ecological time 

scale (Slabbekoorn and Ripmeester 72-83). As the result, the environment is left silent or 

discordant, as Bernie Krause noted (Krause 10). With the decrease in animal populations, 

populations of plant and other organisms, as well as multiple species extinction, many sounds have 

vanished too.  Once rich and ever-changing harmonious soundscape, a natural rhythm or natural 

meshwork, as Ingold would call it, is lost (Ingold, Being 69-70). The remaining non-human species 

try to adapt to noise that has come as a replacement for harmonious soundscape. Sound pollution 

- a noise is a new type of meshwork. This ever-growing and more and more disruptive anthrophony 

is layered by sounds of traffic, industrial facilities, machines, human voices, etc. as shown in the 

second part of my video-sound art work Forgotten Landscapes: Listening to the Voices of the 

Fairies (Popov http://youtu.be/KpsfqKUJnWo). Recorded at a well-known tourist place in 

Northern Ireland, art work shows how a harmonious natural soundscape abruptly vanishes and 

gets replaced with the silence at first, and then with the disruptive sounds of the Anthropocene - a 

manmade meshwork. In this case, the meshwork is created by tourists that are taking over the 

soundscape with their loud talking, laughing, screaming, playing, cell phone ringing, camera 

clicking, traffic noise, etc. While being constantly distracted with their cell phone screens, music, 

chat, and selfies, people rarely take the time to actually experience their surroundings, such as 

natural world in front of them. The rhythm of non-human nature is submerged beneath the noise 

created by humans and their various machines.  

Many human activities are very noisy and cause acoustic modifications, which may affect both 

humans and animals (Barber et al. 180-189; Brooks et al. 30-40). For example, the plethora of 

urban and industrial soundscapes can cause various human illnesses from hearing loss, stress, and 

insomnia to heart problems and cognitive development (Passchier-Vermeer and Passchier 123-

131). 

However, Anthropocene humans are so accustomed to this ever-present background sound that 

they almost no longer notice it, and they can hardly imagine the world without it. Noise become 

the norm. The harmonious polyphony of the natural world is no longer the norm and is thus 

perceived by Anthropocene humans as strange, exotic, boring, and even frightening.  

At the roots of this attitude, non-human nature is considered by human beings (particularly by 

those in Western civilization) to be less valuable than them, and worth only as a resource for 

exploitation. Non-human nature thus, gradually takes on the qualities of the Other. Tim Ingold 

concludes that modern humans are arrogant because they belittle the animistic understanding of 

nature (understanding of nature as equally, if not more important than human beings), because 

they take their (Western) metaphysics - their alienation from nature - as the standard, according to 

which they judge and assess the animistic connection with nature (Ingold, The Perception 75).  

http://youtu.be/KpsfqKUJnWo
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My video-sound trilogy Forgotten Landscapes features immersive interdependent natural 

soundscapes that symbolize animistic perception of nature, as well as juxtaposes them with the 

Anthropocenic soundscape. This work explores ancient landscapes that look as forgotten as the 

mythological beings that formed and inhabited them according to ancient beliefs. With the 

dimension of nostalgia, the first artwork in this trilogy, Listening to the Voices of the Fairies 

features the sound of the wind that transforms into the voices of fairies and back to the sound of 

the wind in the first part of the video-sound artwork (Popov https://youtu.be/vYXFFXZjjqc). Both 

sounds are created by the same voice to signify the pre-Anthropocene soundscape that, as Krause 

noted, has evolved over millions of years to a harmonious polyphony, where living things learned 

how to match their sounds with the sounds of their surrounding such as, wind, rain, waterfalls, and 

other living things (Krause 10). In the footsteps of Korean Pansori singers that take pilgrimage to 

holy mountains to tune their voices with waterfalls, I took a pilgrimage to these ancient landscapes 

to tune my voice with harsh Atlantic winds and waves that circulate around rock formations that 

they have been carving over millions of years.  

As mentioned earlier in this essay, this first part in the Forgotten Landscapes trilogy ends with 

Anthropocenic soundscape that consists of human and machine noises, as well as natural sounds 

(such as wind and birds) that can hardly compete with the noise. The second and the third artwork 

in the trilogy act as answers to this Anthropocenic dissonance presented in the first video-sound 

artwork. Following the Giant’s Footsteps, the second work in the series, features only the natural 

sound of waves, while the camera moves in a slow motion over the unusual pavement of glacial-

era limestone covered in endemic flora and puddle-filled cracks that resemble giant footprints 

(Popov  https://youtu.be/FhE0VNINWJMS).  The sound of crashing waves evokes the footsteps 

of a giant. Giants and fairies in the trilogy represent extinct species, not only mythological species, 

but also animal and plant species that have disappeared during ongoing 6th extinction. 

Intentionally isolated wave sound and the slow rhythm of the video focus the viewer’s attention 

on the landscape, and, perhaps with this serenity of a quiet landscape transport the viewer into 

another era or realm.   

While this second part of the Forgotten Landscape trilogy tries to teach humans to slow down and 

tune to the natural rhythm, the third part of the trilogy, Observing the Wizard Islands attempts to 

remind humans to respect non-human nature. The work shows the sublime qualities of nature, such 

as strong winds and waves that roughly carved frighteningly high cliffs, and threatening sound of 

ravens as if to remind humans that non-human nature is powerful and can show its own wizardry, 

and fight disharmony created by humans (Popov https://youtu.be/8EcfBCjOzWA).   

Ultimately, the message that the Forgotten Landscape video-sound art work wants to convey is 

that if, while walking through ancient landscapes, one does show respect to non-human nature and 

take the time to closely observe its unique geological features, endemic flora and fauna, as well as 

listen to the wind, waves, and animal sounds, one can perhaps hear the voices of fairies, 

shapeshifting wizards, or footsteps of giants. In his aesthetics of engagement based on a non-

cognitive approach, Arnold Berleant noted that momentary perceptual experience and non-

scientific components, such as imagination, memory, collective memory and the like, are 

important for the aesthetic experience of nature (Berleant 231). In his phenomenological approach 

to experience, he pointed out that the subject is actively involved in the creation of his aesthetic 

experience (Berleant 238). He looked here at Immanuel Kant, who defines aesthetic judgment as 

the common product of the free play of the imagination, the perceptual qualities of the object, and 

the understanding of the subject (Kant 95). 

https://youtu.be/vYXFFXZjjqc
https://youtu.be/FhE0VNINWJM
https://youtu.be/8EcfBCjOzWA
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In order to be able to have a full aesthetic experience of nature, as my art works try to show, one 

needs to first take time and be fully present. To achieve this full embodiment with one’s natural 

surrounding one needs to exit the Anthropocenic rhythm and to enter the natural rhythm. 

Therefore, the video-sound art work Third Eye Observing the Anthropocene juxtaposes the frantic 

rhythm with a still vibrating halo-like eye in the center of the video. This third eye that represents 

the wisdom and the vibrating harmony of energy of life, observes the Anthropocene in a meditative 

solitude. This hardly achievable solitude is precisely what Anthropocene humans need to ground 

them - to bring them to a present moment and to tune them to the harmonious natural rhythm. Once 

focused on the present moment, they can perceive the entire environment with all their senses, 

which is also the prerequisite for the full aesthetic experience of nature, as Hepburn pointed out 

(Hepburn 46). Human beings do not fully enter into all the beauties and qualities of nature without 

their active engagement with nature (simultaneously observing the landscape, listening to the 

chirping of birds, walking through nature, smelling flowers, etc.).  

The immersion into harmonious natural soundscape-landscape not only has aesthetic, but also 

healing properties, as known since ancient times and confirmed with many recent studies (e.g., 

Deng et al.; Marselle et al. 134–147; Kardan et al. 11610). Studies have also shown that 

engagement with nature on a day‐to‐day basis have a positive impact on academic and professional 

performance (Berto 249-259; Evensen et al. 99-105; DeLoach et al. 2291), as well as on cognitive 

development (Van Hedger et al. 522-530; Dadvand et al. 7937-7942). 

For the full aesthetic experience of nature, as mentioned in this essay and shown in my Forgotten 

Landscapes sound-art trilogy, one needs to observe nature with all senses at once. This would be 

possible if humans manage to escape the accelerating rhythm of the Anthropocene (illustrated in 

my Third Eye Observing the Anthropocene art work) by focusing their attention on the present 

moment (not on distractions), as conveyed in all of my sound-art works presented in this essay. If 

humans learn how to integrate themselves more closely with acoustic ecology of non-human 

nature, this would further lead to the creation of an environmental soundscape where man-

generated sounds and the sounds of non-human nature coexist in harmonious polyphony. 
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Nightcall Radio. Radio – anthropocene entanglements 
 

Kate Donovan 
 

Abstract 

 
This essay begins the work of unpicking radio-anthropocene entanglements, in an effort to 

think and do them otherwise. I use the concept of expanding radio to open out the notion 

of radio to include human and more-than-human electromagnetic signals and argue that by 

drawing upon practices of expanded listening, more-than-human radio ecologies can be 

revealed, thus enabling a constructive move beyond the anthropocene.1 I consider 

magnetite a material embodiment of radio-anthropocene entanglements; anthropogenic 

magnetite is produced by traffic fumes and can affect human memory, while biogenic 

magnetite can be found in migrating organisms to aid wayfinding. I conclude by bringing 

all of these issues together in describing the radio art piece Nightcall Radio. 

 

Keywords: Radio ecologies, more-than-human anthropocene, expanded listening, radio art, 

magnetite, otherwise 

 

I’m calling from the garden, 

from the radio, 

from the night. 

…and I’m waiting. 

 

I’m waiting… 

I’m waiting for a nightingale, 

but not the one that sings. 

 

I’m waiting for the listening one, 

the one that’s moving with the stars, 

the one that’s using all its tiny particles to feel 

where is north and where is south. 

 

I’m waiting for the one that’s listening out. 

It’s listening out for a call. 

It’s listening out for a nightcall… 

   (excerpt from Nightcall Radio)2 

Link to sound file  

 
1 In using the terms ‘expanded’ and ‘expanding’, I recognise the risk of perpetuating certain norms of 
radio (as a solely technological medium) and listening (as human-ear-oriented) (see Vágnerová’s critique 
of extended vocality, 2016). Yet I hope that it is a risk worth taking in order to reassess and move beyond 
these norms. 
2 Nightcall Radio is a 120 minute durational broadcast (stream) & narrowcast (microFM transmission) by 
Kate Donovan, including the poem oktopus by Kinga Tóth (translated by Owen Good and published in xtro 
realm's extrodæsia, 2019); short-wave radio sounds via ETGD at the University of Twente; live VLF 
natural radio sounds via abelian. All other sounds by Kate Donovan. Nightcall Radio was produced and 
streamed single-handedly, live from a Berlin garden at the beginning of May 2020, during both the 
COVID-19 lockdown period and the nightingale season in Berlin. It was commissioned by Soundcamp, 
London, as part of an extended programme for their annual Reveil event. 
http://streams.soundtent.org/2020/projects/nightcall-radio. It has been re-broadcast at One Day 
Without Humans; Datscha Radio; Radiophrenia (2020); Kaamos Radio (2021). 

https://fusion-journal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Donovan-NightcallRadio-soundpiece.mp3
http://streams.soundtent.org/2020/projects/nightcall-radio
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Radio – anthropocene entanglements 

This essay begins the work of unpicking radio-anthropocene entanglements, in an effort to 

think and do them otherwise. I intentionally de-capitalise the word anthropocene, as a gesture 

of scepticism and disempowerment, as a way of acknowledging its inadequacies. The 

anthropocene is deeply problematic for many reasons, not least for its positioning of “humanity 

in the driving seat of the planet’s ecology, first as the unwitting inflictor of ‘stresses,’ and then, 

ever so swiftly, as the deliberate and self-assured inflictor of corrective management 

technique” (Horton 37). This centring of a universalised human disregards the uneven effects 

of the anthropocene (Hecht; Yusoff). Yet, however problematic, I stay with this term in an 

attempt to overcome its weaknesses, to work towards an undoing of universalism, a de-centring 

of the Anthropos, and above all to acknowledge and take seriously the interconnectivity and 

agency in/of more-than-human worlds.  

Radio is entwined with the anthropocene in an interesting yet rather complicated manner. Both 

radio and anthropocene have their roots firmly planted in/through the violence of colonialist 

ideals, both grew out of a motivation for mastery, power, ‘progress’ and control. In the same 

way that the desire to conquer or overcome distance was at the heart of early radio and wireless 

technologies, the concept of the anthropocene is an attempt to overcome, or intellectually come 

to terms with, humanity’s place within a larger framework of time: “The ‘Anthropocene’ is 

commonly understood to signify a crisis of scale, bringing into focus the temporal, spatial, and 

causal extent of the human” (Horton 35). 

Radio is central to discourses on the onset of the anthropocene, either in the form of broadcast 

radio (as a sign of Western modernity’s technological turn towards the end of the 1800s), or, 

more commonly, the atomic age. The radioactive elements that spread across the planet from 

nuclear weapons testing in 1945, are seen by the majority of the Anthropocene Working Group 

to mark the beginning of this potentially new epoch.3 This global movement of particulate 

matter from nuclear fallout gave new perspectives of scale and interconnectivity; I think of it 

as the radio version of the Blue Marble effect in visual culture (Belisle, 2020). 

One of the lesser understood entanglements of radio and anthropocene, however, is the 

anthropogenic generation of electromagnetic frequencies, which tends to remain outside 

anthropocene discourses; LIMEN. Ecologies of Transmission (2016) is an insightful exception 

to this rule. The constant generation of materials—plastics, concrete, asphalt, electrical goods 

and countless other physical things—and the effect of these on biodiversity, climate change, 

and the ability for organisms to thrive, is a key aspect of the anthropocene. Indeed, in 2020 it 

was found that “global human-made mass exceeds all living biomass” (Elhacham et al). 

Humans are also generating multitudes of less tangible matter, such as CO2 and the less-

discussed matter of electromagnetic waves, or radio. Humans live, breathe and interact in a 

soup of electromagnetic waves, with a super-highway of information riding on these waves, 

which is both relied upon and contributed to at the same time. Daniela Silvestrin notes how the 

“Wireless Age can thus be regarded as equally profound and irreversible to our societies as the 

geological ones defining the Anthropocene to our planet – while also being part of the latter” 

(29). This is the place of mobile phone networks and Wi-Fi internet, Bluetooth, microwave 

 
3 See more on the Anthropocene Working Group here: http://quaternary.stratigraphy.org/working-
groups/anthropocene/. On their vote on the onset: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-
01641-5?sf213079426=1. For a more in depth look at the research group and a breakdown of differing 
opinions, see: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/30/anthropocene-epoch-have-
we-entered-a-new-phase-of-planetary-history   

http://quaternary.stratigraphy.org/working-groups/anthropocene/
http://quaternary.stratigraphy.org/working-groups/anthropocene/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01641-5?sf213079426=1
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01641-5?sf213079426=1
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/30/anthropocene-epoch-have-we-entered-a-new-phase-of-planetary-history
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/30/anthropocene-epoch-have-we-entered-a-new-phase-of-planetary-history
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ovens, remote controls, cordless telephones, satellite systems, and baby phones. This is the 

ubiquitous place of ‘smart’ technologies and the unseen spectrum that humans contribute to on 

an ever-growing scale and at an ever-growing density:  

The density of artificial manmade radiation on Earth has grown to 10^18 higher than what 

we would be surrounded by naturally. Man has not changed any other living environment 

in such a monumental way (Silvestrin, 30).  

By examining these troublesome roots and simultaneously trying to unpick them, it's important 

to ask, what does it mean to be engaged in concepts and media built on violent and problematic 

foundations? How can we do radio and anthropocene otherwise?4 

The Feral Atlas project provides a useful framework from which to think through more-than-

human entanglements of the anthropocene (Tsing, Deger, Saxena and Zhou).5 Although 

radioactivity is included in two case studies (Brown; Hesse-Honegger), anthropogenic 

electromagnetic frequencies, such as those used in wireless communication networks, are not 

included. Thinking of such radiation as feral is a step towards recognising radio as agential, as 

part of “agential assemblages of things” (Bennett). Communication systems can be severely 

affected by natural electromagnetic bursts from lightning strikes and solar activity. Because 

water is conductive and therefore reflects radio waves,6 one of the main interferences in mobile 

phone networks is rain (Howard & Vaughan), and, in particular, wet leaves on trees. The 

dis/functioning of these infrastructures and the potential disruption of transmissions is part of 

a larger dynamic of more-than-human radio ecologies. 

At the same time, many types of radio propagation rely on the dynamics of natural phenomena. 

Skywave, for example, refers to radio transmissions that are reflected back to earth from the 

ionosphere, thus enabling long distance communications. Meteor burst communications use 

the ionised trails of meteors burning up in the upper atmosphere to propagate signals and this 

is used in automated climate data monitoring systems such as Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL), 

which send data from remote locations and are designed to operate unattended for one year at 

a time. Perhaps most importantly for this essay is grey-line propagation, which refers to the 

atmospheric change between day and night, the twilight zones that perpetually shift around the 

earth. Within this grey line, improved conditions allow for stronger, long-distance radio 

transmissions. Udo Noll’s Surfing the Grey Line (2014) offers an informative and situated radio 

listening experience centred around this phenomenon. Also in this twilight zone, the earth’s 

magnetosphere is weakened, allowing more natural radio signals from the sun to filter through.  

 
4 Quite understandably during times of ecological crises, there is a call to think, do and strategise 
differently. Together with Monaí de Paula Antunes, we have been pursuing the question of Radio 
Otherwise, in the form of an ongoing conversation, radio show and university seminar. We take influence 
from Haraway’s notion of storying otherwise (Terranova, 2016). See also: “MAKING THINGS OTHERWISE 
On the Feminist Critique of the Anthropocene, Decolonising Geology and Sensing Media Environments. An 
Interview Jennifer Gabrys and Kathryn Yusoff by Petra Löffler, Birgit Schneider and Léa Perraudin 
https://www.zfmedienwissenschaft.de/online/making-things-otherwise  
5 “Feral Atlas invites you to explore the ecological worlds created when nonhuman entities become 
tangled up with human infrastructure projects. Seventy-nine field reports from scientists, humanists, and 
artists show you how to recognize “feral” ecologies, that is, ecologies that have been encouraged by 
human-built infrastructures, but which have developed and spread beyond human control. These 
infrastructural effects, Feral Atlas argues, are the Anthropocene.” https://www.feralatlas.org/index.html 
6 See Sophie Dyer and Sasha Engelmann’s (2017) Lore of the Radio Fossil for a speculative imagining of 
multiple radio frequencies reflecting back into the atmosphere from a lake in Finland: 
https://temporaryartreview.com/lore-of-the-radio-fossil/ 

https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snow/
https://www.zfmedienwissenschaft.de/online/making-things-otherwise
https://www.feralatlas.org/index.html
https://temporaryartreview.com/lore-of-the-radio-fossil/
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This larger framework for the intricate mesh of radio relationships has been described by Anna 

Friz as transmission ecologies, which, she says: 

refers to processes rather than the idea of the electromagnetic spectrum as a map of 

quantifiable or saleable real estate. I intend transmission ecologies to mean not just a 

symbolic space, but also an invisible but very material Hertzian space of electromagnetic 

interactions. In this final sense, ecology is not about homeostasis, but about constant 

change, where media function also as environments, and environments as media. Thinking 

ecologically about transmission suggests more than ‘who owns the airwaves’ by 

questioning the shifting relationships and territorialisation between all actors in the 

environment, from human to device to localised weather system to nearby star. These 

relationships also support a theory of technology where people are not the absolute 

controllers of things, but where a push and pull of collaboration occurs within complex 

material and cultural environments (Radio Revolten, 35-36). 

Similarly, I have used the term expanding radio (Donovan), to mean opening up beyond the 

notion of broadcast radio and communication technologies to include the whole radio 

spectrum, as well as large and small non-anthropogenic electromagnetic signals. Yet the 

concept of more-than-human radio ecologies works more concretely towards shifting the 

balance away from the human, and recognising the trans-scalar relational dynamics between 

multiple transmissions and entities. Natural radio is caused by lightning strikes, solar winds, 

meteors burning up in the upper atmosphere, and the aurorae borealis and australis. But I also 

include smaller transmissions in this framework, such as natural radioactivity and the 

frequencies made by bees’ vibration pollination tactics. Photosynthesis occurs when molecular 

antennae in plants respond to the sun’s radiation.7 I include magnetoreception and 

biomagnetism within this expanded definition of radio; the magnetite crystal located in some 

migratory birds’ upper beaks in order to sense the earth’s geomagnetic field and assist with 

wayfinding is an example for thinking about materiality and scale within more-than-human 

ecologies of transmission and reception.8 

Magnetite is both a biogenic and anthropogenic magnetic mineral. Migrating organisms—

ranging from insects, birds, reptiles, and molluscs to bacteria—use magnetite as part of a 

complex process of navigational technique. Humans also have biogenic magnetite in their 

brains, which is theorised to be associated with long-term memory, and often also 

anthropogenic magnetite, which is theorised to be connected with neurodegenerative diseases 

such as Alzheimer's (Gieré; Banaclocha et al; Pankhurst et al). Anthropogenic magnetite, in 

the form of airborne particulate matter, is made and released by burning wood, coal and fossil 

fuels, the majority of which is produced by traffic pollution.  

If radio frequencies can be seen as feral entities, so too has magnetite an intrinsic ferality, “a 

descriptive characteristic of a more-than-human Anthropocene.”9 I conceive of magnetite as a 

material embodiment of radio-anthropocene entanglements, in which radio reveals itself as 

geologic, atmospheric and elemental media that works across species, materialities and scales. 

Unpacking magnetite and its workings in this way requires an expanded form of listening, a 

 
7 “Hundreds of chlorophyll molecules assemble into antennae complexes. Countless such antennae arrays 
form up into thylakoid discs. Stacks of these discs align in a single chloroplast. Up to a hundred such solar 
power factories power a single plant cell. Millions of cells may shape a single leaf. A million leaves rustle 
in a single glorious ginkgo” (Powers 155-56). 
8 I draw on Tim Ingold’s definition of wayfinding, rather than navigation, because it “more closely 
resembles storytelling than map-using” (219). 
9 “Feral Atlas” uses it [ferality] as a descriptive characteristic of a more-than-human 
Anthropocene.”https://feralatlas.supdigital.org/?cd=true&bdtext=introduction-to-feral-atlas 

https://feralatlas.supdigital.org/?cd=true&bdtext=introduction-to-feral-atlas
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kind of tuning in—intellectually, bodily, instinctively, speculatively: expanding radio requires 

expanded listening. 

Expanded listening can mean exploring the boundaries of human sensory perception, through 

various practices and technologies, to try to listen beyond human capabilities, to realise, 

recognise and reckon with the limits of human sensory perception. It can mean paying attention 

to the silence and silencing, the untold or forgotten stories, the perspectives and knowledges 

that fall out of dominant modes of historicising (Donovan “Listening beyond Radio, listening 

beyond History”). It can mean imagining, speculating, fictioning, as in Haraway’s Speculative 

Fabulation (SF) (Haraway, Truman).10 But it can also mean to expand perspectives and 

consider listening from a non-human or more-than-human position.  

One of the huge violences of the anthropocene is the separation of the human from ‘nature’, 

which can be seen as an extreme development of the dualisms of Western philosophy. Heather 

Davis and Zoe Todd describe this violence as “the Anthropocene continues a logic of the 

universal which is structured to sever the relations between mind, body, and land” (761). Deep 

Listening, along with various other human listening practices, has been developed in order to 

mentally and physically engage with the world more fully, as a practice of being in and with 

the world, a practice of awareness, patience, and giving space.11 At a time when Western 

culture privileges the spectacle and the speech, it is important to consider the cultural and 

performative act of listening. Listening can be seen, in itself, as an act of resistance.12 Listening 

can be a tool to overcome some of the problematics of the anthropocene, to undo the violence 

of separation. As decolonial scholar Rolando Vásquez notes, "the critique of the separation 

between the human, nature and the cosmos is an example of how a thought grounded on the 

notion of relationality brings to question the dichotomic mechanisms of thinking that 

characterizes modernity (original emphasis)” (4). Indeed, Vásquez turns to the “task of 

listening” as “a direct challenge to the processes of silencing and oblivion” (7).13 

In communication theory, relational listening generally means to listen with empathy, to pay 

attention to the emotions conveyed by another (Halone & Pecchioni). Artist Ximena Alarcon 

has drawn on Lawrence English’s theoretical approach to relational listening, as the possibility 

to “listen to a listener’s listening” (Alarcón Díaz), together with Pauline Oliveros’ concept of 

deep listening, in order to develop her project INTIMAL: Interfaces for Relational Listening: 

INTIMAL is a physical-virtual embodied system for relational listening that explores the 

body as interface that keeps memory of place, in the context of human migration. 

INTIMAL integrates technological interfaces that invite people to listen to their migrations 

 
10 See also Tobias Skiveren's article Fictionality in New Materialism: (Re)Inventing Matter (2020): 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0263276420967408 
11 Deep listening can be traced to Miriam-Rose Ungunmerr’s “word, concept and spiritual practice that is 
dadirri (da-did-ee) [and] is from the Ngan'gikurunggurr and Ngen'giwumirri languages of the Aboriginal 
peoples of the Daly River region (Northern Territory, Australia),” which she describes as "inner, deep 
listening and quiet, still awareness.” (1988). Coincidentally, in the same year the U.S composer Pauline 
Oliveros developed her own concept of paying attention to internal and external sonic environments and 
coined the term “deep listening”, which continues in her wake: https://www.deeplistening.rpi.edu/ 
12 On listening as activism, see Listening Geopolitics and the Anthropocene Contact zones of the Bali and 
Georgia Strait, Freya Zinovieff and Gabriela Aceves Sepúlveda, Leonardo Music Journal, 2020, Vol. 30, 
114-118. 
On the practice of radical, caring listening, see Valerie Palmer-Mehta’s “Theorizing Listening as a Tool for 
Social Change: Andrea Dworkin’s discourses on listening” (2016). 
13 See the work of Sally Ann McIntyre (Radio Cegeste) in relation to absence, extinction, colonialism: 

https://radiocegeste.blogspot.com/ 

https://intimal.net/interfaces/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0263276420967408
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/lmj_a_01103
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/lmj_a_01103
https://radiocegeste.blogspot.com/
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and to improvise with body movement, voice and words, in networked and telematic 

performances (between distant locations) (Alarcón Díaz). 

In these cases, the interconnection between humans is at the heart of relationality. Blackfoot 

elder and educator Leroy Little Bear explains how the notion of relationality encompasses “all 

my relations”—all that is alive and animate— “if all are energy and spirit then one can relate 

to them, be they humans, animals, plants, rocks, the earth, the sun, the moon, the stars, and so 

forth” (9). What happens when such a more-than-human relationality is placed in combination 

with listening?  

In their article “Listening geographies: Landscape, affect and geotechnologies”, Gallagher et 

al. argue for a more bodily and materialist approach to listening, which, by referencing “bodies 

of all kinds” (1) does not negate the human, “but rather allows other things to flood in as well” 

(5): 

Bodies, in this formulation, include human and more-than-human entities, while materials 

could include everything from microscopic particles to large-scale land forms. Our interest 

is not simply in how sound moves through these bodies and materials. Rather we are 

concerned with those situations where bodies and materials become particularly responsive 

to sound, resonating, amplifying or relaying vibration - situations where sound makes a 

difference in some way. Expanded listening starts with the ear but goes beyond it to include 

the whole body (4). 

Thinking of listening in this way is a way of recognising other ‘bodies and matter’ as receptive 

and responsive and works against the logic of the anthropocene to challenge this dynamic of 

human—more-than-human relations. Through this potentially or partially speculative 

approach, a certain recognition for more-than-human ecologies may be formed. 

Radio ecologies can be considered as radio bodies because of radio’s intrinsic materiality, 

which is explored here through magnetite. In writing about the Datscha Radio festival in 2017, 

Gabi Schaffner pursued the question of “whether or not a radio day can be envisaged as a 

body”. The “symbiotic broadcasting body” (14) in this case rests more heavily on, or perhaps 

is even propelled by, the imaginative. In Sophie Dyer and Sasha Engelmann's Lore of the Radio 

Fossil, on the other hand, the radio body is highly political, and revealed in atmospheric 

layers.14 

Despite the relative long teeth of broadcast radio’s existence within the history of electronic 

communication technologies, radio art is still an emerging and expanding field, and therefore 

not easily definable. Just as radio spans across spectrums and scales, so radio art ranges from 

sound works for broadcast, to installation, spatial design and performance works dealing 

explicitly with the materiality of radio frequencies.15 Anna Friz has positioned radio art as an 

inquisitive medium which listens, as the outcome of experiments which involve listening as 

part of artistic practice: “listening in a different register, listening for something that might be 

missing” (Radio Revolten Opening Speech).16 In radio art practice, the medium of 

 
14 For the Radio Techno Fossil iteration, see “the diagram we used as the map for our journey” for 
clarification: https://www.oneacre.online/incipit/ 
15 For an extensive overview of (albeit predominantly Western) contemporary radio art, see the 
publication Radio Revolten, published in the aftermath of the International Radio Art Festival which took 
place over 30 days in Halle (Saale), Germany, in 2016.  
16 See also Gregory Whitehead: “That’s why I have always been uncomfortable with any notion of radio 
art that focuses too exclusively on the sounding, or the sending out, because so much of the play takes 

 

https://www.oneacre.online/incipit/
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electromagnetic radiation is used to explore and share acts of expanded listening, often within 

trans-scalar networks. Radio art allows for trans-scalar awareness, for ‘bodily' listening, 

receptivity, speculation, and the tuning in of/to all these things. 

 

Nightcall Radio 

In the European spring of 2020, I was set to do a live site- and time-specific radio art 

performance at the Stave Hill Ecological Park, London, as part of Soundcamp’s extended 

programme for the annual Reveil event. Reveil is a 24+ hour radio broadcast following sunrise 

around the earth on Dawn Chorus Day. The intention for the artwork was to re-transmit—or 

share through listening—the various signals taking place in that location at dusk—the dusk 

chorus of birds and frogs, for example—and, as the earth gradually turned, moving onto the 

night signals from the bats and various radio signals (anthropogenic and natural), which were 

to be narrowcast via microFM transmitters and broadcast via AM transmitters to listeners on 

site in the park and its surrounds at sunset.  

As with many festivals and events, the outbreak of COVID-19 shifted the extended programme 

online, to run simultaneously on the Reveil platform. My work was to be produced and 

performed remotely, from my home city Berlin. I still intended to make a site- and time-specific 

radio piece, but of course the conditions had changed. In the run-up to the performance, Berlin 

residents were in quarantine and movement was restricted. Meanwhile, the nightingales were 

returning north from sub-Saharan Africa. Although the numbers of nightingales are dwindling 

in many European areas, in Berlin the population is growing as the city’s green areas (and 

loving neglect) provide these birds with perfect nesting ground in the understory (Olterman). 

This year especially, out of the hush of minimised human movement and activity, people 

seemed to notice this bird’s night song even more. As could be seen in many areas of bio- and 

geo-acoustics, the effects of COVID-19 on human movement provided an unusual moment for 

listening (Rosmolen; Lecocq). 

The nightingale is a migratory bird, spending winters in sub-Saharan Africa, returning north 

around April each year. At home on multiple continents, the nightingale, like radio 

frequencies—and the universalising gaze of the anthropocene17— knows no geo-political 

borders. Nightingales are famed for their night song, and have been written about, mused upon 

and romanticised for ages in the countries where they dwell. Male nightingales return to Europe 

first, to find and build their nests, often returning to the very same spot each year. It is not that 

these nightingales do not sing during the day—they do, even joining in with the collaborative 

goodnight song of the dusk chorus—but after dark, when all other songbirds have gone to rest, 

the nightingale sings out its complex song. It sings to attract a companion, and it sings at night 

because this is when the female nightingales make their migratory journeys, guided by the stars 

of the night sky and the geomagnetic field. In this constellation, the male songbird has the 

loudest voice, with a dominant place in cultural and natural histories. But I am interested in the 

listening one, the sensing one, the one rarely mentioned, yet ever-present, and indeed, the 

nightingale’s night song, or nightcall, is a sign of the arrival of this figure. This figure is the 

protagonist of the work Nightcall Radio. 

 
place in the space of listening, within the consciousness of the listener, who can never be named or 
measured. The sound doesn't matter when the play is the thing, and for the wireless imagination, the play 
is everything. Qualities of indeterminacy and ambiguity make analog broadcast the ideal medium for 
philosophical drift and free association." (Whitehead 2011:2-3) 
17 The effects of the anthropocene, however, are not so universal (Hecht). 
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There have been other sound, music and radio works made with and about nightingales. 

Beatrice Harrison’s duet for cello and nightingale is one of the most notable, and was broadcast 

live from her garden on the same date each year between 1924 and 1942.18 More recently, 

musician Sam Lee has performed a kind of contemporary reenactment of Harrison’s piece, and 

continues to do performances with nightingales situated in their natural habitats.19 In 2019, 

musician and philosopher David Rothenberg released music, a book and a film titled 

Nightingales in Berlin. These examples all centre on the vocality of the male nightingale, and 

indeed can be seen as a kind of intervention in order to create interspecies musical 

collaboration. In 2019, the garden radio art project Datscha Radio centred its first 

nightgardening session on the night of the nightingales; we broadcast from sunset until sunrise, 

including sound art performances, stories, conversation and music in the extended programme. 

It was much more about collective listening and sharing than intervening. Nightcall Radio went 

a step further, by focussing on the moments before the nightingale sings out at night—listening 

out, listening with—as a speculative, relational form of listening. 

So what was initially Nightfall Radio, focussing on the multi-species voices of a dusk chorus 

for on-site as well as online/on air collective listening, became Nightcall Radio, from my 

garden, the sharing of a site- time- and radio-specificity, focussing on the unheard receiver of 

the nightingale’s night song, of starlight, of the geomagnetic field. In this re-working of the 

initial idea under new (COVID-19) conditions, the onsite, shared listening experience was 

fragmented into a solitary, yet, via livestream, still a collective one. The transmission began at 

21.15 CET, to coincide with the official onset of the night. As the earth turned from the sun, 

the grey line of twilight shifted over Berlin, allowing natural radio signals through the 

weakened magnetosphere. I worked and transmitted and listened out alone from my garden. 

Both the signifier and the protagonist of this work, and also the distant radio-listener, were 

imagined to be solitary too. Together in our solitude. 

The setting for Nightcall Radio was my garden, a private garden in what is known in Germany 

as a Schrebergarten, or, rather ironically, a garden colony, the German version of an allotment 

garden. It is an area of fenced off gardens for growing fruit, vegetables and herbs, but also for 

leisure. Many of these gardens, like mine, have a tiny house for overnighting. I bring garden 

and radio together, in theory as well as practice, as sites of cultivated space entwined with 

multiple forms of agency (Donovan “The Radio Garden: On Datscha Radio 17”).20 Both garden 

and radio are embedded in and with imperceptible ecologies of transmission within human and 

more-than-human realms. 

A radio can be cultivated in much the same way as a garden; structures can be set in place to 

allow for ‘organic’ development, seeds can be sown, ground prepared, areas laid out, research 

made, pieces cut back or pruned, and there can be a sense of wonderment at how/which new 

(unfamiliar/ unplanned/ unexpected?) seeds fly in on a breeze. And the garden can be 

transmitted in much the same way that it transmits itself all the time. The garden is naturally 

 
18 This is reported to have been the first outdoor radio broadcast: 
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-35861899. For a technical overview of the Nightingale 
Broadcasts, see: Iain Baird, Capturing the song of the nightingale (2015). 
19 See: https://samleesong.co.uk/projects/singing-with-nightingales/. It is interesting to note the shift in 
dynamic as the performance concept as been developed for a larger audience this year, to be experienced 
from the comfort of an auditorium rather than a trek through the woods. Through the use of “3G 
technology” (which sounds somewhat anachronistic as many cities roll out 5G), the nightingale is to 
become a live, yet unwitting musical presence in the theatre, no longer a part of a direct musical 
exchange. 
20 See also Datscha Radio, and the work of Gabi Schaffner. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-35861899
https://samleesong.co.uk/projects/singing-with-nightingales/
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awash with/in multispecies frequencies. The radio and the garden are similar in that they can 

both be considered as temporary networks; a garden is a complex inter-species network (with 

both parasitic and symbiotic tendencies) with trans-scalar effects, that is controlled (at least in 

theory), maintained and cultivated by humans, as is a technological radio network. There are 

ecologies to both garden and radio, in which the complexities of care are embedded.21 

Considering the radio and the garden in a community context (as in free/community radios, 

community or educational gardens), it is perhaps the easiest way to draw parallels between the 

two seemingly disparate spaces and activities. They are both about collective involvement, 

establishing fruitful structures from which to share, and engaging in communal practices with 

elements of work and leisure. They may both embrace DIY culture and the bigger concept of 

sharing and caring, intermingling the individual within the community or the collective. They 

create sites for socialisation and engagement, from which to cultivate knowledges, to generate 

collective knowledges within open platforms, and, perhaps most importantly, to engender 

resistance to dominant ways and structures. 

But, just as the radio and the anthropocene can be seen to have their roots in colonialism, so 

does the garden. As a cultivated space, it is also embedded in practices of violence and 

domination, especially in spaces of plantation, deforestation, extraction and monoculture 

farming. The birth of agriculture is even seen by some to mark the onset of the anthropocene; 

indeed the “plantationocene" has been suggested as an alternative name or concept for the 

current epoch (Haraway).22 

My garden is part of a large garden colony nestled between Berlin’s suburban south and a 

canal, on the other side of which is a motorway: “Es ist ein bisschen unheimlich, das Schreien 

im Hintergrund, was ist das? (It's a bit eerie, that screaming in the background, what is that?) 

— It is traffic” (Donovan and Schaffner). The dominant sounds of this garden, especially at 

night (when most activity is dampened, yet our auditory senses are awakened), were the 

undulating yet unwavering sounds of traffic. In the same way that the nightingale song was a 

signifier of the unheard one, the traffic sounds were a signifier of human movement, of 

pollution, of micro plastics released into the air from the friction between tyre and road, of 

atmospheric change caused by exhaust fumes, of heavy metals being released at such a scale 

as to render them imperceptible to humans. Anthropogenic magnetite is one of the 

nanoparticles produced by traffic fumes; it moves through the air and finds its way into the 

human brain, and is theorised to affect human memory.23 This magnetic mineral, biogenic or 

anthropogenic, in humans as well as other organisms, is inherently connected to movement and 

memory. 

Nightcall Radio is a work about remote yet collective waiting for a signifier of the silent one. 

A microphone in the garden was connected to a microFM transmitter, which was streamed live 

to the Reveil platform. While we listened in/to the garden and waited, we also listened to 

various anthropogenic and natural radio signals, from the Radio Twente Wideband receiver, 

 
21 See María Puig de la Bellacasa, Matters of Care. Speculative Ethics in More Than Human Worlds. 2017 
University of Minnesota Press. 
22 See also Reflections on the Plantationocene: A Conversation with Donna Haraway and Anna Tsing (2019) 
https://edgeeffects.net/haraway-tsing-plantationocene/ 
And Robin Wall-Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the 
Teachings of Plants (2013) for profound reflections on symbiosis, exchange and gratitude in human-plant 
relationships. 
23 Rather ironically, one of the ways for humans to overcome these memory issues connected to 
neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease is to walk by self-navigating without the aid of 
visual maps. 

https://edgeeffects.net/haraway-tsing-plantationocene/
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and from a live VLF (natural radio) website, along with hydrophone recordings. With this sonic 

aesthetic, radio was expressed as an elemental and atmospheric media. While we listened in/to 

the garden and waited, I told some tales of histories of magnetism, to pull apart the force of its 

materiality, its corporeal embodiment. But these were the classic tales, and it is important to 

reimagine histories in order to imagine and enable possible futures. So I told a more-than-

human legend of the history of magnetism, one that transcends human histories. As the 

narrator, I had a voice (I was the signifier). I was also making a call—a nightcall—and waiting 

and listening for the non-response of my listener/s. The radio-listener was the unheard one, the 

listening one, likened to Nightcall Radio’s protagonist.  

In this piece, we waited for the call of the nightingale, and we imagined other unheard signals 

of the garden, of the radio, and of the anthropocene. I imagined creatures of all shapes and 

sizes. I imagined the chemical transmission between flowers and insects. I imagined the 

numerous signals between trees and plants and water. And I imagined the garden to be 

listening. And I wondered: Is this what it means to listen in the anthropocene? To tune-in by 

listening out for the unheard, listening one? 
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Abstract 
HISS is an artwork consisting of a sonic essay and an artist book made in 2019. The 

work is based on an excursion I made to the North Bohemian region in the Czech 

Republic in the same year. The region contains a major coal mining field, and the traces 

of mining and extractivism have permeated the landscape over the last couple of 

centuries. I engaged with the specific environments through my body - by walking and 

listening, and collected field-recordings, photographs, and text. I invite the audience to 

feel and explore these spaces, and I encourage the readers and listeners to linger and 

drift through an alternative time, sound, and light. 

 

Keywords: Listening, deep listening, acoustic ecology, fieldwork, sound art, mining, 

extractivism 

 

Description of the work 
HISS is a work based on my field trip in the North Bohemian region in the Czech Republic, 

2019, consisting of an audio essay and an artist book. In 2018, I was invited by the curator 

Tereza Zachova to participate in the group exhibition "The Earth/Current way of living" in Ústí 

nad Labem, Czech Republic. Ústí nad Labem is the capital of the North Bohemian in the Czech 

Republic, a region which contains a major coal mining field called "Mostecka uhelna panev / 

North Bohemian coal basin", and the traces of mining and extractivism have permeated the 

landscape over the last couple of centuries. 

This was very exciting to me since I have been working with landscapes marked with 

anthropogenic activity, like mining, in the long term. I can say that my relationship with mining 

is very personal, as I myself grew up in a place lying on a large coalfield (Upper-Silesian coal 

basin) and several of my relatives were miners, as well as my partner's family who comes from 

Sulitjelma in northern Norway. This is something that interests me both because of my own 

autobiographical story, and because of the global consequences of mineral extraction. 

I decided to do a field trip by myself, in which I walked in and around the mine pits and their 

closest surroundings. During one week, I engaged with this landscape by walking over 100 km 

while listening to the surroundings. My aim was to feel - and to meet - the landscape, to absorb 

its natural and cultural stories while widening my sonic imagination. I collected field-

recordings, photographs, and I wrote my observations and reflections. 

These places were often off the beaten track, the places "in-between" - in-between the closed 

gates and the fields and meadows, in-between the fences and villages. I was curious to see the 

pieces of landscape that once used to be mine pits and were now in the process of "mine 

reclamation" (restoring of the land that has been mined) - planted with geometrical grids of 

trees, or filled up with water. 

Over a hundred settlements and villages were moved or destroyed as a result of the mining 

activities from the 17th century to the mid-1990s; as well as the water systems which were 

poisoned, manipulated and moved to make space for the industry. I visited some of these 

locations and tried to look for the remains, to sense something where there was often nothing 

left today. 
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I walked through Bilina, Branany, Cernice, Duchcov, Jedovina, Lom u Mostu, Marianske 

Radcice, Milada, Most, Osek, Roudniky, Trmice, Usti nad Labem, Vrsanska vyhlidka, Vysoka 

Pec. 

The methodologies that I used were mostly listening and "soundwalking" - active listening to 

the soundscapes of the specific environments. I also used something referred to as sonic 

imagination - the capacity to feel, think, and dream through sound. You can widen the listening 

experience by imagining e.g. how the particular space sounded like before or would sound like 

in the future. These concepts that I'm inspired by come from the fields of acoustic ecology and 

deep listening. 

In the sound collage, I worked with my writings and recordings collected during the excursion. 

I composed small bits of music, which are inspired by what I heard in my recordings. That can 

be referred to as musical responses. Katherine Butcher and Alex Murray-Leslie kindly recorded 

the voice-over for me. 

For the book, I worked closely with a graphic designer Kateřina Baránková, who created the 

whole design and typography, and also helped me to choose the photographs used in the 

publication. We decided on the "risograph" printing method, which involves a process similar 

to that of screen printing, and gives a particular graphic quality. 

The sound work and the publication are meant to be experienced together, or closely after each 

other, as they together create the whole piece. 

 



yellow wall reflecting traffic
I hear kids and construction work not far from here
back, nearly right, behind
moist air and key chain ringing
then long echo lingers into my surrounding
and reflects left to the yellow wall
and then right to the hill
as I’m walking away
tuning out
it tilts to the left, to the yellow wall 



as I inhale as I inhale
as I inhale
I am here
in the fog



forest workers chopping wood chopping resounding in the woods
pulsating through the milky fog
to chop with a quick heavy blow
chopping at this mountain
to chop the trees
reflected by the rocks
dampen by the milky fog
to chop in a fog
so dense
that the echo goes like

resounding the wood chopping
the milky fog pulsating
a quick heavy blow chopped into textures
the trees reflected by the rocks
fog chops the dense echo goes like

heavy fog resounding the trees and the rocks
quick blows dampen at this mountain
so dense, pulsating
through the milky echo goes like

chopping wood reflecting
the trees by quick heavy blows
resounding in the milky rocks
to chop the fog so dense
that the echo goes like

echo grains of the wood
chopping
resounding up in the trees
at this milky mountain
quick heavy blows of fog
pulsating

mountain chopped into grains
by quick heavy blows
trees and rocks gone in the milky fog
pulsating,
dense textures of a land
where the echo goes like





C H O P



CH O P
CHOP P
C H
PP P
C H O P P 
CHO PP

CHOP P
C H O P
C H O
C H O P
C H O P P 
C H O P



CHOP CLAP



withdrawing words
in the fog

hunting the clapping sounds of pronouncing

C L A P 

C H O P 
F L O C K

C L A P
C L A P 
C L A P
K L A P 
K L A P P
C H O P



clapping resembles rhythm
as I’m walking,
the view changes with
a clap, a footstep
a pause
there sits the interval
 – the silenced land
one that is exhausted
its spaces are folded in on themselves



I try to take refuge in the colours in front,
in the shades of the soil dug up,
kaleidoscopic spectrum of whites and browns that blend
in my listening
to cicadas and grasshoppers, an airplane and birds,
construction crane, and the echo of kids voices



v-shaped rock formation with a small field in the middle
cicadas orchestra amplified in the amphitheater
in the dry grass and dusty soil
midday heat
the sun coming sharp, straight down
I’m sitting down

v-shaped
rock



the air is damp, little colder than yesterday
high pitch hum, electrical
the other one low, mechanical
listening to those sounds moving in space
walking towards them as they gradually
grow in strength
my steps on gravel road
cracking and clapping percussive rhythm when
the structures of those sound bodies
arise from the hum
form in shapes



the pitch dropped
these walls neither reflect or absorb the hum
which encapsulates the whole space

my hearing is permeated
it yearns for more room

there are crispy sounds above me, up in the height
but not trees, nor cicadas

then the hum shifts
howling low
as if it was the narrative
omnipresent and haunting

I’m watching 
a herd of does 
in the sonic 
dust



A WALL OF RUSH



I’ve been circling around these sounds close enough 
to distinguish each one of them
the tones, repetitions, constants, pauses
some quite high frequencies
those are peaking on my left
behind me, and filling up the space



away from all those sounds, the rumble into birds,
the river silent until it speaks up –
a mellow babble

further in space, facade of traffic on my left
moving forward and up
I still feel it in a below me frequencies
tangible vibrations
the park is holding it in the trees, in the ground
until it all phases out of my hearing

walking along a river that I can’t hear
I’m closing my eyes as I enter the park
the traffic fades, soaked in the columns of trees





humming:

hwahyt klouds 
hanging oh-ver 
th ee leyk
ri-vursd 
moun-tn reynj 
sil-oo-et

clouds heavy
stretched out
but stagnant
they elevate the hum
that I’m tuning into

perpetual ventilators
consistent volume opens a scene:

white clouds 
hanging over 
the lake
reversed 
mountain 
range 
silhouette



flatlands around this lake
these former cascades now planted with arrays of trees
plains and plateaus’ mellow ambience
everything immature, low, by the ground
no activity
apart from my steps
careful claps under my feet
on the gravel road

the sky and the air are white
in my mind, this landscape makes a room
a dome cushioned with cotton wool
all activity gets rounded and consumed
dissolved into the whiteness
and moulded into the white clouds
my speech only makes a murmur

slow whispering:





in a field of droplets of pointy mountains that are sharp and round 
at parts, I‘m listening to a pair of cargo trains rolling towards each 
other, rolling towards each other from opposite directions, when 
a massive orchestral hum resonates, resounding the valley back 
and forth as they meet in the middle, resounding in between the 
pointy mountains, resounding in between, the pointy mountains 
reflecting the sound sharp and round at parts, bouncing back and 
forth, bouncing valley resounding in the mountains, points of echo 
sharp and round at parts, back and forth in
between,
as they roll in each other‘s direction,
a long reverb tail lasts
until it scatters into traffic –



I’m walking a couple of kilometres at the main communication
as in a tunnel, the details vanish from the foreground
it all blends into a vortex of traffic
a heavy roar
moaning



S O M E
T H E 
I IMAGINE
M U C H 
T H E N
ACT UA L

T I M E S
SOUNDS 
A R E
LOUDER
T H E
SOUNDS



passing no-entry signs
standardized, industrial land with not much activity
until a flock of birds lands onto power lines



machines in the front
their voices merge into one stream
as it would be the filter that I‘m looking through,
at this landscape
the wind would sprinkle the grains and particles
of these sounds onto the fields
getting diffused
blown away





humming
it’s stopped raining
humid air and dripping water left behind
the trees, they are not moving
I’m alone here
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Yarrahapinni 
 

Nicole Welch 
 

 

Artist’s Statement 

The Yarrahapinni time-lapse film records tidal flow into an estuary, symbolically 

referencing the rejuvenation and reawakening of a wetland environment. Recorded on 

location in the Yarrahapinni Wetlands National Park it is an affirmative work that 

celebrates our capacity to rebuild fragile ecosystems. Framed within an antique gilded 

frame, Yarrahapinni references the history of landscape painting, drawing parallels 

across time. 

The Yarrahapinni Wetland Restoration Project undertaken by the Water Research 

Laboratory in collaboration with the NSW National Parks, has successfully rebalanced 

the hydrological and water quality conditions to naturally encourage the regeneration 

of what was a highly acidic wetland. It is now a thriving estuarine wetland with greatly 

improved bird and fish habitat and with regenerating mangrove and saltmarsh 

endangered ecological communities. 

 

Artist’s Reflection 

The scientists’ use of remote and on ground monitoring and sensing techniques, 

including satellite and infrared mapping was of particular interest to me, as they are 

technologies that I have used in my arts practice to record landscape, and to extend and 

collapse time. For wetland restoration projects this visual data is collected to analyse 

changes in wetland distribution, vegetation, tidal inundation and health of the estuary 

over time. Constructed from 4800 high resolution photographs captured over several 

hours the Yarrahapinni infrared time-lapse film mirrors the use of these scientific 

methodologies to speak to the potential of environmental restoration and rejuvenation. 

The area is in the country of the Dunghutti and Gumbayaggir nations. I pay my respects 

to Elders past, present and emerging and give thanks for the opportunity to make work 

at this significant location. 

Yarrahapinni was generously commissioned by the Manly Art Gallery & Museum for 

the Manly Dam Project 2019/2020. 

Nicole Welch is represented by MAY SPACE Sydney. 

[video] 
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Yarrahapinni framed 

 

 

Nicole on location at the Yarrahapinni National Park 2019 
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Nicole Welch is a mid-career multidisciplinary artist based in Bathurst. Her in-situ LAND & 

BODY works explore personal, cultural and environmental histories, echoing the symbiotic 

relationship we have with an enduring natural world, and our ephemeral place within it. 
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New sounds from things missing – Exhibition review of 

Listening in the Anthropocene 
 

Craig Bremner 
 

 

In these strange times it shouldn’t be a strange exercise to review an exhibition that exists 
as a website paired with a symposium that was staged via Zoom, but it is strange. Strange 
because both exhibition and conference were unhinged from the norm by the zoonotic 
virus that has sent the world into an unnatural spin. The COVID-19 virus appears to have 
crossed from a world being made increasingly unnatural as a consequence of being 
squeezed by opportunism driven by Capital’s search for cheap profits and the one thing 
Capital has relied on for a long time is cheap nature. Plus it is would seem to be strange 
and a challenge to review an exhibition that is about listening but their etymology makes 
sense of this. An exhibition is something that is ‘held out’ and to listen is to pay attention 
to. In this case the artists are holding our something to which we need to pay attention. 

And as for listening in the Anthropocene, I wonder whether we aren’t listening to the 
Anthropocene. After changing the world it is now changing us and all we can do is 
respond, a word that shares the same Latin root as the word responsible. It is an act of 
responsibility to respond and to respond and react appears to be all we can now do 
provided we do it responsibly. The world-changing-us is an unthinkable-world because it 
will eventually result in the world-without-us. Right now this doesn’t mean a world devoid 
of humans but a world we project that continues to revolve around the sun but no longer 
revolves around us, and we need to get used to this. 

Casting the exhibition and symposium as listening in is in itself interesting because in is 
a tricky component of the English lexicon – it is preposition, adverb, adjective, noun, plus 
both prefix and suffix.  

- as a preposition in surrounds – i.e. the anthropocene is all around us 
- as an adverb in encloses – i.e. we are shut in the anthropocene  
- as an adjective in locates – i.e. we have found the anthropocene 
- as a noun in designates influence – i.e. the anthropocene is fashionable 
- as a prefix in negates – i.e. the anthropocene is not what it appears to be 
- as a suffix in indicates a common purpose – i.e. the anthropocene is a shared design 

Regardless of the trickiness of the word – in – I think the curators know how it fits into 
the title and logic of this exhibition. First, I think they intended there is listening in the 
time of, in the era of, in the period of. And second, there is listening in as opposed to 
listening out for something or someone. Which is what one of the artists, Michelle 
O’Connor, equates with gaining a deeper understanding of the familiar. But the familiar 
and the Anthropocene are complex characteristics to embrace in one idea – how is that 
which is disappearing familiar? It is of course not only the familiar that is disappearing, 
but also the unfamiliar that is appearing – strange weather and strange ecology – and the 
exhibition builds on both strange phenomena. That change is taking place is all too 
familiar. 

The term in is also tricky to equate with a geological time frame. If we accept that 
Anthropocene is a proposal for the current geologic time replacing the Holocene, which 
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began approximately 11-12,000 years ago, then in probably has to encompass a long 
duration. When the Anthropocene began is contested but the scientist James Lovelock, 
exponent of Gaia, dates it to when Thomas Newcomb invented a machine to pump water 
from coalmines in 1712. According to Lovelock that simple machine unleashed both the 
energy that powered the industrial revolution and the carbon dioxide that is changing the 
planet’s climate. Not only is when the Anthropocene began contested but what this new 
geological era should be called is also in contention. The sociologist Jason Moore says the 
conditions we now call the Anthropocene are better captured as the Capitolocene 
because the coming extinction is a product of unlimited extraction by the Capital project, 
which began long before Newcomb’s pump. Then Donna Haraway prefers the term 
Chthulucene, which she describes as the processes of re-worlding – building from what 
is left after Capital has exceeded the carrying capacity of the planet.  

The idea of listening in the Anthropocene is also challenging because it is, as the works in 
the exhibition illustrate, primarily a ‘scenic’ rather than ‘aural’ phenomenon. Therefore 
and somewhat paradoxically the Anthropocene can only be made evident by images of 
what is disappearing. Paradoxical because how is it possible to make pictures of what is 
disappearing? Jeremy Adelman twists this paradox further exposing shortcomings with 
the makers of images of the Anthropocene. He writes:  

“the Anthropocenic photographer has so far resisted calls to produce the ‘relatable 
image’ of human suffering. By relying on landscape techniques of breadth, distance 
and ‘framing the slow’, their commitment remains to visualize the unrelatable, the 
extreme—now training the viewer’s eye on the deformed, the world we would rather 
refuse to see with our own eyes" (Adelman, 69). 

Once again, the curators of the symposium and exhibition appear to have predicted this 
problem when they ask “How might we listen out, or tune in, to the small, the subtle, the 
unnoticed?” So how does one listen in to what has disappeared and/or is disappearing? 
Donna Haraway speculates that “theories of the Anthropocene rely too much on what 
should be an 'unthinkable' theory of relations”, and echoing the symposium brief she says 
“it is not an idiomatic term for climate, weather, land, care of country, or much else in 
great swathes of the world, especially but not only among indigenous peoples” (8). 

The artists exhibit various means to proposes answers to these questions and criticisms 
is various ways, but it is not easy to categorise the scope of the works in this exhibition. 
While they all deal with the call in similar ways – similar because the very idea of the 
anthropocene is a narrowing of focus, which is, as mentioned, paradoxical. But differently 
paradoxical, because just as we develop the technology to get closer to seeing our birth 
in the cosmic big bang the conditions for planetary life appear to be dying (well before 
we are eventually burnt by the sun), and its this accelerating ‘end’ the idea of the 
“Anthropocene” appears to catalogue. 

Three projects document the irony of a businessman’s final project. But if one’s final 
project is the object that escorts them into the afterlife the artists – Jen Bervin & A 
Published Event; Ted Hendrickson; Nancy Kuhl & Margaret Woodward – seem to sense 
the anticipatory nature of this eccentric project. Perhaps in the era of the Anthropocene 
we are already tasked with taking into the afterlife all that has gone missing. 

There is a lot of the new materialism in the projects in this exhibition; working 
in/from/with/of nature; observing nature/nature observing us; adapting to 
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nature/nature adapting to us…and so on. And like new materialism all matter matters 
and matters for increasingly urgent reasons. 

Bärbel Ullrich works in collaboration with, and has created images from and with/within 
the landscape. And when Jack Randell asks “who looks at who in the zoo?” he asks a 
deeply material question. 

“Who listens to who?” might have been Jacqui O’Reilly’s question as she documents the 
increasing volume of the Silvereye song. Which is similar to Jan Osmotherly’s project of 
“snapshots” of what she listens to in her backyard. While Marg Leddin depicts the noise 
of the Anthropocene in cicada photograms. All of which supports Tracy Sorenson project 
where she asks us to listen beyond our bodies to the structure and support for our lives 
and that of fellow creatures. And as a listener of radio Michelle O’Connor documents her 
exploration of “mediated bodily world travel”. Nicole Welch expands the scope and scale 
of listening via her interest in remote monitoring and sensing techniques and satellite 
and infrared mapping technologies to record landscape, and to extend and collapse time. 
She shows what Karen Golland might call “smears in time”, which opens us to the 
dreaming of a vast sky, and the stars at night that speak of Leanne Lovegrove’s dreaming. 

Jenni Munday brings us back to earth (or what’s left of it in the Anthropocene) via 
postcards that contrast how we once concentrated mental anguish in picturesque places 
but now places (possibly the whole planet), no longer picturesque, are concentrating 
“widespread mental illness in the form of anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress”. 

Perhaps the planet’s project (surely this sentient planet has a project) in what we have 
dubbed the Anthropocene (the planet might know it differently) might be what Perdita 
Phillips does when she asks “what does it mean to be attentive to things heard and things 
lost in local places? In particular, in these times of ecological unravelling, is it possible to 
re-ravel stories from a place of loss?” 

Above all, the artists who have been Listening in the Anthropocene all depict what Jan 
Osmotherly warns “To change – you have to CARE”.  

The works in this exhibition leave me asking what might the very idea of the 
Anthropocene mean since artists can so varyingly and sensitively respond to its existence 
made evident only by what-might-not-become. I turn to Donna Haraway who aligns 
herself with feminist environmentalist Eileen Crist when she writes that the 
Anthropocene discourse “is not simply wrong-headed and wrong-hearted in itself; it also 
saps our capacity for imagining and caring for other worlds, both those that exist 
precariously now (including those called wilderness, for all the contaminated history of 
that term in racist settler colonialism) and those we need to bring into being in alliance 
with other critters, for still possible recuperating pasts, presents, and futures“ (8). 

Looping back to the beginning of my review – a review of an event made virtual by a virus 
– as Elettra Stimilli writes: 

The virus is a test of truth, which reveals existences without the thousand loopholes 
that, year after year, have preserved the untenable. Without realizing it, we had never 
really moved from our own existences to feel part of life on earth. And now that we 
have had to keep in touch with ourselves, we had the opportunity to realize it (392)  

This exhibition puts us in touch with the sense of listening in a world in which for too long 
we have not cared to listen to. 
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PRIMAL WORD STONE 
 

Shelley Sacks 
 

 

Abstract 

 
‘PRIMAL WORD STONE’ is an early ‘listening place’ that I created in Cape Town in 

1975, first as a personal listening space and later as a mobile public arena to halt 

people in their tracks and provoke thinking about interiority, listening, hearing and 

empathy. Together with large-scale processes like ‘The Crying Earth’ it was one of a 

number of ‘instruments of consciousness’ created in response to the brutal oppressions 

in South Africa, and to the tragedy of colonization, then and now. ‘Exchange Values’, 

which creates listening places that connect the voices of small monoculture farmers in 

the Caribbean to stretched sheets of banana skin, made from their produce, and ‘Earth 

Forum’ – a process enabling ‘agendas for transformation’ through connecting inner 

and outer work, are both examples of participatory ‘listening places’ that highlight the 

link between aesthetic mobilization, imagination, empathy and shifts in imagination. 

All my works, though concerned with overcoming unnecessary suffering in humans 

and nature, see the human being as the site of transformative struggle, and in this 

sense the solution to the Anthropocene.  

 

Keywords: Responsibility as Ability-to-Respond; Imagination and Transformation, 

Aesthetic Mobilization; Connective Practice; Social Sculpture; Listening; 

Colonisation 

 

 

 

In Primal Word Stone the midpoint in the incised outline of a human skull on the face 

of the rock, is struck repeatedly with a tuning fork. I sit before it, trying to ‘make 

sense’: to listen to the soul of the world speaking. Doing this in public space, created 

both an oasis for deep listening, and a provocation to recognise the ‘world soul’ in the 

audible resonance of the other-than-human world.   
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Fig 1. Shelley and Rock, Cape Town 1975. 
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Fig 2. Shelley and Rock 2, Cape Town 1975 
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Fig 3. Travelling Kit, 1972 onwards. 
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Fig 4. Tuning Fork Wrapped 

[Photographs: Dimitri Nicholas Fanourakis; Copyright: Shelley Sacks] 
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Louisa Waters 

Abstract 

 
My creative practice research over the past four years has critiqued the 

transformation of Gunnai land since colonisation, through narratives of fire, 

critiquing European anthropogenic fire regimes. 

As a white coloniser who has lived on Gunnai land most of her life, I am familiar 

with dominant fire narratives within popular discourse. Drawing on teachings from 

Wayne Thorpe, Gunnai Custodian, Storyteller, linguist and teacher, assisted in de-

stabilising these narratives and augmented my understanding of the significance of 

the-more-than human world and other “players” within the ecosystems we are 

contingent upon. 

One of the most significant players who emerged from our conversations was the 

lyrebird. The lyrebird story exposed me to rich textual material and new bodies of 

knowledge that spanned archival, scientific and critical enquiry. By exploring 

narratives of fire through the lyrebird story, I imagined a voice outside the 

anthropocentric lens, one which could bear witness and be a counter voice to 

dominant coloniser – moreover a voice which could urge us to consider the-more-

than human world so critically afflicted by the colonial project and the 

Anthropocene. 

 

Keywords: Anthropocene, anthropogenic fire, lyrebird, colonisation. 

 

 

Enter the Lyrebird: Playing their Part 
 

They miss out on the natural land managers, the birds and animals. Gippsland was 

known as “the land of the lyrebird.” The lyrebird’s job is to rake up so many tonnes 

per year of leaf litter, clearing the undergrowth from growing too much. So, you’ve 

got canopies that keeps the coolness and protects it from drying out. All the birds and 

animals have got their jobs to do. The plants have their jobs to do, but once they’re 

cleared and the odds are against them, well then the place dries out and you create a 

fire-prone country.  

Wayne Thorpe (2018) 

Playing the Part 

Wayne Thorpe, Gunnai Custodian, Storyteller, linguist and teacher directed me toward a 

particular study of the lyrebird (Menura novaehollandiae). The study by Nugent et al. (2014) 

revealed the ecological significance of the lyrebird: reducing forest fuel loads by twenty-five 

percent through foraging, significantly mitigating wildfire capacity. Lyrebird foraging also 

contributes to the nutrient cycling of the forest floor by turning it over every twenty months and 

breaking down the leaf litter faster (Ashton & Bassett, 1997). Known as the “ecosystem 

engineer,” this is one player “playing its part.” As Donna Haraway (2016) has explained in her 

conception of the Chthulucene, playing your part speaks to tentacular webs, nets and networks 

integral to all lives and stories. While the lyrebird is “saving human lives” through forest fuel 

reduction, it’s also interfaced with the stories and lives of the-more-than human world, by 

literally (albeit slowly) moving the largest of mountains, to generating the smallest of microbial 

activities. Furthermore, the lyrebird has played its part in deep timescales, traversing the earth 

for at least fifteen million years (Callahan, 2014). The lyrebird draws us away from the 

anthropocentric story into the world of multispecies studies, mutualities and symbiosis. Where, 
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as Tom van Dooren et al. (2016) observe, connectivity between all biological lives and even 

“non-living” entities (rivers, mountains, rocks) are considered within the matrices of histories 

and of things becoming, coevolving and being entangled. 

 

The Lyrebird and the Archive 

Like so many other animals of the Antipodes, the lyrebird featured prominently in the archives. 

Photographs, drawings, zoological descriptions, poetry, sporting advice on hunting and 

methods for cooking the lyrebird emerged. Indeed, from the fashions of London to the camp 

kitchens in the mountain ranges, the shy lyrebird was omnipresent. As the lyrebird story began 

to unfold in the archives, it instilled a deeper understanding in me, of the colonisers’ role in 

razing these matrices through their homogenisation and mono-culturising of these complex and 

diverse webs, by desiring their pastures and plantations. As I followed the lyrebird line of 

enquiry, I became immersed in rich textual material and new bodies of knowledge that spanned 

archival, scientific and critical enquiry. In an antique shop I encountered The Land of the Lyre 

Bird, first published in 1920 (South Gippsland Development League, 1966). With Wayne 

Thorpe’s words in mind, I skimmed the pages of this newly treasured object. Profuse with 

recollections from Gippsland the impenetrable scrub and awe-inspiring forests were being 

usurped by the colonial hand and their hostile tool, as Mr J. Western writes as he reflects on his 

“settlement” 1883: 

I shall never forget my first impressions of this great forest as we went on that day. The trees 

towered up till their tops seemed lost in space. The dense jungle scrub underneath, and here and 

there fern gullies of exquisite beauty, and over it all there reigned a strange and oppressive 

stillness, broken only by the notes of the lyre bird. … In after years, when we had been brought 

to fully realise the stupendous task undertaken in reducing this forest, one is amazed at the light-

hearted way it was entered upon. Never in any part of the world have I seen a forest of such 

magnificent proportions – tier after tier of growth from tangled of wiregrass and swordgrass, to 

fern-tree and scrub, and on to towering gumtree, giving a perpetual twilight by day and black 

darkness at night... 

Though it was an abnormally wet Summer, we got some fine weather in February, and near the 

end of the month scored a very good burn. What a great fire it seemed to our new chum eyes, 

and how it seemed to lick up the great tangle of scrub. One cannot easily forget the joy and 

excitement of for the first time scampering across that 100-acre clearing. Hot foot indeed! for 

we were all over it while the ground was still covered with the burning embers and the air full 

of smoke. What a change two hours of fire had wrought! We were forest dwellers no longer 

(pp. 268-271). 

The often-limerick reminiscences were in a strange way beautiful in their modes of memory 

speech, but the content was deeply melancholic, as their words were mediated to me one-

hundred years later. I felt a deep sense of loss in the pages as I began to recall so many colonial 

paintings in which the artist might paint one fallen tree alongside its frontier hero, or capture 

the gentleman’s park or the “splendorous” bush, but why never a field of scorched earth? 

Western describes their gaiety traversing the razed landscape with childlike enthusiasm, but in 

some respects, like so many of the colonial journals, the nostalgic tones of the coloniser 

apprehends the whispers of regret. It was here with The Land of the Lyre Bird in hand, that I 

mused over the ways in which a story told from the perspective of the lyrebird could offer a 

counter voice to the colonial archive. To subvert the dominant discourse of the coloniser, to 

“witness” these encounters with the land and resituate them within the histories of disavowal. 
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The Lyrebird as Linguist 

While storying I had been thinking of the lyrebird as a mimic (as it is commonly referred), but 

when I was talking to Wayne Thorpe about my work, he said that the lyrebird is not a mimic or 

a stupid animal, rather it is a linguist, and by citing various recordings that had been conducted 

across different lands he revealed how the lyrebird speaks the language specific to the lands it 

is on. This completely de-stabilised my own mind/matter, human/nature dualisms, a critical 

flaw of the Eurocentric, Enlightened subject, a flaw I had not really identified as present or 

encoded in my thinking until this point (Plumwood, 2005). I wondered if indeed what I was 

doing was unlearning and disentangling the anthropocentric, mind/matter nature/culture 

dualism, by mediating such shifts within myself in ways that I could understand through my 

creative practice. 

The lyrebird’s role as a linguist places it in position to bear witness. If we listen carefully the 

lyrebird will tell us the story of the bush. If a tree has been cut down (hear the chainsaw roar), 

if other humans have passed (hear the camera click), or if predators have entered (hear the dog 

howl). The lyrebird speaks the stories of the bush and is witness to the comings and goings of 

other players. As much as some humans might situate themselves as the only researchers of 

living things and the only storytellers of other lives, the lyrebird gently reminds us that we are 

not and points us away from the myth of the anthropocentric. 

Over the course of my research, the lyrebird became a symbol of hope and despair. Initially 

hope, because the lyrebird survived colonisation, even with the swift deforestation and the 

colonisers’ desire to hunt the prized bird. Despair, with the recent bushfires in Australia (2019–

2020), which has now cast doubts once again on its survival. The lyrebird was a means for me 

to “stay with the trouble” and acknowledge the immense contribution of other players in the 

lands that I inhabit (Haraway, 2016). 
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Listening: Ocean and Sky 
 

Michelle O’Connor 
 

 

Abstract 

 
My creative practice extends from my radio background where I step outside the 

studio to consider the notion of place through listening out (Lacey, 2011) for sounds 

of local significance. Listening: Ocean and Sky is a sonic study of water from 

listening to the ocean on a beach holiday to the sound of birds in the rain at my home 

in regional New South Wales. I listen through the microphone to hear these placed-

based sounds amplified above the din of daily life. To this extent I aim to listen out 

in a place that is familiar for sounds of significance in order to understand the sonic 

place where I live. 

 

Keywords: Listening, ocean, sky, place, soundscape 
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